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Summary

The work presented in this thesis is concerned w ith the accurate determination 
of material param eters and their use in three dimensional numerical simulation 
of the flow of rubber compounds through complex profile dies. In a first step, 
results from a study, based on classical rheometry conducted at the University of 
Wales Aberystwyth, are reviewed together with literature data. In conclusion of a 
comprehensive literature review, it is found th a t the existing literature on rubber 
compound material behaviour does not account for the separation of the different 
phenomena, i.e. in the most common case, wall slip effects are not separated from 
the shear behaviour and extensional viscosity is often neglected.

The design of a novel in-line rheometer is presented, as classical laboratory rheo
m etry is not considered adequate for taking into account the deformation history 
of the material as it proceeds through the extruder located upstream  of the pro
file die. Extensive results gathered with this rheometer are used in an inverse 
m aterial param eter determination scheme to obtain the param eters for the shear 
thinning, wall slip and extensional behaviour of the material. Subsequently, the 
new material param eters are used in the numerical study of a generic profile die 
especially designed for this purpose in order to display the various flow problems 
occurring in the real extrusion process.

The design and instrum entation of trials on a profile production line a t the in
dustrial collaborators site (Cooper Standard Products Ltd., Maesteg) for the 
aforementioned generic profile die are described.

Experimental results for the flow distribution between the various limbs of the 

profile are compared with simulations. It is concluded, th a t the inclusion of 
extensional viscosity effects in the simulation is required, as a preliminary to the 

use of simulations in a computational optimisation scheme for profile dies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Over the last 20 years, the numerical simulation of engineering problems has 
seen a transition from its beginnings in an academic environment to  widespread 
application in many fields of industry. Today, a large number of problems is 
solved adequately through the use of numerical methods, either in areas where 
an analytic solution is not obtainable, or where such a solution is not efficient 
due to the complexity of the problem at hand. Once a numerical solution is 
determined, various procedures are available for finding an improved design, the 
most prominent being autom ated optimisation schemes. The combination of 
numerical simulation and autom ated optimisation allow for a fully integrated 
design process, completely carried out in a virtual domain.

At the time of writing, numerical methods are spreading towards more complex 
problems, due to advances in the theoretical field, bu t also especially due to 
rapidly increasing computational power. It is obvious, th a t areas with a high 
potential in cost-saving have priority in the application of numerical simulation.

One such area is found in the production of endless rubber profiles, where the 
traditional design process for a new profile die is a tedious and lengthy procedure. 
Starting from an initial guess, the die, produced by wire erosion, is trialled on the 
production line and then manually adapted for an improved flow rate  balance at 
the die exit. This iterative cycle is term inated once a satisfactory configuration 

is found. As each trial incurs a down-time of the production line in addition 
to the manufacturing cost for the improved die, this design process is very cost 
intensive. In contrast, an implementation in a numerical simulation is faster and
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complements the intuition of the die designer.

When considering the simulation of a rubber compound, special attention has 
to be given to the polymeric nature of the material, which differs to a large 
degree from commonly known Newtonian fluids with a constant viscosity. This 
behaviour is further complicated due to a high degree of filler content (mainly 
carbon black), present to modify the physical properties of the compound and 
for cost saving reasons. Significant differences in behaviour are observed when 
comparing an unfilled EPDM and a fully formulated compound.

1.2 Scope of the Work

W ith regard to the aforementioned requirements, several main aspects can be 
identified as crucial for the basis of an accurate simulation of the material flow in 
a complex profile die.

•  An adequate material model has to be identified, which is able to accurately 
represent the material flow through the die, yet is acceptable in terms of 
com putational cost. The latter requirement is imposed by the complexity 
of the computational domain.

•  Once a material model is determined, accurate param eters have to be ob
tained. As the flow behaviour is highly dependent on the m aterial composi
tion and on the upstream  deformation history, the use of an in-line capillary 
rheometer is recommended.

• A trial scheme, including different dies and extrusion conditions, will have 
to be devised in order to obtain raw flow param eters (Pressure drop A P, 
flow rate  V  and tem perature T).

•  This basic data  can subsequently be used in an inverse m aterial param eter 
optimisation. An analytic solution including all the relevant phenomena will 
have to  be derived, which can be used in an iterative scheme to minimise 
the error of an objective function. One such function could be based on the 
difference between the experimental flow rate on one hand and the analyt
ical solution of the flow rate under use of the corresponding experimental 
pressure and one specific set of m aterial param eters on the other.

• The results of this study will then have to be critically compared with the 
current state of rubber rheology as found in the literature; consistencies and 
differences will have to be analysed carefully.

2
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•  The optimal set of parameters will be used in a number of simulations, with 
a generic die exhibiting all the typical features of a complex rubber profile 
die, under varying extrusion conditions.

•  A comparison with actual extrusion samples will be made possible by com
parison of the simulation results with trials conducted on the same geometry.

W ith the verification of the simulation results, a solid basis for the autom atic 
optimisation of the die geometry will have been established.

1.3 Layout of the Thesis

It is the aim of this work to provide a solid foundation for the autom ated opti
misation of rubber profile dies. In order to clarify the procedure followed here, it 
proves useful to present the material covered by the various chapters present in 
this work.

Introduction

A general introduction is given, illustrating the need for an autom ated profile die 
design cycle and especially an accurate material description a t its basis.

Problem Definition

The subject of rubber profile extrusion is covered in more detail. The require
ments of rubber sealing profiles are presented, together with the rubber com
position. Furthermore, the extrusion process is described, split into its main 
components, extruder, die area and curing line.

The current die development process is shown and an improved design cycle is 
presented, based on an autom ated optimisation scheme.

Fluid Mechanics

The classic conservation equations are derived together w ith a set of constitutive 
equations. These two are combined to form a set of equations of change as 
employed in the current work.
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Rheology

The difference between viscous and visco-elastic flow is defined and the need for a 
viscous description of the present problem is pointed out. Various non-Newtonian 
m aterial laws are introduced and a separation of shear and extensional effects is 
presented. The different rheometrical instruments are introduced with regard to 
their use in rubber processing. Finally, the concept of wall slip and its analytical 
determ ination and description are given.

Parameter Determination

Starting with rheological experiments carried out a t the University of Wales 
Aberystwyth, classical oscillatory and capillary methods are used for the material 
categorisation. Based on these results, the need for in-line da ta  is confirmed and 
an in-line rheometer for use in the actual extrusion line is designed. Extensive 
experiments are carried out with this rheometer.

Two generic dies exhibiting typical extrusion problems are manufactured, one 
with an unoptimised shape, the other with manual improvements for better bal
ancing of the material flow. Further trials are used for the collection of da ta  on 
these profile dies.

Various optimisation techniques are applied to the rheometrical da ta  in order to 
extract a valid set of material parameters for shear viscosity, extensional viscosity 
and wall slip, each of them  including tem perature dependence. As a result, the 
inverse param eter determination yields a set of parameters.

These parameters are compared critically with literature values, a review which 
reaches the conclusion th a t special care has to be taken in separating the various 
flow phenomena.

Simulation

The pre-processing of the numerical model is described together w ith an overview 
of the simulation code and of the physical problem. Various verifications, includ
ing a mesh size study are presented for the validation of the model. A simplified 
m aterial model is used to display the transition from wall stick to  wall slip in the 

profile die.

Both the unoptimised and the manually optimised generic die are used in simula
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tions a t different processing conditions. The results of these simulations are used 
in a comparison between experiment and simulation.

Conclusion

Main achievements are summarised and conclusions are drawn before future work 
is pointed out.
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Chapter 2

Problem  Definition

2.1 Product Description

2.1.1 The Profile

Rubber profiles are found in a wide variety of applications. Their primary pur
pose is the sealing of contact surfaces and edges as a protection against adverse 
conditions such as water and wind. Additionally, rubber profiles have a function 
in covering sharp edges of sheet metals, providing improved user safety and as 
ornamental details.

One of the major application fields of rubber profiles is found in the automotive 
industry, where rubber seals are extensively used in all situations where mov
ing elements need to be sealed against a contact surface. The same is true in 
house-building, where all doors and windows are sealed against draught by rub
ber profiles.

Modern product requirements result in the complex shape of today’s rubber pro
files as seen in Figure 2.1. In 2.1 a), a simple profile of uniform properties is shown, 
contrasted by Figure 2 .1 b), which has a support for transport on the conveyor 
belt to curing attached in the lower part. This support is torn  off afterwards. 
Figures 2.1c) and d) show examples of profiles with m etal inserts and different 
types of sealing lips. As a result of the product specification, different physical 
properties are needed in different parts of the profile. In areas where sealing qual
ities are desired, namely the contacts between two parts th a t are sealed against 
each other, high elasticity is needed, whereas the fixation of seals on the base ma
terial calls for strong and rigid attachm ent. Two main options are available for
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a)

c) d)

I
I Figure 2 .1 : Typical profiles in automotive industry.
[

i  realising a variation of the physical properties: m etal inserts and multiple rubber
| compounds. The former are an excellent method for clamping seals on to the
j  base material as the plastic deformation of the insert ensures a safe attachm ent
i-
[ of the seal. Multiple rubber compounds are typically brought together by differ-
j
| ent extruders, each conveying one compound. These are brought together and
j  allowed to weld together in the so called cross-head, a section of the flow-path
| specifically designed for this purpose (see Section 2.2.1).

The variety of rubber compounds ranges from rubbers of different hardness to 
sophisticated foamed rubbers, which form a sponge-like structure when cured. 
In an attem pt at cost reduction and recycling, cheaper grades of rubber are 
sometimes used for non-visible sections of a profile. To increase the optical appeal 
of visible surfaces, often a textured pattern  is imprinted by a roller ju st after the 
profile leaves the die.

Additional enhancements include glued-on felt linings to  prevent adherence to 
surfaces, as seen in car window seais. In the same way, self-adhering layers can 

be added.
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2.1.2 R ubb er C om p osition

In order to understand the flow behaviour of rubber, it is necessary to investigate 
the composition of a typical rubber compound. In its pure state, EPDM (Ethy
lene Propylene Diene Monomer) does not display satisfactory properties for use 
in practical applications, as its yield strength is not adequate. Therefore, a wide 
range of additional materials is mixed into a compound; for a typical example 
see Figure 2.2. Nowadays, the main ingredient of an EPDM compound is not
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Figure 2.2: Contents of a typical rubber compound in parts per hundred rubber 
- E8246.

rubber, but carbon black, which, together with all other added materials, leads 
to an EPDM percentage of only around 25%. Made by burning oil or natural 
gas, carbon black greatly increases the tensile strength of the final product when 
added to rubber. The original channel process of carbon black production was 
made obsolete by the oil furnace process as it is much cheaper, a t the cost of in
creased particle size. Over the years, the percentage of carbon black filler which is 
added to compounds has steadily increased as a result of design requirements and 
economic considerations. In the beginning, commercial rubber compounds incor
porated a carbon black ratio of 30 pphr (parts per hundred rubber, by weight), 
contrasted by modern ratios of up to 200 pphr. The main difference in the quality 
of carbon blacks consists in the particle size as shown in Table 2.1.

Another major component of any industrial rubber compound is mineral oil,

i----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1----------- 1------------1----------- r
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Designation Nitrogen adsorp
tion surface area
[m3/g}

Ultimate par
ticle diameter 
[1 0 - 10m]

Old designation

N110 143 200-250 SAF
N220 119 240-330 ISAF
N234 126
N326 84
N330 83 280-360 HAF
N339 96
N375 1 0 0

N550 42 390-550 FEF
N660 35

Table 2.1: Properties of different grades of carbon black [8 ].

which serves several purposes. Its main effect is to regulate the hardness of the 
vulcanised product as well as to aid in the dispersion of carbon black. As a 
processing aid it improves the material flow through the extrusion line. Another 
positive side effect is a cost reduction for base materials if oil is added to the 
compound. This technique for lowering costs is known as oil extension.

The main component responsible for the vulcanisation is sulphur. The theory of 
rubber curing is explained in detail in Section 2 .2 .2 . Used on its own, vulcanisa
tion times for sulphur based curing are very long. Historically, this circumstance 
soon lead to an increased activity in the development of accelerators. Certain 
chemicals were found to increase the rate of rubber vulcanisation when used in 
conjunction with sulphur. Modern accelerators are highly optimised .mixtures 
adapted to a specific product. In conjunction with accelerators, activators have 
to  be mentioned as they improve the performance of accelerators. The most 
common activator is zinc-oxide.

There axe several other components such as desiccant, bu t the focus in this work 
is laid on the ones mentioned above as they define the flow behaviour of the final 
product. In comparison with other sources [2, 8 ], the compounds used in the 
present work contain high levels for both carbon black and mineral oil. These 
numbers back the trend towards higher levels of additives as rubber mixing tech

nology improves.
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2.2 P ro ce ss  D e sc r ip t io n

The extrusion of rubber is only one step in the complete process of rubber profile 
manufacturing. After the profile leaves the die cavity, the profile is lead towards 
the conveyor belt in a free surface flow where it is hauled-off to curing.

Curing may be realised in several ways, with the most common being simple 
heating in an oven. The curing of other rubber compounds is activated by micro
waves. In this way, different curing times for different areas of a profile can be 
achieved.

2.2.1 E xtrusion

The fabrication of rubber seals by extrusion is a continuous process, where a 
rubber compound is forced through a die in order to obtain a specific profile shape. 
The pressure required to ensure a satisfactory rubber flow rate is provided either 
by a screw or by a ram piston. As a continuous process cannot be maintained by 
a ram type extruder and the m ajority of large scale applications use screw type 
extrusion, the focus of this work will be laid on this type of process. In Figure 2.3, 
a typical setup of two extruders is shown with the extruders oriented sideways, 
the cross-head in the centre and the m aterial being extruded towards the front.

Figure 2.3: Extrusion line (Cooper Standard Products Ltd.).
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The typical schematic layout of a modern extrusion line incorporating different 
compounds as well as a metal insert is detailed in Figure 2.4. Up to four extruders 
are feeding a so-called ’cross-head’ which unites and bonds together the rubber 
streams into one well balanced flow. For this purpose, it is necessary to use 
an optimised cross-head. From the back, an optional m etal insert may be fed 
to reinforce the profile as described in Section 2 .1 .1 . After exiting the confined 
extrusion block through the die exit, the profile is hauled off on conveyor belts 
towards curing with a haul off speed equal to the extrusion velocity.

C  conveyor belt 
to curing

die

crosshead

metal insert

Figure 2.4: Extrusion layout.

Process control is provided through sensors for different process variables indicat
ing the current level of the value inside the process window. In older equipment, 
adjustments are made manually whereas modern machinery includes automatic 
control mechanisms. In a well-designed extrusion line, there should be thermo
couples and pressure transducers in all the crucial parts of the extruder and die 
section. These will give an immediate image of the current status of the extrusion 
line. An introduction on sensors typically found in an extrusion environment is 
given in Section 5.2.3. An indirect, but nonetheless very im portant indicator for 
the performance of the extruder are its electrical readings. A direct dependence 
between the heat generation inside the extruder and the power consumption is 
established, as most of the electrical energy is converted into heat by friction. 
Concerning the extrusion speed, adjustments are made by regulation of the ro
tational speed of the screw. This speed is coordinated with the speed of the 
conveyor belt after extrusion, to eliminate differences. In special cases it might 
be desirable to set a slightly higher speed for the conveyor belt to reduce die swell 
effects and prevent any jams of the process line from the die onwards.
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Screw  D esign

In order to understand the mastication process, it is necessary to have a closer 
look at the design of extrusion screws, examples of which are shown in Figure 
2.5. The constant root diameter is a typical feature of rubber extrusion screws 
(Figures 2.5 a) and c)), contrary to screws used in the extrusion of other materials, 
where varying root diameters along the screw length as shown in Figure 2.5 b), 
are commonly found. Nowadays, the lead length, th a t is the distance between two 
adjacent flights of the screw, is variable, with more narrow flights at the extruder 
exit where the material is undergoing additional compression, leading to better 
mastication and lower air content in the final extrudate (see Figure 2.5c)).

Lead

X L U l :
Root D iameter

* a t x x x x x x t m
Figure 2.5: Typical extrusion screws.

Various other techniques are known to improve the plastification process, such as 
metering sections at the end of the varying root diameter screw, in order to reach 
a stabilised flow at the extruder exit. In other cases, sections cleared of screw 
flights are used to disturb a laminar flow for the sake of better mixing. Many 
companies have filed patents addressing problems in the extrusion of rubber.

The manufacturing of extrusion screws is a complicated process, as the final 
product is subject to high load. Inspection intervals of more than  one year are 
not uncommon, with typical uptimes of around 24 hours between changes of 
rubber compound. The flight land, the contact zone between extruder screw and 
barrel, is an area of special interest for several reasons. The gap in this area 
is subject to rigid tolerances of significantly less than i/iorara, as bad fits will 
incur a backward oriented material flow, resulting in long residence times with all 
negative consequences. To ensure proper function, these faces are consequently 
heat treated to create a hard contact surface.
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F u n c tio n a lity

Barrel

S o lid  M aterial
S crew
R otation

S econ d ary  

M elt F lo w

Extrudate

M ovem en t

Figure 2.6: The liquefaction process [1].

An extrusion screw has to fulfil several roles correctly as it is a basic requirement 
for a product without defects [1].

• The rubber is fed to the extruder in long bands of raw, uncured compound, 
which is the preferred method, unlike many other industries where pelletised 
m aterial is used as a basis.

• Once inside the extruder, the material is first chopped into increasingly 
small pieces and subsequently m asticated to form a homogeneous flow of 
rubber.

• During the transport of material towards the exit, a huge amount of heat 
is generated due to friction. According to Muccio [1 ], 85% to 90% of the 
energy needed for the process are created by friction. This heat leads to 
increased levels of liquefaction as the material is advancing (Figure 2.6).

• By applying the techniques shown in Figures 2.5 b) and c), further compres
sion and devolisation of the extrudate is achieved. It is im portant to allow 
for proper mixing of the molten material in the final stage of the extruder, 
to avoid the formation of inhomogeneities in the final product.

13
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2.2.2 Curing

Rubber in its natural state is a soft substance with highly plastic properties. Only 
by subjecting it to the process of curing can a tough, elastic state be reached. 
The contents of the rubber used in this work are listed in Figure 2.2. Though only 
listed at five parts per 100 parts EPDM, sulphur is an im portant component of 
the rubber compound, as it triggers the vulcanisation: cross-links are established 
between polymer chains. The details of the vulcanisation of rubber are a highly 
complex mechanism which has only been unravelled in recent years.

Figure 2.7 shows the possibilities of cross-linking between chains of rubber. The 
only way of improving the elastic properties of a compound is shown in Figure 
2.7a): the connection exists between two distinct chains of rubber. A variety 
of sulphides, ranging from mono- and di- to polysulphides is able to build this 
connection. Figure 2.7 b) shows a dead end where no connection is achieved at 
all and Figures 2.7c) and d) show cyclic connections for mono- and disulphides 
respectively.

Figure 2.7: Chemical structure of sulphur cross-links [2].

The vulcanisation starts off with a reaction between the sulphur and the acceler
ator to form a zinc-perthio salt which reacts with the rubber hydrocarbon RH in 
the following way:

XSxZnSxX +  RH —> XSxR +  ZnS +  HSx-iX

where X stands for a component resulting from the accelerator. The sulphur 
content will decrease, but the resulting component itself may be active again,
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reducing the level of sulphidity steadily. In another step, the XSxR group reacts 
with a second rubber hydrocarbon chain to form a constant cross-link:

XSxR +  RH —> RSx_iR  +  XSH

Further application of heat results in a decrease of polysulphidity leading to a 
more stable connection. At the same time, excessive tem peratures or curing 
times can lead to compound decomposition, resulting in optimum curing times 
and tem peratures for a specific compound.

2.2.3 Process Parameters

In the present extrusion, there is a number of param eters which are used to 
control the process. In order to create a reasonable simulation, these have to be 
identified and a process-window for defining a range of typical values for each 
param eter has to be specified. The param eters found on a typical production 
line can be grouped in two main categories: extrusion and curing values. In this 
project, we are concerned only with the first group, as the curing has no direct 
effect on the form of the profile leaving the die. It is arguable th a t the curing 
has a profound influence on the final shape of the profile and should therefore be 
included in the simulation. However, as the chemical process of rubber curing 
requires a completely different set of governing equations compared to the physical 
phenomenon of fluid flow, it is excluded here.

The available sensors in the present extrusion are several thermocouples along 
the extruder wall in addition to a pressure transducer a t the exit of the extruder, 
which together give an indication of processing conditions. The power input of the 
extruder as a means of estimating the work input into the rubber is dismissed here 
as too indirect for drawing any meaningful conclusions. The extruder screw speed 
on the other hand is a very useful value for indicating the extrusion speed as it is 
not otherwise determined. In addition to these values which are gathered at some 
distance from the die itself, a number of sensors for pressure and tem perature will 
be introduced into the flow in a non-intrusive way, as shown in C hapter 5. These 
will provide the necessary data  for the determ ination of m aterial param eters as 
derived in Chapter 4.

A wealth of material is available on the processing of polymeric materials. Rele
vant references include, amongst others, W hite [8 ], Blow [2 ], Muccio [1], Tadmor 
[11] and Bernhardt [12].
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2.3 S ta te  of  th e  A r t  in  Die D es ign

Input/Output

Trial

N ew  design

Initial design

Evaluation

Final design

Manual optim ization

Figure 2.8: Manual optimisation of die design.

The current die design process involves an iterative cycle based on practical ex
perience and intuition (see Figure 2.8). A team of senior designers starts with a 
best guess of the flow region shown in Figure 2.9 a) regarding a reasonable die 
geometry, where a profile as shown in Figure 2.1 is opened up in the upstream 
section according to Figure 2.9 b). The parallel section is never touched as it is 
needed for stabilising the flow before the die exit.

E xtrusion  flo w  
d irection

T orpedo

A djustab le  

die section

C on ica l
S ection

Parallel
S ectionParallell d ie  

section

Figure 2.9: a) Flow regions of interest, b) parallel and conical section of the op
timised die.

The die is actually manufactured and tested in a trial to determine its performance 
in terms of cross sectional area and extrusion velocity in different sections of the 
die. A first indication of the die performance is given by the straightness of the 
extrudate. The exact evaluation is usually performed by cutting slices out of 
the profile and comparing the outline manually to the profile specification. The 
conical die sections which need to be opened or closed are identified and integrated 
into a new version of the die. These iterations are repeated until a well-balanced 
die is found, which can be used for production purposes with an average number 

of iterations of five to six.
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2.4 P ro p o s i t io n  for an  O p t im ise d  D es ign  Cycle

There are several drawbacks in the conventional approach to die design. Time 
and cost are two main factors which spring to mind as areas of improvement. 
The manual iterative optimisation of the die is labour intensive and requires 
a significant number of resources as the die is manufactured by wire erosion. 
In addition, the downtime due to running trials is not negligible. A further 
disadvantage of the conventional method of die design is found in its reduced 
degree of repeatability. The final changes to a specific die design are often made 
manually, thus circumventing any procedures installed for the compliance with a 
transparent design process.

In the light of ever increasing computational power, a modern design cycle, where 
as many of the steps described in Section 2.3 as possible are replaced by virtual 
tasks in a computer, has to be the goal of an improvement in the design of profile 
dies. A scheme according to Figure 2.10 will enable the designer to significantly 
reduce the time to production. The bulk of the remaining manual work will be

- Input/Output

Optim isation
cycle

\  Fully automated 
optim isation cycle

Simulation

M esher PostprocessorPreprocessor

Param etriser

Optim iser

Figure 2.10: Proposed automated optimization cycle.

located at the s tart of the design process at the pre-processing level, where a CAD 
model of the die has to be prepared for the autom ated cycle by cleaning up (de
featuring) and parametrising it. After this step is completed, a fully autonomous 
optimization cycle will compute an optimum solution for the flow distribution 
over the exit cross sections, with alternative optimisation goals imaginable. This 

cycle, shown as the centrepiece of Figure 2.10, is launched by meshing the existent 
CAD file and the application of a set of boundary conditions suitable for use in 
the following simulation. The results, more specifically the average output flow 
rates in different sections of the die, are passed on to an optimisation module
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which calculates an objective function value th a t is used to  estim ate the quality 
of the result. Once the relative deviation from the average flow rate  in each 
partition is known, a parametriser can be invoked with the goal of computing a 
new set of values for the various design variables. These new design variables are 
incorporated into an updated CAD file and the cycle is closed by creating a new 
mesh.

After a threshold for the deviation from the average flow rate predetermined in the 
optimization module has been crossed, the loop is exited and the final version of 
the CAD model, as well as post-processing information for verification purposes, 
is w ritten by the post-processing module. As a result, the human interaction in 
the design process will be limited to pre- and post-processing, thus eliminating 
the dependence on intuition on the developers side. Such knowledge will instead 
complement the autom atic process which is able to generate high-performance 
solutions in new applications quickly and a t greatly reduced cost.

A potential problem area which cannot be neglected is the incompleteness of re
alistic material behaviour models in the extruder and die. If the m aterial model 
does not reflect the reality, a numerical optimisation will give a balanced solution 
which will not yield a viable die. For this reason, emphasis is laid on obtaining 
a realistic material flow model as introduced in Chapter 4. Also, a t this point 

•we have to mention a discrepancy between the manual and the numerical opti
mization which can not be easily avoided. In the manual optimization process, 
the design team  uses its intuition gathered over many design cycles to predict 
the deformation of the extrudate due to die swell and curing effects. As these 
mechanisms are based on fundamentally different principles (elastic effects and 
chemical reactions respectively), we are not able to  predict any implications due 
to these effects in our simulation code. It is however thought, th a t the die de
signer will be able to introduce the necessary adaptations into the numerically 

optimised die without major changes.

On the numerical side, it can already be estim ated th a t the simulation of a com
plex real-world die will take considerable com putational effort. As the optimi
sation will be constituted of a multitude of simulations, it is imperative to  keep 
the number of simulations as small as possible by making use of an advanced 
param etrisation scheme (see e.g. [13]) and to restrict the number of design vari
ables as far as possible.
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Chapter 3

Fluid M echanics

3.1 Conservation Equations

In the following, we will give a brief summary of the different conservation equa
tions which govern the flow of any material under non-relativistic conditions. 
This material is covered in a wide range of books (see e.g. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]), 
from which the present material is gathered. The conservation equations are 
applied to the mass, linear momenta, angular momenta and to the energy of a 
control volume. A further axiom is the entropy inequality or the second law of 
thermodynamics, which is of no immediate use in this place.

In an arbitrary volume of fluid, no creation or destruction of mass is effected, 
assuming th a t no chemical processes take place,

As Equation (3.2) is independent of the chosen frame of reference, we can state 

th a t

3.1.1 Mass

(3.1)

By transform ation through Leibniz’s and Gauss’s theorem we get

(3.2)

^  +  di (pvt) = 0 , (3.3)
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which is the well known continuity equation. It can be further simplified for the 
case of constant density, for which the time derivative vanishes,

dv-i
3 = 0. (3.4)

dxj

3.1.2 Linear M omenta

This axiom is derived from Newtons second law of motion, F  = m  - a, applied to 
an arbitrary volume

£  [  PV4V = f  p f idV  + f  t idS,  (3.5)
JV(t) Jv( t )  JS(t)

where the left hand side represents the linear momentum and the right hand side 
the body forces /* and surface forces U.

By application of the theorems of Leibniz and Gauss, we can expand the left hand 
side

j :  f  ffu,dV = j  (pvi) + dj (pVjVi) dV. (3.6)
d t j m  Jv( t )d t

The surface traction vector ti can be related to  the stress tensor Tji via the normal 
vector rij by stating

U = rijTji. (3.7)

The surface integral in Equation (3.5) can be subjected to  Gauss in the same way
as seen before, effectively resulting in one integral over the volume

J  ( d 0 (pvi) +  dj (pvjVi) -  pfi -  djTj^J d V  = 0 . (3.8)

By making use of the possibility of arbitrary volumes, we can simplify Equation

(3.8) to yield
do (pvi) +  dj (pvjVi) -  pfi -  djTji =  0. (3.9)

In a final step, by using the definition of the viscous stress tensor r i<7-

Tij =  -pSij +Tij, (3.10)

we can write
do (pvi) +  dj (pVjVi) -  pfi  +  dip -  djTji =  0 (3.11)

or

do (pvi) +  dj (pvjVi) = pfi -  dip +  djTji. (3.12)
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3.1.3 Angular M om enta

This axiom is useful in th a t it can supply the proof of the symmetry of the stress
tensor, as will be shown in Section 3.2.1. We start with the vector of the angular
momentum

L = r  x (m v )) =  peijkrjVkd V  (3.13)

and the outer momenta of the body forces

M  =  r  x F, (3.14)

which can be split into momenta due to body forces

M b = r  x /  (pdV) = peijkr j f k d S  (3.15)

and momenta due to surface forces

M s = r  x td S  = eijkTjUpTpkdV. (3.16)

The term  resulting from angular momenta such as the Coriolis force is negligible 
under the studied conditions. Thus, we get the angular momenta axiom in its 
basic form

-y: [  ptijkVjVkdV = [  peijkTjfkdV +  f  eijkrjnpTpkdS.  (3.17) 
M  JV(i) J v ( t ) Js(t)

By applying Leibniz’s theorem to the left hand side, we get

[  ^  (peijkrjVk) d V  +  [  eijkprjVknpVpdS =
JV(t) JS(t)

I  P^ijk^jffcdV̂  T I eijkrjripTpkd S  (3.18)
JV(t) Js(t)'V(t) JS(t)

and by applying the theorem of Gauss

f  rji (.P̂ -ijkTjVk) d V  T  f  ^ijkdp (prjVkVp) dV'
JV(t) a t  JV(t)

[  PeijkTjfkdV +  [  tijkdpirjTpk) dV. (3.19)
JV(t) JV(t )

Again, use is made of the independence on the frame of reference to  eliminate the 
integrals

tijk (do (prjVk) +  dp (prjVpVk) -  pTjfk -  dp (rjTpk)) =  0. (3.20)
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3.1.4 Energy

The last of the relevant conservation equations is the energy equation derived 
from the first law of thermodynamics:

d E  dQ d W  ,
T -  =  —̂  ~  - r -  3 -2 1dt dt  dt

where Q denotes the therm al energy and W  the work. Considering the total 
energy of an arbitrary fluid particle we get

dE  = p +  '^VjVj'j d V  (3.22)

with a contribution from the internal energy e and the kinetic energy. The work 
term  is derived from the definition of work as

d W  = dxT • F  (3.23)

or the rate of work as
^  =  v T ■ F . (3.24)
dt

By separating body and surface forces, we get

( p d V ) ( f i) v i (3.25)

for the body forces and
({nj Tji) d S ) v i (3.26)

for the surface forces as the two contributions of the work term  in Equation (3.21). 
The third term  of Equation (3.21), the heat transfer term , is introduced by means 
of the heat flux vector For heat transfer from a body we have

dQ = n ^ d #  (3.27)

and for heat transfer to a body we get

dQ = — riiqidS. (3.28)
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Equations (3.22), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.28) can now be substituted into Equation 
(3.21) to yield

By applying the theorems to convert surface integrals to volume integrals (see 
Section 3.1.2) and by assuming independence of the frame of reference we end up 
with

which completes our set of conservation equations.

Equations (3.4), (3.12), (3.20) and (3.30) represent a complete set of equations 
th a t can be used to describe the behaviour of any material, solid or liquid, under 
the influence of outer forces and energy fluxes. As the number of unknowns in 
the above equations is higher than the number of equations, it is now necessary 

to  introduce a set of constitutive equations which describe the behaviour of a 
specific -material.

3.2 Constitutive Equations

3.2.1 Stresses and Strains

Definition of the Stress Tensor

In an arbitrary volume d V , any stresses can be classified according to Figure 3.1. 
The stresses Tn, T22 and 733 are the normal stresses acting perpendicular to  a 
surface while all other stresses are shear components. These shear stresses are 
not independent of each other. This can be shown by applying Greens theorem 
to the angular momentum balance for any given domain V  (see Equation (3.17)) 
under exclusion of tem poral changes.

(3.29)

-diQi -  di (.pvi) +  di (TijVj) +  pvifi (3.30)

/  eijkTjfkdV +  /
J v  Js

^■ijk̂ j'H'p'T'pkdS 0 (3.31)
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Figure 3.1: Components of the stress tensor.

becomes

/  rjTkinidS =  /  (rj r fci) / dC
V s JV

= /  +  7^  /) dV"
JV

= /  (rfcj +  rjTki,i) dV.
Jv

which is substituted into the original Equation (3.31) to form

/  eijk Vj  Uk  +  Tki,i) +  rkj \ d V  =  0 .
Jv

(3.32)

As the local equilibrium has to be respected, Equation (3.32) can be simplified 
to

[  eijkTkjdV = 0. (3.33)
Jv

Because Equation (3.33) has to be correct for any domain, it follows tha t

UjkTkj = 0 (3.34)

which can be expanded to

Tij Tji. (3.35)

Thus, the number of independent stress components reduces from nine to six. 
Apart from the three normal stresses tu , T22 and 733 , the three shear stresses 

7"i2 =  721, 7*13 =  T31 and 723 =  732 have to be determined.
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Relation between Stress and Strain

In any fluid, the inherent stress field is composed of two components: the sur
rounding thermodynamic pressure and a component due to any movement oc
curring in the fluid, the viscous stress tensor, also called deviatoric stress tensor.

(Jij =  -pSij  +  Tij (3.36)

For a fluid a t rest, the deviatoric stress vanishes and the fluid is only under 
hydrostatic stress. Otherwise, additional stresses which depend on the velocity 
gradient in the fluid and on material properties arise. The common assumption 
for relating shear stresses to velocity gradients is formulated as

nj  =  Cijlm- p - .  (3.37)
o xm

For Newtonian fluids such as air or water, the coefficient tensor Cijim is generally 
composed of up to 81 constants. However, for isotropic fluids which do not display 
different material properties according to orientation in space, the coefficients of 
Equation (3.37) reduce to two: 77 and A.

dvj d v j \  dvi
dxj dxi)  dxi

By making use of the continuity Equation (3.4) for incompressible flow, Equation 
(3.38) can be reduced to

if the fluid density is constant. Therefore, the second viscosity coefficient does 
not need to be specified for incompressible fluids. The velocity gradientdvi/dxj is 
derived from two separate contributions

dVi _  1 (  dvi +  &>A +  1 /  diH _  p  40)
dxj  2  \ d x j  d x i )  2  \ d x j  x

with

+  (3 4 1 )

being the rate of strain tensor and

1 f  dvi dv j

(3 '42)
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being the vorticity tensor. It is worth noting tha t the Equations (3.38) and (3.39) 
do not depend on the vorticity which is responsible for any rigid body rotation, 
as no additional stresses will occur in the case of rotation. In Figure 3.2, the 
difference between irrotational and rotational flow is shown as the path of a finite 
fluid volume is tracked along a streamline ip.

3.3 E q u a t io n s  of C h a n g e

W ith the definition of the constitutive equations, we have a means a t hand to re
move the unknowns from the continuity equations. By substituting the definition 
of the stress tensor, Equation (3.39), into the conservation equations found in 
Section 3.1, we get a system of equations which can be used to solve an arbitrary 
fluid mechanics problem either analytically, or in the case of great complexity, 
numerically. Thus, we can express the general equations of change:

M ass C o n se rv a tio n

a) b) V

Figure 3.2: a) Irrotational and b) rotational flow.

dop +  di (pvi) =  0 . (3.43)

L in ea r M o m e n ta

do (pvi) +  dj (p v ^ i ) =  pfi -  dip +  dj
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Energy

These equations are suitable for solving arbitrary flow problems including tran
sient problems, compressible materials and changing viscosity under non-iso
therm al conditions. As the focus of this study is laid on steady-state extrusion 
and as the present rubber compounds are considered incompressible, Equations 
(3.43), (3.44) and (3.45) can be simplified to yield the following system of equa
tions.

Mass Conservation

As the extrusion can well be approximated by an iso-thermal problem in the 
steady state, Equation (3.45) can be discarded. These equations are the non- 
Newtonian equivalent of the Navier-Stokes equations, the difference being found 
in the variable viscosity term. At this point, different rheological models are 
excluded as well as wall slip, as these concepts will be introduced in Sections 4.2 

and 4.4 respectively.

diVi =  0 . (3.46)

Linear Momenta

pVjdjVi =  pfi -  dip +  2 dj (rjiij) . (3.47)
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Chapter 4

Rheology

The modern science of rheology is defined as the study of the deformation and 
flow of m atter. Founded on the work of Newton, the flow of viscous materials can 
be described in analogy to the theory of elasticity. A solid m aterial will respond 
with stresses if subjected to a strain field:

(Tij = Eeij,  (4.1)

where is the stress tensor, E  is the Youngs modulus and £{j is the applied 
strain. Newton used a similar approach to describe the viscous stresses in a fluid 
in dependence of the strain rate tensor iij  as derived in Section 3.2.1, where 
Equation (3.39) shows the following relationship:

Tij =  r(liij. (4.2)

The material constant rj is called the dynamic viscosity and is usually given in the 
unit Pas .  The full range of real-life viscosities is displayed in Table 4.1, spanning
more than 45 orders of magnitude for common materials. Comprehensive listings
of a wide range of viscosities are found in reference works, see e.g. [19]. Except for 
the simple case of inviscid flow, this material property is crucial for an accurate 
description of any fluid flow.

From the above equations it is possible to draw a simple distinction between solids 
and fluids: solid materials show limited deformation under an applied stress field, 
they show elastic behaviour. Fluids on the other hand will deform infinitely for 
a given stress, they display viscous properties.
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Liquid Approximate 
viscosity r)[Pas]

Glass 1 0 4U
Molten glass (bOCFC) 1 0 12

Bitumen 1 0 8

Molten polymers 1 0 3

Golden syrup 1 0 2

Liquid honey 1 0 1

Glycerol

ooT—
1

Olive oil i c t 1

Bicycle oil io - 2

W ater 1 0 “ 3

Air l t r 5

Table 4.1: Viscosity range of common materials a t room tem perature [9].

4.1 Viscous vs. Visco-elastic Fluids

In reality however, the border between fluids and solids is not drawn as distinc
tively as presented above. On the side of solids, creeping behaviour is encoun
tered, where a solid deforms plastically, even under very small strains. For fluids, 
so called visco-elastic behaviour is found, where elastic components influence the 
flow field. Examples of this behaviour are found in the well-known effect of die 
swell and the Weissenberg (rod-climbing) effect. The visco-elastic behaviour of 
fluids is based on long-range memory effects of the deformation history of the 
fluid, a phenomenon whose numerical solution requires considerable computa
tional cost. Crochet et. al. give a good introduction to the numerical analysis of 
non-Newtonian flows in [20]. In this place, however, visco-elastic fluids are not 
investigated any further, not due to a lack of relation with the subject of this 

study, but purely due to the excessive cost of the constitutive model.

4.2 Non-Newtonian Fluids

Even if the dynamic viscosity is often assumed to be constant for a given problem, 
this assumption only holds for a very limited number of cases. In reality the 
viscosity shows dependence on a range of physical properties which may have 
significant influence on the viscosity. The most im portant factors are listed here.

•  Temperature. Many real processes involve changes in tem perature which
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can not be neglected when considering the viscosity of a given material.
For Newtonian fluids, the well known equation of Arrhenius (see e.g. [21])

describes this relationship

r] — A  e x p ^ , (4.3)

with A  and B  as material constants and T  as the absolute tem perature. 
Another approach is the addition of an exponential modifier of the type

eb(Tre/_T), (4.4)

with b being an additional material param eter to any of the shear dependant 
models. We will make use of this method in the application in Section 5.4, 
as it is well suited for numerical implementation while introducing only one 
new material parameter.

•  Pressure. The use of lubricants in engines and gears is the classical example 
where a fluid’s capacity to show increased viscosity under pressure is used 
to separate moving parts. According to  Barnes [9], changes of viscosity in 
the order of four magnitudes are commonly found for pressure differences 
of around O.bGPa.

•  Shear rate. Probably the most im portant influence on the viscosity of a 
fluid is exerted by the shear rate. Many non-Newtonian fluids show a high 
degree of sensitivity towards changes in shear rate. Therefore, a main point 
in building a model for the simulation of non-Newtonian fluids has to be an 
accurate description of this relationship, which will be covered in Section 

4.2.1.

4.2.1 Shear Rate Dependency

As a restricting condition in the following chapter it is assumed th a t the behaviour 
of the examined fluids is time-independent, i.e. the shear rate  does not change 
with the time for which an arbitrary stress has been applied to  the fluid.

In general, the stress-strain curve of a fluid can be expressed as an equation of 

the form
t  =  f  (7 ) ,  (4.5)

which leads to the different flow curves depicted in Figure 4.1. A closer inspection 
is deemed appropriate.
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Figure 4.1: Non-Newtonian fluid behaviour.

N e w to n ia n  F lu id

The simplest conceivable case is the one of the Newtonian fluid where Equation 
(4.5) takes the form

The resulting flow curve is a straight line with a linear relationship between stress 
and shear rate.

B in g h a m  P la s tic

The characterising quality of a Bingham plastic is its resistance to deformation 
until a yield stress ry is reached. Below this threshold no flow will occur in this 
class of materials. The flow curve takes the form

where fiy is the bulk offset material parameter. If r  is smaller or equal ry, no 
motion is triggered. The definition of a value for the yield stress might under 
circumstances be considered vague, as many materials exhibit a yield stress which 

is so low tha t in practical applications it is of no importance.

r = /ry. (4.6)

(4.7)
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Pseudoplastic

A very im portant category of fluids are the pseudoplastic or shear-thinning fluids. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, the shear stress - shear rate relationship is not linear and 
the higher the applied shear rate, the lower the increase in shear stress. This
behaviour is due to  a reduction in viscosity which itself is a result of various
factors. The causes which have to be mentioned are the alignment of polymer 

particles in the flow direction and a disentanglement between different polymer 
chains. Most pseudoplastic fluids show a linear range in their flow curve, where 
the double logarithmic plot of shear rate vs. viscosity is linear. At the high and 
the low end of the shear rate spectrum often constant values for the viscosity can 

! be observed. The shape of the flow curve is determined by the composition of the
| polymer, with narrow weight distributions giving more accurately defined curves
I than  wide weight distributions.
!
!

! There are a number of m athem atical models in use to represent this shear-thinning
behaviour, which have found a varying degree of popularity due to  their accuracy 
and also their applicability:

•  Power law. This is the most commonly found model due to its simplicity. 
It is expressed as derived in Chapter 4.3.2:

V — /xo7n_1. (4.8)

Its disadvantage is its restriction to  the linear section of the shear thinning 
part of the flow curve. From a practical standpoint however, many applica
tions are still operating within the ranges set by this approach and cut-off 
values for 7  —► 0 and 7  —> 0 0  can be provided for in a simulation. The 
parameters of this model are po, the fluid consistency and n, the power 
law index. The values for these parameters are specific to  a given material 
and they can be determined by various rheometrical experiments which are 
explained in detail in Section 4.3. A common objection to  the experimental 
character of this model is founded in the units (P a s n) which do not have 
any scientific meaning.

For shear-thinning fluids, the power law index is always less than  one, with 
one being the borderline case for a Newtonian fluid. Thus, it can be clearly 
seen th a t Equation (4.6) is a special case of Equation (4.8).

•  Carreau and Cross type models. To overcome the restrictions imposed by 
the power law model, namely the existence of cut-off values [2 2 ], a model
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was developed by various researchers which pays attention to the regions 
excluded from the power law. In its generic form it is expressed as

T) = (4.9)

with the material parameters being 770, n, r*, and a. In its specific imple
mentation, the Carreau model for a = 2  and the Cross model for a =  1 — n 
should be mentioned as the most commonly found models.

Herschel-Bulkeley

combines an offset value fiy with the power law model described above:

thus removing the restrictions of the power law model, Equation (4.8).

Dilatant

Less common than  other materials types, some materials (e.g. concentrated aque
ous corn starch) express dilatant or shear thickening behaviour. Especially in 
polymer extrusion processes, this behaviour is very rarely found. The material 
model most commonly used is the power law (Equation (4.8)) w ith a power law 
index n  greater than  one.

4.2.2 Extension Rate Dependency

Historically, the shear behaviour of materials has received much more attention 
than  the influence of extension as tests for the former are more readily defined. 
In spite of this fact, many industrial processes seem to exhibit a significant degree 
of extensional flow. Traditionally, the Trouton ratio

A variation of the power law is the Herschel-Bulkeley model (see e.g. [21]) which

TI = Hy +  /io7n 1 (4.10)

T r  = rte/ris (4.11)

for a Newtonian fluid is determined to be three. As described e.g. by Osswald 
[23] or Agassant [24], this result stems from the fact th a t the diagonal of the stress 
tensor under uniaxial extension (as seen in axisymmetric extrusion) is determined
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from the to tal stress tensor - Equation (3.36) - and the deviatoric stress under 
uniaxial conditions

and

033  =  - p  +  2r)£ (4.14)

with all non-diagonal terms equal to zero. Because the outer stress is only applied 
in the third direction, a n  and a22 have to be zero leading to

033 =  3t7£ (4.15)

and thus an extensional viscosity of r)e =  the definition of the Trouton ratio 
for the uniaxial case. At this point it has to be noted th a t other extensional flows 
show different Trouton ratios, for example T r  =  4 in the case of planar extension.

For non-Newtonian fluids however, the Trouton ratio can diverge from this value 
to a high degree (see e.g. McGlashan [25]), the reason for the need to evaluate 

■ the Trouton ratio before deciding on whether extensional behaviour has to be 
modelled in the simulation.

of the extensional viscosity. A summary of assumptions for this analysis can be 
found in Sarkars work [27]:

1 . incompressible fluid

2 . funnel-shaped flow; no-slip (vz =  0 ) on funnel surface

3. unidirectional flow in the funnel region

4. well developed flow upstream  and downstream

5. symmetry in 0

6 . pressure drops due to shear and elongation may be calculated separately 
and summed to give the to ta l entrance pressure-loss

Cogswell

Cogswell [26] was the first to derive an approximate solution for the determination
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7. neglect Weissenberg-Rabinowitch correction

8 . shear stress is related to shear-rate through a power law

9. elongational viscosity is constant

1 0 . shape of the funnel is determined by the minimum generated pressure drop

1 1 . no effect of elasticity (shear normal stresses neglected)

1 2 . neglect inertia

If these restrictions seem acceptable, an equation for the pressure can be expressed 
as

P e n t  =  ( 4 -1 6 )

Binding

First described in [28], this approach aims to minimise the energy balance of the 
fluid on its way through the die, with both the planar and the axisymmetric case 
being covered. In [25], an application of this technique is given by McGlashan 
and Mackay. If the usual definition of the shear viscosity (Equation (4.8)) is used 
as the basis for a similar law for the extensional case, we can expand Cogswells 
model by introducing a variable elongational viscosity

7]e = flei P~1. (4.17)

A similar set of assumptions to Cogswell’s approach is proposed:

1 . incompressible fluid

2 . funnel-shaped flow; no slip (vz = 0 ) on funnel surface

3. unidirectional flow in the funnel region (see assumption 10)

4. well developed flow upstream  and downstream

5. 0-sym m etry

6 . shear viscosity is related to shear-rate through a power law

7. elongational viscosity is given by a power law

8 . shape of the funnel is determined by the minimum work to  drive flow
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9. no effect of elasticity (shear normal stresses neglected)

1 0 . the quantities ( ^ f ) 2 and related to the shape of the funnel, are ne
glected; implies th a t the radial velocity is neglected when calculating the 
rate of deformation

1 1 . neglect energy required to maintain vortex circulation

12. T© @  Trr — 0

13. neglect inertia

( 4 m )  An

with the severest being number 3, the assumption of unidirectional flow. This 
restriction is not acceptable for Newtonian fluids; non-Newtonian fluids however 
which tend to exhibit vortices in corners are generally deemed conforming to  this 
rule. McGlashan and Mackay [25] solve the equation for the power consumption 
E  to result in an entry pressure drop

p    16n/xp /  m +1 \  ^ /  i
en t 3m  V n - f l  /  ^

3m (n+l)  \

(4.18)

with 7 u, being the strain rate at the wall as introduced in Section 4.3.2 (see 
Equation (4.56)). The definition for r  and ro are the orifice and the upstream  
radius, respectively. The Integral Imn in Equation (4.18) can be solved to yield

r _________ m n (m  +  l) (n +  1 )_________ r  (m ) r  ( i f e )  lq x
mn (m(n + 1)+ 2n) ((m + 1) (n + 1)+ 2n) T (m+(^-))

with T (y ) =  J0°° x y~l e~xdx  being the standard definition of the gamma function.

4.3 Rheometry

The determination of the material properties describing the flow of non-Newtonian 
fluids has historically been undertaken in various ways. Two techniques com
monly found are cone-and-plate rheometers and die rheometers. The advantages 
of the former situate it mainly in a laboratory environment due to  the possibility 
of widely adjustable test parameters, whereas the la tter show their strength more 
in an industrial environment, where on-line data  can be extracted from forked-off
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streams of material. Another advantage is the possibility to achieve less intru
sive sampling as the material stream is deformed in a similar way to the actual 
extrusion process.

4.3.1 C on e-an d -P la te  R heom eters

Sam ple

Ar

Figure 4.2: The cone-and-plate rheometer.

Figure 4.2 shows a schematic view of a typical cone-and-plate rheometer which is
commonly used to determine the characteristics of a fluid in laboratory environ
ments. A sample of the material is clamped between a fixed plate and a rotating 
cone. The rotation results in a shearing motion which, for small angles ip, shows 
a constant shear rate over the whole radius R  as

7  (r) =  =  J L  (4.20)
r tan ip tan  ip

and for small angles

7 = 4  (4.21)

This is the reason for reduced implementation of parallel plates in this type of 
rheometer.

Two kind of modes of operation have to be distinguished: uniform and oscillatory 
shear. As the experiments considered in this work were conducted using oscilla
tory shear, the remainder of this section will be focused on this type of rheometry 
which nowadays seems to be the dominant method.
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The dynamic analysis of polymeric materials has to take into account the elastic 
properties as well as the viscous ones and a convenient way to m anipulate the 
data  is found in the use of complex numbers. In this context, the definition of 
the strain is given as (see e.g. [9, 21])

7* (t) =  7oe(“ ' ) (4.22)

with a derivative of
7* (t) =  ko7oe“ ‘. (4.23)

The complex stress is defined in the same manner as

r* (t) =  roei(“ ‘+i), (4.24)

leading to a stress vector made up of a viscous and a elastic part as illustrated in
Figure 4.3b). Rewriting the general Equations (4.1) and (4.2), we can state

G”

<u
G’ viscous stress

Figure 4.3: Components of a) the complex shear modulus and b) the complex 
stress.

= (4.25)

for a perfectly elastic solid and

t (t ) =  VI (t) (4-26)

for a perfectly viscous fluid.

A complex shear modulus G* as seen in Figure 4.3 a) has to be defined for ac
commodating the need for split (viscous and elastic) properties by substituting
Equations (4.22) and (4.24) into Equation (4.25):

G* = G' + iG", (4.27)
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which can be used to relate strain and stress

r* (t) =  G* (u>) 7  (t) (4.28)

to represent the shear stress displayed in Figure 4.3 b). In Equation (4.27), G' and 
G" are denoted as the storage modulus and loss modulus. The same steps can 
be performed for the viscous stress, by substituting Equations (4.23) and (4.24) 
into the definition of the viscous fluid (Equation (4.26)):

T* (t ) =  ??*7 (t ) ,  (4.29)

where the definition of the complex viscosity

r f  = r f  — ir}" (4.30)

is used, with rj representing the viscous part of the viscosity and 77" the elastic 
part, which is recovered. The viscous part 7/  is, in fact, the same entity as
the dynamic viscosity found in Equation (4.2). Now, Equation (4.28) can be
substituted into Equation (4.29) to yield

, G* G " - i G '
V* = ~  = ------------  4.31IU UJ

and therefore, with Equation (4.30)

r/ (W) =  r f  (w) =  (4.32)
u  u

To correlate experimental results from oscillatory cone-and-plate rheometry with 
these equations, the data  from the rheometer, i.e. 7 0 , tq and the phase angle 5 

have to  be used.

W hen subjected to oscillatory shear, the analysed m aterial shows a stress response 
which is out of phase with the input, as seen in Figure 4.4. As this graph is based 
on Equations (4.22) and (4.24), 5 can plainly be seen as the difference in phase 
angle between the strain input and the stress response. The phase angle 6 relates 

G' and G" as seen in Figure 4.3 a):

ta n £  =  (4.33)
G

At this point we have to introduce the well-known Cox-Merz rule, a very useful 
tool for obtaining data  on polymer materials. While solely based on empirical cor
relation, the Cox-Merz rule is widely used, as it seems to produce valid results for
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Figure 4.4: Oscillatory strain and resulting stress response in the cone-and-plate 
rheometer.

a wide range of materials. The Cox-Merz rule is applied in oscillatory rheometry 
by plotting the complex viscosity 77* over the angular frequency Q. The resulting 
plot is then equated with a plot of the shear viscosity over the shear rate while 
the numerical values stay the same, i.e. the angular frequency is turned into the 
shear rate and the complex viscosity becomes the shear viscosity.

Though widely used in polymer processing, we will have to question its applica
bility with regard to the present range of rubber compounds.

4.3 .2  D ie  R heom eters

As mentioned earlier, the main advantage making die rheometers very useful is the 
close binding of the sampling to the actual process. If a die rheometer is coupled 
with an extruder from the production line, a system of minimal disturbance is 
created which is a requirement for exact results. Due to the complexity of the 
material, the tem perature and deformation history of the compound have to be 
modelled according to the flow in the production line as cone-and-plate rheometers 
impose their own stress history which might or might not have an influence on 

the measured properties.

Two main kinds of die rheometers have to be distinguished: the slit die and 
the capillary die rheometer. Being more flexible, the slit die rheometer is more 
complex to build and to operate, whereas the capillary die rheometer is a simple 

device which might not serve all envisaged purposes.

Both types of instrument show flow regions according to Figure 4.5, which give
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Figure 4.5: Different flow regions in die rheometers [3].

rise to several problems when evaluating the accuracy of any obtained value. 
Generally, we can state tha t

P to t  —  P e n t  +  P c a p  +  P e x i t i  (4.34)

where Pcap is the actual pressure drop through the die and Pent and Pexu are the 
entry/exit losses, respectively. This relation will prove useful in the context of 
separating the entry pressure loss from the capillary pressure drop.

S lit D ie  R h e o m e te r

In many situations it is desirable to have an analytical solution for the flow field 
in a slit die, e.g. in order to determine shear rates in a profile extrusion, not to 
speak of its usefulness in designing a slit die rheometer. From fluid mechanics we 
can state  that

I  -

= Tzy (4.36)

which integrates over y to yield

or (see Equation (3.39))

9£ y ^ w  ^

By changing sign and substituting the power law (Equation (4.8)) into Equation 

(4.37), we get
9p ( d v z \ n~l dvz ( d v z y

’ (4 3 8 )
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v z (y ) =
n dp

n  +  1 V dz■Mo (4.39)

Capillary Rheometer

The determ ination of the material properties, namely of the fluid consistency po 
and the power law index n, is a well known procedure for capillary dies. It is 
described in a number of textbooks such as [3, 21, 29, 30], which were used to 
compile this derivation. For the viscometric region of Figure 4.5, the equations 
of motion can be expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system as

_  dp 1 d (rrrz) 
dz r dr

_ d p  dTrr_ Trr -
dr dr r

where the to tal stress tensor is defined as

Tee

0,

0,

(4.40)

(4.41)

-P  +  Tzz Trz 0
Oij Trz ~P  +  Trr 0 (4.42)

0 0 - p  +  Tee

Integration of Equation (4.40) from the centreline r  =  0 to  an arbitrary radius r  
gives

-  - i£ «-«>
and for the shear stress a t the wall

R d p  
~2~dz’

(4.44)

where R  is the die radius. This equation is the limit of the balance of forces on 
a cylindrical element in the flow channel:

R A P  
2 L

(4.45)

Equations (4.43) and (4.44) can be combined to form

111 -  L  
t,„ R

(4.46)
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The flow rate V  is calculated by integrating the velocity profile over the cross 
section of the die:

V  = 2n rvz(r)dr , (4.47)
J o

which can be integrated by parts to yield

V  = —ir [  r 2^^ -d r . (4.48)
J o  d r

In the viscometric region, we have constant shear rates and thus

d.Vr
=  7 . (4.49)

d r

Equations (4.46) and (4.49) can be substituted into Equation (4.48) to give

t 3VU)
7tE?

which can be integrated to  result in

rrw
=  /  7  T2zdrrz, (4.50)

Jo

"1w~  ■kE? ( T,"d rw + 3 l> )  ' (4'51)

By making use of the definition of the apparent shear rate

7app — ^ 3 1  -  (4-52)

Equation (4.51) can be transformed into [21]

7app (  Q d In 7 app
^  = (4-53)

W hen expressing the power law in term s of the dependency between shear rate 
and shear stress

Tw = tiiZpp, (4.54)

the power law index n  can be interpreted as the slope of the shear rate vs. shear
stress curve in the logarithmic diagram #

d In Tw / c r\n  =  — . (4.55)
d In ̂ app

Equation (4.55) can now be used to simplify Equation (4.53) into

jw =  ^ ^ “ 7a p p ,  (4.56)
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where is sometimes called the Rabinowitch correction. Equation (4.56) can 
subsequently be used to to express rw in terms of in Equation (4.54)

tw =  (4-57)

The relation between fiQ and fj,'Q is thus determined by

t o  =  ^  ( a T T i )  • {458)

As t w and in Equation (4.57) are defined by Equations (4.45) and (4.56), an 
equation is a t hand which lets us relate the measured pressure drop. A P  through 
a capillary die to the flow rate V  and thus the shear stress rw to the shear rate

'Yw

W ith these equations, it is possible to generate plots of 7 ^ vs. rw as seen in 
Figure 4.1. An im portant advantage of this procedure is the fact th a t wall slip 
can be detected easily. If non-laminar flow and time-dependency can be assumed 
to be negligible [29], a discrepancy between the flow curves for different diameters 
indicates wall slip.

Equation (4.57) can be substituted into the definition of the viscosity

n =  ^  (4.59)
7iw

to give

77 =  /i07 n_1, (4.60)

which is the well known power law for non-Newtonian fluids. A simple enhance
ment of this equation is the addition of a tem perature dependant exponential 
term  as proposed in Section 4.2,

rj = jj,oeb(Tref~T')/yn~1. (4.61)

4.4 Wall Slip

In classical fluids analysis, a fundamental assumption is the wall stick boundary 
condition where the fluid velocity a t the wall is zero. The theory of the boundary 
layer - first formulated by P randtl - explains the forming of a velocity profile 
which is assumed to range from vw =  0  at the wall to  v = Voo a t a distance 8. 
Boundary layer theory is covered in a number of textbooks, with an extensive
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discussion found in [31]. This assumption of zero wall velocity as a reasonable 
approximation has found its way into the numerical simulation of a wide range 
of common materials such as gases and simple Newtonian liquids.

4.4.1 Determ ination  

Experimental Determination

For complex polymers such as the present rubber formulation however, wall slip 
has to be considered as a major influence on the pressure drop. Mooney [32] first 
described a method to detect wall slip by making use of a capillary rheometer 
as described in Section 4.3.2 and by using different die diameters (see also [29],
[33]). If the wall shear stress rrz as given in Equation (4.43) is plotted over the 
apparent shear rate (Equation (4.52)), as seen in Figure 4.1, a fluid w ithout wall 
slip will exhibit a unique curve when plotting the da ta  for different die diameters. 
If this exercise results in several different curves, wall slip can assumed to be 
present. Several conditions have to be met in order to result in a valid wall slip 
determination:

•  The flow is laminar, a criterion readily met by typical rubber extrusion 
applications

• Time-independence can be assumed

A quantitative determination of the wall slip velocity v3 can be effected by, plotting 
the apparent shear rate (Equation (4.52)) over the reciprocal orifice radius 1/ r for 
constant wall shear rates rw as defined in Equation (4.45). In this graph, the 
gradient is interpreted as the wall slip velocity,

(4.62)

The difficulty in applying this approach to an inline rheometer is found to be 
the precision of the extruder’s adjustability and the delay in the response to any 

adjustment.
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A n a ly tic a l D e te rm in a tio n

In the following, the analytical calculation of the wall slip velocity will be pre
sented for a non-Newtonian fluid with power law behaviour. The two-dimensional 
flow between two walls of infinite depth will be useful in comparing the analytical 
solution with the numerical implementation (see Section 6 .2 .2 ), so we choose it 
here to demonstrate the procedure of wall slip analysis. The mentioned problem,

Figure 4.6: Poiseuille flow with wall stick and wall slip (vs > 0).

known as Poiseuille flow, is illustrated in Figure 4.6 with —h < y < +h. In 
Section 3.3, we have presented the derivation of the equations of change, from 
which we can extract the pressure drop for the case of Poiseuille flow as

= ^  (4-63)

subject to the boundary conditions

dvz
vz = vs at y = ±h  and —— = 0 a t y — 0

dy

and under the convention of defining d P / d z  as a negative entity. Equation (4.63) 
can be integrated from the wall to the centre

d P  , f  d2vz
d 7 dy =  J  * V

to give
d P  dvz

=  (464 )

A second integration
d P  , f  dvz
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yields
1 d P
- — ( h ? - y 2) = f i ( v , - v z) ,  (4.65)

from which it follows th a t the velocity a t any given point of the profile is

1 H P
V* (if) = vs -  —  —  (/ia -  if ) .  (4.66)

A common implementation of the wall slip law is the non-linear term

d P
t  = Ko\va\m = —p h —  (4-67)

with Ko and m  as material parameters. This equation enables the rheologist to 
specify any slip behaviour from increased slip a t elevated shear levels (m < 1.0) 
via m  = 1.0 for the linear case to inhibited slippage for m  > 1.0. De Gennes
[34], together with Brochard [35], propose this linearised case in a simplified
term  as they approach the subject from the microscopic side as opposed to the
continuum assumption used in fluid mechanics. The resulting general slip velocity 
is expressed as

- ( ? £ ) * “ ■
a result which can be inserted into Equation (4.66) to give

v A y ) = { ^ Y h i ; - ^ { h 2 - y 2 ) - ( 4 -6 9 )

4.5 Conclusions

The material model to be used has been determined as a viscous power law 
model, a choice which is due to the acceptable numerical cost, while maintaining 
the accuracy of the model. As has been pointed out previously, the complex 
deformation history of the material as it proceeds through the extruder, necessi
tates the introduction of an in-line capillary rheometer. Such an instrum ent will 

be introduced shortly, in Section 5.2.2.

Further details on industrial applications concerned with rheological problems can 
be found in Walters [36] or Fredrickson [37], while general coverage of rheology 
and rheometry is given by Cogswell [38], Walters [3] and Tanner [16].
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Chapter 5

Param eter D eterm ination

The need for experiments in the context of the optimisation of rubber extrusion 
can be separated into two distinct areas. First, rheological trials are needed to 
correctly describe the flow behaviour of the polymeric m aterial along its flow 
path. This kind of experiment necessitates the use of specific instrum entation 
as introduced in Section 5.2.2, as the possibility to describe the flow analytically 
is a basic requirement for obtaining material parameters. Traditional laboratory 
(off-line) rheometry results are presented in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 will give 
details of a novel experimental setup for in-line param eter determ ination, while 
the theoretical background for the chosen approach will be dealt with in Section 
5.4.

Once a suitable set of parameters has been found, a second series of experiments 
as described in Section 5.3 is used to verify simulation results with actual cross 
sections of extruded profile.

5.1 Classical Rheology at A berystw yth

In the scope of this study, an extensive series of experiments was conducted by our 
collaborators a t the University of Wales, Aberystwyth (see [39]). The compound 
under examination is E8246, the composition of which is shown in Figure 2.2. As 
a precautionary measure in divergence from the standard procedure, this batch 
did not include any added curing agent in order avoid possible detrim ental effects 
in prolonged oscillatory experiments a t elevated tem peratures. Both oscillatory 
(see Section 4.3.1) and capillary rheometers (see Section 4.3.2) were used, with 
oscillatory tests being performed at different tem peratures while the capillary
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work was conducted at the reference tem perature of 60°C. Steps of 20°C were 
chosen as convenient for covering the whole range of operating tem peratures from 
60°C to 120°C. In deviation from common practice, the present experimental 
setup makes use of parallel plates as has been found useful for materials displaying 
high levels of viscosity. In all other respects, the method described in Section 4.3.1 
has been followed, with a shear strain amplitude fixed a t 1 0 ~3, as preliminary tests 
suggested a linear behaviour for the complex shear modulus G* and the phase 
angle S up to this strain.

A set of initial results is displayed in the appendix (Table A .l), showing the 
components of the complex shear modulus G*, G' and G", and the complex 
viscosity 77* along with its real part r/' for different angular frequencies uj. Another 
im portant result of the report [39] is the viscosity vs. shear rate plot using 
different methods of viscosity determination as presented in Figure 5.1. This plot

le+08
oscill. 77* 
oscill. 7/  
cap. shear r]s 
cap. ext. rje

le+07

le+06

100000
•Q.

10000

1000

100
10 100 1000 100000.01 0.1

Shear rate 7  [i/s]

Figure 5.1: Shear rate vs. Viscosity results of experiments in Aberystwyth at 
T  = 60°C.

is created using the well-known Cox-Merz rule as described in Section 4.3.1 to 
extract shear viscosities from oscillatory data. In this plot, 77* is generated by 
application of the classical Cox-Merz rule while 7/  is produced by making use of 

the real part of the complex viscosity. On the capillary side, the shear viscosity 
?7S and the extensional viscosity 77e are displayed.

5.1.1 Pow er Law P aram eters

Figure 5.1 enables us to specify the power law param eters for the various determi
nation methods by making use of a variation of Equation (4.8). By simply looking
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Ho [Pa sn n
Complex oscillatory viscosity rj* 3,301,704 0.109
Real part of complex oscillatory viscosity rf 725,280 0.024
Capillary shear viscosity r]s 210,288 0.200
Capillary extensional viscosity r]e 587,942 0.259

Table 5.1: Power law parameters extracted from Figure 5.1

a t the two end-points of each graph we can set up two power law equations for 
two unknowns and solve them  for the unknowns:

n =
lQg ( g )  

log (& )
+  1 . (5.1)

Re-substitution into one of the two original equations then yields fio- After ex
tracting the power law parameters in this manner, we are left with parameters 
according to Table 5.1. The results show high values for the oscillatory bulk 
parameters with a low power law index for rj* and a very low index for rf. The 
capillary values for /zo on the other hand are much lower. From this discrepancy 
between the oscillatory rj* on the one hand and the capillary r]s on the other, we 
can conclude th a t either the Cox-Merz rule is not applicable for this material or 
th a t a significant amount of wall slip in the capillary case is leading to the present 

result.

Going one step further, the capillary rheometry results r)s and r)e can be used to 
estimate the Trouton ratio, defined as (see Section 4.2.2). Figure 5.2 shows 
the Trouton ratio over the relevant deformation rate range. A surprising result 
is the relatively low Trouton ratio over the whole da ta  range with other rubbers 
being known to display much higher ratios.

5.1.2 Temperature Dependence

In addition to these results, the oscillatory results were used to  determine the 
tem perature coefficient for /zo, as an extensive set of da ta  points was available at 
different tem peratures as shown in Appendix A.2. Taking advantage of Equation 
(4.61), we can set up an equation to  compare two viscosities a t the same shear 
rate but different temperature:

‘ - s r b K D -  <5-2>
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Figure 5.2: Trouton ratio from capillary experiments in Aberystwyth.

As 60°C is used as the reference tem perature in [39], we can now calculate a grid 
of tem perature dependence parameters with reference to th a t tem perature. The 
results of this calculation are represented in Table 5.2. In spite of an input data

7  m b [V°c] (60 -  120°C) b [i/°c] (60 -  100°C) b [i/°c] (60 -  80°C)
628.3 0.0042 0.0050 0.0064
499.0 0.0049 0.0051 0.0063
396.5 0.0053 0.0055 0.0066
314.9 0.0057 0.0060 0.0071
250.1 0.0041 0.0057 0.0065
198.7 0.0054 0.0057 0.0067
157.8 0.0057 0.0059 0.0070
125.4 0.0058 0.0062 0.0072
99.6 0.0062 0.0064 0.0074
79.1 0.0062 0.0066 0.0075
62.8 0.0063 0.0068 0.0076
49.9 0.0064 0.0069 0.0077
39.7 0.0068 0.0072 0.0079
31.5 0.0069 0.0075 0.0081
25.0 0.0070 0.0076 0.0083
19.9 0.0073 0.0078 0.0084

Table 5.2: Temperature dependence calculated from data  in Appendix A.2. 

set which extends to much smaller shear rates, this table only lists shear rate
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values relevant to the extrusion process, as the average tem perature dependence 
a t these low shear rates is of no interest in this context. Looking at the average 
value yields b — 0.0065 y°c, thus completing the param eter set needed for material 
modelling together with the capillary shear param eters a t 60°C taken from Table 
5.1:

Mo n b
[Pa sn] [-] [V°c]

210,288 0.20 0.0065

These parameters will prove useful in the following when the need to estimate 
various processing conditions like pressure drops and flow rates arises in the design 
process of the proposed rheometer.

5.2 In-Line Rheometer Trials

Pure laboratory rheometry as described in the previous Section is a powerful tool 
for accurate determination of m aterial parameters. One drawback however, is 
the question of applicability of the obtained results to a real world extrusion line, 
expressed e.g. in Montes’ work [40]. Before passing through the die area which 
is relevant in this work, the rubber compound undergoes a complex deformation 
described in detail in Section 2.2.1. This deformation history may influence the 
m aterial parameters and is not reproducible with laboratory equipment, intro
ducing the need for in-line rheometry where a capillary or slit die rheometer is 
introduced directly into the m aterial flow of the production line. As no imple

m entation for the present extrusion line was in existence a t th a t point, the design 
of a generic rheometer with a high degree of freedom regarding adjustability was 
necessary.

5.2.1 Torpedo Design

The original design of the extrusion line includes a so-called torpedo, shown in 
Figure 2.9 a), which is responsible for uniting the annular flow coming from the 
extruder cross-head into one solid stream  of m aterial ju st upstream  of the con
verging zone into the die. This semi-spherical torpedo is replaced by a custom 
one of equal dimensions but including sensors to log tem perature and pressure 

before the compound passes the die. Figure 5.3 shows the instrum ented torpedo
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with the two pressure sensors at locations A  on the side and B  at the tip and 
a thermocouple a t C. As the torpedo design is held axisymmetric, it is possible 
to turn the whole torpedo in order to gather information about the pressure and 
tem perature distribution at any point 011 the circumference. For this purpose,

■̂i Detail of pressure 
St, sensor mounting Downstream

CDCO CD

2.4

LO
CD

CM

OCD

020
042 o
063
067

Upstream

Figure 5.3: Design of instrumented torpedo.

the two off-centre holes in the back of the torpedo are provided as docking points 
for a rod with a forked head. The cabling of the sensors is routed through the 
large centre hole and the space in the cross head reserved for the feeding of any 
metal insert towards the back of the extrusion line as shown in Figure 2.4. As 

this torpedo has the same dimensions as the original one, there are no restrictions 
regarding its use in any possible experimental configuration.

5.2 .2  In-L ine R h eom eter D esign

There are several fundamental decisions concerning the design of the rheometer 
which will influence its performance. Most critically, the decision between capil
lary and slit die design will determine the equations th a t are needed to extract 
material parameters. I11 the present case, a flexible approach has been favoured,
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where the actual die is located in a sliding, replaceable bar th a t can contain either 
a capillary or a slit die. Actual use was finally made of cylindrical dies. Dimen
sioning of these dies will be presented later in this chapter in Table 5.3, where 
the reader will also find a rough calculation which led to the chosen dimensions.

As processing parameters have to be kept as close to the actual processing con
ditions as possible, circumferential overflow valves for adjusting the back pres
sure before the die have been included in the design. A schematic overview of 
rheometer is given in Figure 5.4 while a conceptual study of the final rheometer 
is presented in Figure 5.5.

Pressure
T ransducer

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ » \ \ \ \ \ \ ^

15

I*
A w w w w w w w v A T

Figure 5.4: Schematic view of capillary rheometer trial showing a specific die of 
the interchangeable set; units in mm.

The fiow-path is divided into an outer overflow path and an unperturbed inner 
material flow which leads into the rheometer orifice. The overflow valves are 
operated by equally tightening the circumferential screws which have a clearance 
fit in their lower section where they are in contact with the valve bore. The aim of 
this arrangement of circumferential overflow valves is to create an axisymmetric 
flow as found in classical capillary rheometers while retaining the possibility of 
setting a desired pressure level. The interchangeable die is implemented as a 
sliding bar as shown in detail in Appendix B, Figure B.4.

A further design constraint, which has to be considered, is the upstream  reservoir 
diameter to capillary diameter ratio, a number which Walters [3] determines to be 

a t least 1 2 :1 . As in the present case a ratio of 15:1 is used, we can be confident tha t 
consistent results are obtainable. Regarding the l / d  ratio of the die, a compromise 
had to be found as classical laboratory rheometry uses very high ratios of 40:1, 
with some sources citing the need to go as high as 350:1. In the present study 
however strong emphasis is laid on reproducing the actual conditions in a profile 
extrusion die. The inherent disadvantage of a low l / d  ratio in terms of non-
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Figure 5.5: Design of capillary rheometer.

linearity in the entry region has to be accepted as 110 production die shows a ratio 
as high as 40:1.

C a lc u la tio n  o f R h e o m e te r  D im en sio n s  - O verflow

In order to obtain pressure drops and flow rates which are in the same region as 
the actual processing conditions, a rough calculation of the overflow valves and the 
actual rheometer orifice are necessary. By considering the m aterial parameters 
found in [39], we can generate a worst case for which sufficient overflow throughput 
has to be ensured.

After an initial design phase, where the requirements of the rheometer such as 
geometrical constraints and placement of sensors were considered, a setup with 
six adjustable overflow valves was favoured. The equation for the calculation of 
the flow rate V  in a cylindrical channel in dependence of the pressure and the 
m aterial parameters is given to be

V = 2n
n dp 1

n  +  1 V dz  2/xoe‘(T~ / - T)

n
371 +  1

R- (5.3)
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as derived in Section 5.4.2. Note th a t this equation is simplified by neglecting 
the wall slip term  as it will only enhance the m aterial flow. Using the parameters 

found in the study from Aberystwyth in Section 5.1 (/xo =  210288 Pa s ,n  = 0.20, 
b =  0.0065 y°c), an overflow radius of 12.5 mm  and a flow-path length of 56 mm 
as the geometrical dimensions from Figure B.2 in Appendix B, we now only 
require a guess for the pressure drop in a typical production die. Test runs of a 
generic profile, which will be introduced later in this chapter, suggest 20 bar to  be 
a reasonable guess for the minim um  pressure to  be expected in accordance with 
our maxim of creating a worst case scenario i.e. small flow rates. W ith these 
input numbers we get a flow rate per overflow valve of V  = 1.09 • 10~5m3/s or 
Vtot = 6 'V  = 6.56-10-5 m3/s. Compared to initial tests which indicate a maximum 
expected extrusion flow rate of 3 • 10-5 m3/s, sufficient leeway is present for other 
influences such as upstream  resistance and the 90° deflection in the overflow path.

Calculation of Rheometer Dimensions - Shear Rates

As it is imperative to operate the rheometer a t shear rates similar to the ones 
found in the profile extrusion process, we need to  estimate the shear rates for the 
production case and then apply them  to our rheometer. The profile die which 
we want to examine has an average profile half-width of d/ 2  = r  =  1 m m  and we 
know th a t for Newtonian fluids vmax = 2vavg and for highly non-Newtonian fluids 
Vmax ~  Vavg• In initial test trials conducted a t 20 rpm , we found the extrusion 
haul-off speed to be vavg =  0.167m/s. By making use of Equation (4.52), we can 
calculate a first guess for the required shear rate range:

4V  4v 
^  =  ^  =  ^  =  6681/5-

By assuming a linear relationship between the extruder rpm  and the extrusion 
velocity vavg, we can expand the shear rate range to  the borders of the extruders 
operational range, in our case five rpm  to 20 rpm. If we also allow for lower fluid 
velocities in smaller cross sections, we end up with a relevant shear rate range of 
50 to  1000 y*. By combining Equations (4.44) and (4.57) we get the expression

which can be used to assess the dimensions needed to cover the aforementioned 
shear rate range using the rheometer. Using the capillary shear da ta  as presented 
in Table 5.1 and an assumed average pressure drop of 50 bar, we can now find 
a suitable range of dies. Table 5.3 shows the chosen geometries which should,
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according to Equation (5.4), cover a range of shear rates from 2.37 l/ s  (r =  1 mm, 
I =  5 m m ) to 7420 l/a (r =  2 mm, / =  2 mm). The capillaries are precision drilled 
with an accuracy of ±0.01 mm and a surface roughness of R a =  0.8. Together

Die 0
1 mm 2 mm

1=5 mm X X

1=4 mm X X

1=3 mm X X

1=2 mm X X

zero length die X X

Table 5.3: Grid of available capillary die dimensions.

with two zero length dies which are chamfered at a 45° angle directly after the 
die entry in order to gather information about extensional flow into the die, a 
sufficiently large set of dies is thought to be available.

Calculation of Rheometer Dimensions - Estimation of Residence Time

As part of the requirements for a rheological study under real-life processing con
ditions, the residence time is of crucial importance, as prolonged residence of the 
material a t high tem perature in the die can significantly change its properties 
due to curing. We start with an estimated extrusion speed of v =  0.167 thus 
finding, for a capillary of 2 m m  diameter, a flow rate of V  =  5.25 • 10-7 The 
inner flow region of the divided m aterial flow as seen in Figure B.2 in Appendix 
B has a length of 64 m m  and a volume of 4.52 • 10- 5 m 3 leading to  a residence 
time tr = 86 s. Together with the fact th a t curing param eters are typically in 
the range of several minutes a t around 200°C, while in the die we typically find 
tem peratures of 120°C, any significant curing can probably be ruled out. As a 
complementary technique to ensure exactly defined starting  conditions, a purg
ing procedure is introduced, where a capillary with 15 m m  diam eter is brought 
into the flow between measurements in order to flush any m aterial with a long 
residence time.

Calculation of Rheometer Dimensions - Screw Dimensioning

A final requirement for the rheometer is found in the dimensioning of the assembly 
screws which have to withstand the internal pressure generated by the extruder 
while connecting the main body of the rheometer to  the base. The safety factor
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Figure 5.6: The finished rheometer, 

relevant in this context is defined by

n  ^ s , t o t  n F s  .

s  =  =  p & '  ( 5 -5 )

where n = 8  is the total number of screws, Fs — 16 k N  is the maximum force to be 
absorbed by one screw (M8  screws of quality 12.9 are used, see [41]), P = 120 bar 
is the maximum pressure to be expected in the rheometer and r = 40.5 m m  is 
the radius of the wetted flow-path. As a result we find a safety factor of S = 2.07 
which is generally deemed sufficient for this kind of application.

A view of the finished rheometer in its disassembled state is shown in Figure 5.6, 
with the main rheometer body in the front and the sliding die bar in the rear.

5.2 .3  Sensors

For evaluating the rheological equations derived in Chapter 4, it is necessary to 
collect a number of process parameters, in particular the pressure drop in the 
die, the flow rate and the processing tem perature of the rubber compound. For 
pressure and tem perature determination a number of industrial sensors are readily 
available, the choice of which is only limited by the geometrical restrictions of the 
application. For measuring the compound tem perature, a standard thermocouple 
is sufficient while the pressure transducers situated in the torpedo require special
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attention due to space restrictions. The pressure transducer used in the rheometer 
does not need any special attention as there is enough space for fitting a standard 
unit. As no sensors for the haul-off speed were installed on the extrusion line, 
the simplest and most effective solution for flow rate determ ination was found in 
simply extruding a precisely timed strip of rubber and weighing it. Together with 
density calculations a volumetric flow rate is easily obtainable.

P re s s u re  T ra n sd u c e rs

The pressure transducers located at points A  and B  in the instrum ented torpedo 
(see Figure 5.3) are a miniaturised version of the regular diaphragm device. In 
the current design, the sensors were Entran models of the type EPB-B01-350B-Z4 
with a certified pressure range of up to  350 bar and an excitation of 10 V .

The transducer used in the rheometer is an industrial standard  produced by 
Dynisco under the designation DYN-X-3M-6/18 with a maximum pressure of 
3,000psi =  207 bar and 10 V  excitation.

T e m p e ra tu re  S enso rs

The tem perature sensor situated at C  in Figure 5.3 is a general purpose K-type 
thermocouple from Omega under the designation HTTC-36-K-116G-1.25 which 
was used in a grounded configuration.

5.2.4 Experimental Procedure

An illustration of the strategy in conducting the experiments is best given by 
presenting a detail of a typical da ta  log as seen in Figure 5.7. This detail has 
been taken from the second rheometer trial as it is exemplary for all im portant 
phases of the trial. Cautionary mention has to  be made of a drift in the pressure 
sensors in the torpedo (see Section 5.2.1) which is clearly visible in Figure 5.7 
before the extruder is switched on a t t = 520 s. Besides this drift we can note 
the effect of the rheometer body slowly heating up. At t =  520 s we see a marked 
pressure spike as the pressure builds up but the tem perature is not yet steady. Up 
to  t = 3123 s, the extruder speed is increased in consecutive steps from five via 
ten and 15 to 20 rpm. The tem perature curve follows these steps, ever increasing 
as the extrusion screw delivers more energy to the rubber compound.
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Figure 5.7: Detail of data  log of rheometer Trial Nr. 2 including a purging oper
ation.

At t = 3123 s, the extruder is switched off in order to perform a purging operation 
th a t allows for well defined experimental conditions - details on the residence time 
for this rheometer are given in Section 5.2.2. The pressure drops almost back to 
atmospheric conditions, best observed in the pressure sensor a t the die entry 
which does not show any drift. Now the die bar (see Figure B.4 in Appendix B) 
is changed to the centre purging hole with a diameter d = 15 m m  and the extruder 
is switched on at 10  rpm  in order to replace any material with a long residence 

time due to the small die opening with fresh compound. After this operation, the 
extruder is switched off again and the next die is slid into place. The extruder is 
set to the desired new speed at t = 3611 s and the cycle is completed.

In Appendix C, results of the data collected during the rheometer trials is shown. 
In these tables, the output velocity is calculated from the length of strands of 
extruded material which was sampled for 120s, 60s or 30s, depending on the 
extrusion speed. In order to verify the values thus collected, samples of the 
purging operation were used to calculate density values in a water bath. By 
making use of

*  ”  (5-6)
1/

V ~  ~A~ ~Apt

for each sample, an alternative method of obtaining velocity data  was available.
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As no significant deviation from the results of the length measurements was no
ticed, this procedure was not pursued any further. To ensure correlation between 
the extrusion velocity and the pressure values in Appendix C, care was taken 
to extract the pressure data  from the log at times corresponding to  the velocity 
sampling.

5.2.5 Results

In this section we want to present the results of the rheometer trials conducted in 
the course of this study as they are essential to the understanding of the material 
flow through the die. A number of trials was performed with the rheometer, the 
design of which is described in detail in Section 5.2.2. The main goal of these trials 
is the collection of data  sets which can be used for the determ ination of material 
properties by the inverse method described in detail in Section 5.4. In this light, 
the need arises for a trial m atrix suitable for the use in an autom ated param eter 
optimisation. In a first series of trials, a compound named E8246, the contents 
of which are shown in Figure 2.2, was used to determine process parameters for 
a capillary of 2 m m  diameter and different die lengths under varying processing 
speeds. Due to a change of material on the production lines, this m aterial became 
unavailable in the course of the trials leading to the use of a similar material. A 
schematic view of the experimental layout is given in Figure 5.4. The pressure 
transducer used in this experiment is located a t a 45° angle upstream  of the die 
entry, a distance which is considered enough to avoid the effect of any possibly 
existing vortex.

Trial Nr. 1

A first trial was conducted using the in-line rheometer and the same rubber 
compound E8246 used in the trials in Aberystwyth, with the difference th a t the 
compound is now complete, including curing agent. The capillary diameter was 
fixed at 2 m m  diameter with five different die lengths ranging from I =  5 m m  to 
the zero length die, effectively making use of all the dies in the right column of 
Table 5.3. A detailed description of the available dies is given in Section 5.2.2. 
Each die was run at two extruder speed settings, 10 and fifteen rpm. The data  
gathered during this trial is shown in Figure 5.8 with detailed numerical values 
being represented in the tables in Appendix C .l.

The different plots present in Figure 5.8 show the data  gathered from the various
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Figure 5.8: D ata log of rheometer Trial Nr. 1.

sensors in the torpedo (see Section 5.2.1) plus the rheometrically crucial pressure 
value just above the die entrance.

One problem which was detected in the first tests of the equipment is a drift in 
the two ENTRAN pressure sensors presented in Section 5.2.3 which are located in 
the torpedo. These sensors show a drift which can be evaluated to be 0.649 bar/ m i n  

by calculating the gradient of the signal under atmospheric pressure conditions. 
The Dynisco pressure transducer upstream of the die entry on the other hand 
displays negligible drift.

Another immediate observation is the small amplitude in pressure variation be
tween the different samples. This peculiarity is observed throughout the trials 
and will be discussed in detail later.

T ria l N r. 2

The second major trial makes use of a rubber of slightly different composition, 
internally known under the specification E7267, complete with curing agent, as 
shown in Figure 5.9. A trial matrix composed of four extruder settings (five, ten, 
15 and 20 rpm) and four different die lengths (five, four, three m m  and a zero
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Figure 5.9: Contents of the rubber compound E7267.

length die) was used in this case, leading to 16 different processing parameter 
combinations. As in the previous trial, the capillary diameter was fixed at 2  mm. 
The data  log for this trial is shown in Figure 5.10 and a full summary of the 
results for this trial is given in Appendix C.2 .

A first inspection of the logged data already shows some interesting facts. When 
switching from lower to higher extrusion speeds (most notably a t the s tart of 
the extrusion process, t = 520 s), we note characteristic spikes in the pressure 
drop due to the tem perature dependence of the material, an effect also noted by 
Leblanc [42]. In tha t work, a stabilisation time of three to four minutes is given, a 
figure which is estimated at around seven minutes in the present work. In another 
parallel to Leblanc’s work, we register a fairly constant or even slightly decreasing 
pressure drop as we increase the extrusion velocity.

Looking at the situation after switching of the die orifice to a different length at 
t =  3611s (5 to 4 mm), t = 5246 s (4 to 3 mm) and t = 6862 s (3 m m  to zero 
length die), we see the reverse effect to tha t mentioned above in th a t the mate
rial, still being hot from the previous extrusion, cools down while the extruder 
is already running at a low speed again. As a result we can see the pressure 

rising slowly as the tem perature stabilises and we can conclude th a t a significant 
tem perature dependence has to exist in the rubber compound, a fact which will 
prove useful for judging the result of the param eter optimisation in Section 5.4.
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Figure 5.10: D ata log of rheometer Trial Nr. 2 .

When performing an initial plot of the flow rate V  versus RPM, as shown in 
Figure 5.11 we note the non-linearity of the curves for small l / d  ratios. This 
effect is due to differing wall slip situations which might occur in the overflow 
and the capillary region, deviating tem peratures and especially the fact that 
higher l / d  ratios tend to lead to more linear results as entry effects as shown 
in Figure 4.5 are less marked. While, in contrast with regular rheometers with 
one capillary orifice, this rheometer has overflow channels th a t account for the 
observed non-linearity, this effect is not detrimental in the collection of data  points 
for a material param eter determination as we accurately take an instantaneous 
snapshot of all the necessary process parameters, i.e. flow rate, pressure as well 
as the temperature.

In the next step, we consider another plot which produces interesting results as we 
plot the pressure drop in the capillary die over the l / d  ratio for a fixed extruder 
setting as seen in Figure 5.12. This plot is similar to the so-called Bagley plot with 
the exception tha t Bagley uses a constant shear rate instead of the extruder speed 
under controlled laboratory conditions at a fixed tem perature. The deviation for 

the pressure values for l / d  = 2 .0 , l / d  =  1.5 and l / d  = 0 .0  in the plot for an 
extrusion velocity of 5 rpm  are explainable by the fact th a t these measurements 
were the first ones taken after a change of the die capillary (taken at t = 4000 s,
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t  = 5753 s and t = 7035 s with regard to Figure 5.10). For these measurements, 
the tem perature has not yet stabilised as it is still falling from the die change, 
leading to deviating results. The measurement for l / d  = 2.5, taken a t t  = 1290 s 
does not show this effect as it was taken under the same conditions as the rest of 
the measurements.

Ignoring the obviously inconsistent measurement for 5 rpm , we can state tha t the 
pressure drop including entry and exit pressure loss (which can be considered to 
be small compared to the entry one as observed by Leblanc [43]) is almost inde
pendent of the extrusion velocity. In fact, for the lower l / d  ratios we can even 
note a declining pressure drop as the rpm - and thus the shear rate - increase. 
Apart from the non-linear effect of the overflow valves, which can be regarded as 

cosmetic in this context, we can speculate th a t the constant or declining pressure 
drop for increasing extrusion velocities is a sign of wall slip even if part of this 
behaviour has to be attributed to decreasing viscosity due to increased tem pera
tures. Indeed, this observation is backed by the findings of Eisele [44], Jepsen [7] 
and Leblanc [42] amongst others.

A very useful analysis th a t is commonly found in the context of material pa
rameter determination is based on the plot of viscosity vs. shear rate as many 
deductions can be drawn from this plot. Since the data  has not been analysed
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yet, it is preferable to use apparent values in the current context. For the present 
experiment, the results are shown in the lower plot in Figure 5.13 in the form of 
da ta  points which correspond to the sampling points of the experiment. These 
data  points are subsequently joined by fitting a smoothed spline through them 
in order to detect any trend in the material behaviour. The apparent shear rate 
7 a p p  is calculated according to Equation (4.52) while the apparent viscosity is de
rived from its definition, Equation (4.59) and the balance of forces (see Equation 

(4.45)) in the die to result in

V app
R A P  1

2 L  7  app
(5.7)

As the tem perature dependence is already included in the measured pressure 
drop, there is no need for a correction of 7  using the shear tem perature coefficient 

b.

For the sake of clarity, the data is split into groups according to die length 
(3 ,4 ,5m m ), each group including all extrusion velocities for th a t group. While 

the results in a specific group are linear in the log/iog-plot to the degree th a t can be 
expected in experimental data, there is a noted offset between different groups, a 
fact which will have to be discussed in detail in a separate paragraph below.
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As a reference for comparison, Figure 5.13 includes the capillary data  gathered 
in Aberystwyth [39] - already shown in Figure 5.1 - which ties in well with the 
present experiment considering the fact tha t the results from Aberystwyth were 
obtained a t 60°C and by using a different rubber compound.

R easo n s  for th e  O ffset in  F ig u re  5.13

In a topic left to clarify, we have to analyse the reasons for the offset between 

different die lengths in the 7apP_  7aPp plot- Observable in the lower plot in Figure 
5.13, it has to be attributed to several different phenomena. W hen looking at the 
corresponding tem peratures in the upper plot in the same Figure, it is readily 
seen tha t for l / d  = 4 mm and l / d  = 3 m m  the tem peratures are not settled to 

the same degree as for l / d  =  5 mm in addition to the fact th a t we find different 
tem peratures for different l / d  ratios. This circumstance, while not relevant in the 
param eter optimisation (see Section 5.4), where an instantaneous tem perature 
value is used and an appropriate tem perature dependence is introduced, will 
influence the linearity of the relation between 7  and 7 .
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Another factor in this context is the relationship between the entry pressure drop 
Pent and the pressure drop in the capillary Pcap. While the entry pressure drop 
for a given shear rate will remain constant when changing the die length, the 
capillary pressure drop will increase linearly with the die length according to 
Equation (5.7). The resulting apparent viscosity value will, due to  the inclusion 
of the extensional pressure drop in its calculation, show a certain degree of offset 
between different l/ d  ratios.

Finally, differing degrees of wall slip might add to  the inconsistency, as various 
sources claim a dependency of the wall slip velocity vs on the die length (see 
e.g. Jepsen [7]). A closer examination of this phenomenon will be undertaken in 
Section 5.5.3. Due to the influence of these different effects, it proves difficult to 
determine any dominant mechanism as the cause of the offset. Having established 
this ambiguity however, we can state th a t it is not a t all needed a t this point to 
give a full explanation, as we are dealing with preliminary results due to the fact 
th a t the plots in Figure 5.13 are based on a to ta l pressure drop and do not include 
tem perature information. As such, they are only intended to  give a rough idea of 
the material behaviour.

5.3 Profile Trials

In order to assess the accuracy of the numerical simulation of the extrusion pro
cess, a need for comparison with actual profiles arises. A procedure for comparing 
simulation and extrusion under well defined conditions has to be created. In this 
work an approach was taken where, regarding the extrusion, the cross sectional 
area in different partitions of the die exit is equated with the flow rate in these 
partitions. On the numerical side, the exit velocity profile in the aforementioned 
partitions is used to calculate the flow rate in the partitions by integrating over 
each of them.

The specification of a suitable die is determined by typical designs found in profile 
extrusion and by the need to reproduce a number of different flow situations th a t 
are known to create difficulties in the extrusion process. Figure 5.14 shows the 
generic die which was manufactured by our collaborator in Maesteg in response 
to  these design criteria.
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Figure 5.14: Generic extrusion profile displaying typical problem areas - 1 ) Con
tours including sharp angles, 2) fine partitions opposed to 3) large 
partitions.

5.3.1 E xp erim en ta l P roced ure

The general experimental setup is identical with standard layout of an extrusion 
line as detailed in Section 2 .2 . In the context of capillary rheometry, the curing 
line is of reduced interest, as the extrudate is collected directly after it leaves the 
capillary die for later weighing. Presumably, any transport through the curing 
ovens on conveyor belts would stretch the fragile rubber strand beyond usability, 
thus favouring direct collection of the material.

Density measurements for the first and second trial were performed by different 
methods. For the first trial a rough measurement method was used, by which 
a sample of the rubber was first weighed and then submerged in water in a 
measuring cylinder. From the difference in volume and the weight, the density at 
room tem perature was then calculated.

For the second trial a more sophisticated method using a density bottle was 
employed. This approach also permits the determ ination of density values at 
elevated temperatures, a necessity for estimating changes in density due to tem
perature changes. The use of a water bath for controlled steps in tem perature 
increase did not prove useful as the water in the density bottle started  forming 
gas bubbles from tem peratures as low as 50°C due to long residence times while 
heating up. The occurrence of this phenomenon could not be suppressed to a 
significant degree by using distilled water or boiling it beforehand. Finally a 
more practicable approach of taking two measurements - one a room tem pera
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ture the other as close to the boiling point as possible was adopted. Preliminaries 
for this method include weighing the empty bottle, weighing the rubber sample 
and weighing the bottle filled with water at the desired tem perature. Now the 
sample is submerged in the bottle while ensuring th a t the water tem perature is 
the same as when weighing the water filled bottle. Weighing again completes the 
data  acquisition stage. The density of the pure water can be determined from the 
weighed water and a density table (see e.g. [19]), which shows the exact density of 
water at different temperatures. Now we can calculate the density of the rubber 
from

Ps T/  TTlw-\-s TT^s

Vw
(5.8)

where the index s denotes the sample and w the water. The index w +  s refers 
to the weight of the combined water and sample.

The overall flow rate is determined by collecting extrudate samples over an ade
quate period of time - in the present experiments, sampling times from 20 seconds 
to one minute are used depending on the extrusion speed. These strips of profile 
are weighed on a precision scale and the flow rate is subsequently calculated from 
density, weight and sampling time.

The analysis of the flow rate in different sections of the die is based on a par
titioning scheme where the die is subdivided into partitions according to Figure 
5.15a). The cured samples are cut into thin slices in order to scan them on

Figure 5.15: a) Partitioning for determination of flow rate in different sections 
of the die, b) Scanned image of the actual profile cross section in 
grey-scale and c) Processed image in black and white.

a flatbed scanner. As only percentages will be calculated, the resolution of the 
scans are not im portant and in this context 600 dpi were found to be a sufficient 
resolution to capture an accurate image of the profile. The resulting grey scale 
images (see Figure 5.15b)) can be manipulated using standard image processing 
software to show a black and white image of the scanned profile as presented in
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Figure 5.15c). Setting up the partitions from Figure 5.15a) in Figure 5.15c) is 
achieved by simply generating white lines a t the borders between the partitions. 
A tool for counting the black pixels in an image can then be used to  get the num
ber of black pixels in a specific partition after filling all other partitions white. 

By dividing by the to tal number of black pixels in the profile, the area percentage 
of each section with respect to the to tal can be calculated. Furthermore, these 
numbers can be seen as an estimate of the flow rate in each section if significant 
lateral flow is ruled out.

A sampling scheme used to ensure reproducibility was employed which called for 
three cross section samples being taken for each of the three profile samples at 
each speed, resulting in a number of scanned profiles equal to  nine times the 
number of investigated extrusion speeds.

5.3.2 Results 

Trial Nr. 1

In a first trial, the generic, unoptimised profile was extruded under controlled 
conditions in order to produce profile samples which could subsequently be used 
to confirm the accuracy of simulation results. The standard  rubber composition 
E8246 including curing agent was extruded at speeds of ten, 15 and 20 rounds 
per minute. Section cuts were collected over a period of one minute a t ten and 
15 rpm, while a t 20 rpm a sampling rate of 30 seconds was chosen for practical 
reasons due to increased material output. The minimum stabilisation time in this 
trial was over eight minutes. The uncured profile was collected for later flow rate 
determ ination as described in Section 5.3.1. Short strips of cured material were 
collected for analysis of the profile cross section and for density evaluation as the 
uncured material is not stable enough for these purposes.

A plot of the various data  logged in the course of this experiment is shown in 
Figure 5.16. As in the previous trials, a drift in the pressure sensors located in the 
torpedo head can be observed, manifesting itself a t the beginning of the trial while 
the extruder is still switched off. An estimate of the drift for this trial results in an 
average rate of 0.309 bar/min a t the start of the trial under atmospheric pressure. 
At t =  665 s the extruder is started  a t ten rpm. At t — 1867 s it is switched to 
15 rpm  and at t — 2537 to 20 rpm.

The raw data  for all samples gathered in this trial is tabulated  in Appendix D .l. 
In order to assess the accuracy of the partitioning scheme we have to  have a closer
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Figure 5.16: D ata log of profile trial no. 1.
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look at the distribution of the flow rate percentages in each partition as shown in 
Appendix D.1.2. By making use of the standard deviation

\

N
- \ 2E  -  x )

i= 1

( JV- i )
(5.9)

with x as the mean value, we can define a relative standard deviation, commonly 
named coefficient of variation as

(5.10)

thus allowing us to describe the standard deviation independently from the abso
lute percentage for any given partition. We will now use equation 5.10 to estimate 
the quality of the partitioning method by applying it to the 15 rpm data  for which 
three samples are present. The results for this operation are shown in Table 5.4. 
We observe a maximum of CVmax = 0.0387 in this case and an even lower value of 

CVmax — 0.0177 at 20 rpm. We can conclude th a t even for the worst case, there 
is a probability of 68.5 % (one standard deviation) th a t all values for partition 
one are within a range of 14.62 % ±  0.57 %, i.e. within a variation of 3.9 % of the 
mean value. As these values are obtained from three scans of the same strip of 
profile sample in each of the both cases, 15 and 20 rpm, an adequate repeatability 
is ensured.
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Part. ID X s CV
1 14.6167 0.5662 0.0387
2 27.4367 0.5862 0.0214
3 50.0133 0.2581 0.0052
4 5.0133 0.0850 0.0170
5 2.9233 0.0208 0.0071

I Table 5.4: Mean value, standard deviation s and coefficient of variation C V  for
i the 15 rpm data  in Appendix D.1.2.
i

The density measurement for this trial was performed in a water bath  a t room 
tem perature, resulting in an average density of p =  1.231 k9/dm3. As the density 
a t elevated tem peratures diverged only within a  range of below 5%, the density is 
not considered to be tem perature dependent from now on. The volumetric flow 
rates were extracted by weighing and measuring the length of the uncured one, 
respectively two minute samples. Dividing by the density then yields the average 
volumetric flow rate given in Table 5.5.

Extruder speed [Ymm] Flow rate [m3/s]
10 rpm 1.34 • 10"5
15 rpm 1.99 • 10"5
20 rpm 2.62 • 10"5

Table 5.5: Total volumetric flow rate for the unoptimised die (averaged from the 
data  in Appendix D.1.1).

Table 5.6 shows the results for the three investigated extrusion speeds averaged 
from the data  in Appendix D.1.2. Any deviation from a to ta l of 100 percent 
is due to the image manipulation algorithm; however, the deviation affects all 
partitions equally, thus ensuring accurate measurements.

Partition Nr.
1 2 3 4 5
% of total die exit area
19.5 25.3 45.7 6.2 3.3
% of total extruded profile cross section at 10 rpm
15.3 26.7 49.9 5.2 3.0
% of total extruded profile cross section at 15 rpm
14.6 27.4 50.0 5.0 2.9
% of total extruded profile cross section at 20 rpm
14.4 27.6 50.1 5.0 2.9

Table 5.6: Percentages of area and flow rate for experiment (averaged from the 
data  in Appendix D.1.2).
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On the numerical side, the exit velocity at the outlet of the die can be used to 
calculate similar values for the simulation. This procedure is described in Section 
6.3.1, where the values presented here will be used as a basis for conducting a 
parametric study for the determination of the wall slip law parameters, Equation 

(4.67).

T ria l N r. 2

A second trial including an extensive range of samples was conducted with the 
rubber compound E7267. In contrast to the previous trial, the extrusion velocity 
was extended up to 30 rpm, leading to sampling points a t ten, 15, 20, 25 and 30 
rpm. A data log plot of the this trial is shown in Figure 5.17 and tabular data  is 
given in Appendix D.2.
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Figure 5.17: D ata log of profile trial no. 2 .

During this trial, two dies were used, first an unoptimised one with parallel flow 
channel followed by a manually optimised die. The extruder is switched on at 
t = 2359 s at a speed of ten rpm. Extrusion speeds of 15, 20, 25 and 30 rpm 
follow at t  = 3220 s, t  = 3721s, t  = 4420 s and t = 4880 s. At t = 5629 s, 
the extruder is switched off for a change of die from the unoptimised one to the 
manually optimised one. At t  = 6114 s the extruder is switched back on, following 
the same velocity scheme as for the first die. The switches to a higher extrusion 
speed occur at t = 7170 s, t =  7970 s, t  = 8457 s and t = 8931s. The process
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data  relevant to each sampling point is displayed in Appendix D.2.1.

An interesting observation can be made regarding the drift in the pressure sensors 
when we observe their behaviour up until the extruder is switched on at t — 2359 s 
and which was previously thought to be constant. As both sensors are under 
atmospheric pressure, the drift clearly is tem perature dependent as the torpedo 
head and thus the sensors heat up to the tem perature of the cross-head housing 
at around 70°C. By observing the gradient of the pressure curves we can find the 

point of zero drift at around t = 1330 s and a t a tem perature of 50.0°C.

A preliminary test to verify the consistency of the obtained results is found in the 
plot of the extrusion speed vs. flow rate as shown in Figure 5.18. The result of

Unopt. die 
Manually opt. die 

Extrapolation4e-05

3.5e-05

3e-05

2.5e-05

2e-05

.5e-05 A

3010 20 2515

R P M

Figure 5.18: Extrusion speed vs. flow rate. The solid line represents an extrapo
lation from the flow rate values a t 30 rpm to the origin.

this analysis is considered to be within satisfactory limits regarding the method 
of data  acquisition for the flow rate values as described in Section 5.3.1.

The profile samples gathered during this trial can be analysed according to the 
scheme proposed in Section 5.3.1, resulting in flow rate percentages as presented 
in the table in Appendix D.2.2. This table is found to yield useful information by 
displaying it in graphical form - see Figure 5.19. Presented in this plot is data  for 
the five partitions defined in Figure 5.15a). The solid lines specify the nominal 
goal defined as the exit area of the die for each partition. The dashed lines show 
the data for the unoptimised die without any converging zone and the dotted
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Figure 5.19: Percentage area distribution in different partitions a t a range of ex
trusion speeds.

lines represent the manually optimised die.

Probably the most im portant aspect of this plot can be seen in the fact tha t 
the optimised die is insensitive to changes in extrusion speed compared to the 
unoptimised one. This fact is very im portant with respect to production line 
efficiency as the processing speed will not have to be constrained by profile shape
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considerations. Another im portant observation is an imbalance for the largest 
partition, number three, when using the unoptimised die. A surplus in flow rate 
of over 5% is observed at ten rpm which increases over the sampled velocity range 
to almost 9%. This increase in material flow is taken from all the other partitions. 
As stated above, the optimised die only shows this defect to a small degree. The 
small partitions (number four and five) show similar behaviour for both  dies, i.e. 
a loss of flow rate a t higher extrusion speeds.

A point of concern which has to be addressed is the apparently inconsistent 
behaviour of the flow rate in partition two, especially for the unoptimised die. 
Upon close examination however, the observer will notice the small overall range 
of the flow rate percentage for this partition. In this light, the seemingly large 
deviation from the mean value is seen to be less than  half a percent.

If we reduce our observations to  the straight unoptimised die which displays 
changes in flow rate over the extrusion speed range more quickly, we can draw 
a number of conclusions regarding the material behaviour. Several effects which 
influence the flow rate have to be considered at this point. As higher extrusion 
speeds lead to an increase in tem perature we have to consider this effect along 
with any changes in wall slip due to higher shear rates.

5.4 Inverse Determ ination of M aterial Parame
ters from In-Line Capillary Rheom etry

Classical rheometry for the determination of m aterial param eters is a useful tool 
in th a t it allows for relatively easy classification of materials, e.g. by making use 
of the derivation leading up to the definition of the power law, Equation (4.60). If 
however, a complex situation like the possibility of wall slip arises, these methods 
are only applicable in the calculation of combined bulk param eters. As an example 
we may use the present case where we want to extract shear, extensional and slip 
parameters from flow rate and pressure drop data  extracted from various capillary 
dies. Due to the need of separation of the different phenomena, we can not apply 
the methods of classical shear param eter determination for the power law as wall 
slip may invalidate the result. Thus, new techniques have to  be applied in order 
to gain an insight into the material behaviour of complex materials.

The inverse determination of material parameters is a relatively new field as it is 
often associated with numerical simulation, see e.g. G upta [45], who uses a finite 
element model for optimisation. A part from widespread application in the anal
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ysis of fluids, inverse determination seems to have found even more application 
in the analysis of solids. An interesting approach in param eter optimisation has 
been presented by Nouatin [46], who uses an analytic visco-elastic Phan-Thien- 
Tanner model with two parameters and an optimisation function based on the 
comparison between numerical results and birefringence flow patterns. Dal Negro 
[47] uses an FE-model for comparison with experimental results, bu t mentions the 
advantages of the analytical method. If an analytical solution can be obtained for 
a specific experimental setup, it is the preferred basis for inverse determ ination as 
it greatly reduces the computational cost of the optim isation from a complete FE 
analysis to calculating a single equation. Billon [48] uses a visco-plastic model to 
describe the blow molding of PE T near the glass transition point. Mitsoulis [49] 
uses the K-BKZ visco-elastic model to  determine the extensional viscosity of M l. 
Regarding solids, an interesting observation can be made, which is also applica
ble to fluids. Based on FE analysis, Ponthot [50] compares several optimisation 
algorithms and concludes th a t the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (see Section 
5.4.3) yields the best results.

Upon close inspection of the material behaviour for the experiments described 
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, a set of parameters can be identified, the theoretical 
determination of which will be detailed in the following. Due to the complexity 
of the material, a suitable model will have to deal with shear and extensional 
aspects of the flow as well as wall slip. As the tem perature varies significantly 
over the range covered by the experiments, tem perature will have to figure in 
each of the three elements of the model. The experiments can be classified in two 
categories - capillary flow with varying die length and diam eter and entry flow 
into a zero-length die orifice.

The two governing material laws for flow in a capillary (excluding the entry pres
sure loss Pent which is dealt with separately) are the power law, Equation (4.60), 
as described in Section 4.3.2 and the wall slip law, equation 4.67, presented in Sec
tion 4.4.1. Each of these two laws uses a power law model with two parameters. 
For the power law we have fio and n, for the wall slip law «o and m . Additionally, 
each law may incorporate a tem perature dependence, b for the shear law and c 
for the wall slip law, resulting in six parameters describing shear flow and wall 
slip. Details of the analytic solution will be given in Section 5.4.2.

Regarding extensional flow, several approaches, discussed in Section 4.2.2, are 
available for inverse param eter determination. In this work, a modified version 
of Bindings theory [28] as described in Section 4.2.2 is favoured. In addition to 
the shear law parameters fio, n  and 6, three new param eters for the extensional
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power law, (ie, p and d will feature in the analytic solution, an in-depth discussion 
of which will be presented in Section 5.4.1.

5.4.1 Analytic Solution of Entry Pressure Loss due to  
Shear and Elongational V iscosity

In Section 4.2.2 we discussed several possibilities for determining the entry pres
sure drop into a die orifice. For the actual determ ination of m aterial parameters, 
Mackays modification (see [51], [52] and [25]) of Bindings approach [28] (see Equa
tion (5.11)) is the only suitable one as Cogswell assumes a constant elongational 
viscosity in the converging region.

p  _  16n„ r b(Tr. , - T )  ( P + 1 Y  ( Peed(Tr'f T)/p„ 3n + 1  \  P+I
ent Xn  ' \ n  _i_ I I I /i0e

. 2^2+11 /  3p(n + l ) \

I 4n  7tR q J I \ R q

where I mn is defined in Equation (4.19). The above equation can easily be re
arranged by solving for V, a step which will be useful later on in Section 5.4.3,

V
n n R l  
3n +  1

3p (re +  l ) 2 Pent 

_16nnoeb(Tref~T) (p +  1)'

1 (5.12)

( Heed( T™f  r ) /m n ( 3 n + 1 ) \  P+1 
^  Hoeb (Tref  —T )  ( 4 p ) p 4 n  J  I \ R o  )

5.4.2 Analytic Solution of Axisym m etric Capillary Flow  
including Shear-Thinning and Wall Slip

Based on the concepts of fluid mechanics, introduced in C hapter 3, we will now 
derive an equation th a t relates pressure drop and flow rate  in a capillary die as 
described in Section 5.2.2 (see Figure 5.20). We will adhere to  a similar procedure 
as presented in Section 4.4.1. In this case we start w ith the basic equations 

expressed in terms of cylindrical coordinates (see [53]). The shear stress is defined 
as
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Figure 5.20: Schematic view of axisymmetric capillary flow including wall slip.

which for this special case, assuming developed capillary flow, reduces to

dvz
7~rz P dr

(5.14)

The general equation of motion for the z-component is given as

dvz dvz vq dvz dv 
P I -x— +  vr —— I +  vdt dr r d O dz

dp ( 1  d , , 1 drGz , drzz , i
~d~z ~  U f r  {rTrz) + r ^ Q  + ^ T ]+P9z

(5.15)

By discarding non-existent terms for the flow given in Figure 5.20 we can reduce 
this equation to

r) n 1 r)
(5.16)

dp _  \ d 
dz ~  r d r (lTrz)

An integration over r yields
dp r 

~~dz2 = Tr
(5.17)

The exponential tem perature model chosen in Section 4.2 can now be incorporated 
into Equation (4.57) to yield

Trz p0
dv,
dr

0b(Tref - T ) (5.18)

where n is assumed to be tem perature independent as generally assumed by 
the majority of authors. The same holds for the wall slip index m  which will 
be introduced into the velocity profile shortly. Though there is no theoretical 
reason for excluding these tem perature dependencies, it seems prudent to avoid 
the excessive introduction of material parameters. Equation (5.18) can now be
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be substituted into Equation (5.17) to result in

dp r 
~!Tz2  = /i0

Keeping in mind th a t dv*/dr is a negative entity, we can remove the absolute 
value in Equation (5.19) by inserting a minus sign, thus resulting in a velocity 
distribution of

dvz (  dp

dr \  d z 2fioeb(T̂ - T) 

Integrating between r  and the outer boundary R

(5.20)

results in

v, -  v.
n

(5 22)

Considering the wall slip law

t w = Koec(T"‘f - T) v "  (5.23)

we introduce an exponential tem perature term  in order to accommodate any 
possible tem perature dependence in the wall slip law. The shear stress (Equation
(5.17)) can be substituted and we can solve for vs

v $ = ( (5.24)
V dz 2K0e<T" ' - Td

Inserting Equation (5.24) into equation 5.22 gives us a model for the velocity 
distribution in an axisymmetric tube including shear-thinning and wall slip:

i
Vz(r) =  ( - | 2 ------ 7~------r +

( * “ - “ ) •  (5 2 5 )

In order to be able to  compute the flow rate V , we need to  integrate vz over the

n R
vzr d r d Q , (5.26)

'

area
•2irrR
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which in turn  results in

(5.27)

Subject to the assumptions made, Equation (5.27) provides a model which can 
be fitted to our experimental capillary data  by adjusting our set of material 
param eters po,n, «o, m , b and c. Going even one step further, we can now make 
use of equation 4.34 which allows us to separate the entry pressure loss due to 
extension from the capillary pressure drop under the assumption th a t Pent ^  Pexu 
as confirmed by Leblanc [43], leaving us with

P ca p  =  P to t  — P e n t -  (5.28)

As we really want to use dp = Pcap in Equation (5.27) and not the to tal measured 
pressure drop Ptot, we can make use of Equation (5.28) by substituting

dp = P to t  -  P e n t  (5.29)

into Equation (5.27), with Pent being calculated from Equation (5.11). Now we
can express the relationship between pressure drop and flow rate in a capillary
die in its final form

(5.30)

In an a ttem pt to introduce even better accuracy in fitting experimental da ta  and 
numerical results, we might consider replacing the wall slip law (Equation (5.23)) 
with a slightly more complex expression th a t implements a yield value Tq in the 
same way as found in the Herschel-Bulkeley model for non-Newtonian fluids. This 
expression of the form

Tv, =  (tq +  Ko<*) ec(T~ / - T) (5.31)

V = 7T P to t  — P e n t  ________ R

P t o t ~  P e n t

2«oe 

1
1 „ ‘2poe

R 2 +

( s - s f c ) *
3n+ l

v  = 7T _dp
d z

R
2/coe (Tr.l~T) B? +

27T
71 + 1

dp
d z  b 2uoe (Tref~T)
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can be used to replace Equation (5.23) to result in a relationship

V  = 7r  P t o t - P te n t R
2e { T r e i ~ T )

k q

_  1SL
KQ R 2 +

O 7T- 71 (  P to t  — P e n t
n + 1  I L 2poe

(5.32)

It is left to be determined in the actual inverse m aterial param eter determination 
if the implementation of Equation (5.31) shows improved results in terms of the 
objective function compared to Equation (5.23).

5.4.3 Im plem entation and Determ ination of Parameters

Equation (5.30) is used to calculate flow rates by making use of the experimental 
da ta  points listed in Appendix C. Specifically, the pressure drop, die length, die 
radius and tem perature are experimental values inserted into Equation (5.30). 
Another input set is comprised of the free param eters which are going to be 
optimised. The objective function for a given set of free param eters hq, n, Kq, 
7 7 i ,  b and c can be calculated as the sum of the differences in flow rate between 
experiment and analytical solution for all experimental points

nrexp

fobj = ^   ̂ abs ^Vexp,i Pona,i^ > (5.33)
i = l

or alternatively
nrexp

fobj = /  j ( Vexp,i  Vana,i (5.34)
i=l

where Vexp are the experimental flow rates and Vana the ones analytically found 
by applying equation 5.30. For actually finding the optimum parameters, several 
methods may be used ranging from simple response surface evaluation to a full 
optimisation making use of a m athem atical analysis package which includes curve- 
fitting techniques. Due to the small computational cost involved in solving the 
analytical problem, the response surface evaluation proves to  be of adequate speed
for giving a first impression of the result, but is ultim ately inadequate.

\

Response Surface Evaluation

For this technique the design space is simply subdivided for each design variable 
forming a grid of da ta  sets which are subsequently inserted in Equation (5.30). If
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only two design variables are used, a response surface in three dimensions can be 
drawn to find an optimum. This graphical approach fails for more design variables 
in which case the optimum is simply determined by searching for the smallest 
objective function value. The flow diagram of the implementation used here is 
given in Figure 5.21. This approach, though simple and robust in its design,

Initialize ranges and parameters

Read experim ental data

Loop over c

Loop over b

Loop over m

Loop overdo

Loop over n

Loop over/ro

objective = 0

Loop over experim ents

Calculate analytical flowrate V a

o b j  o b j  T  ^Vexp Pana^
2

sort for sm allest objective function

print best objectives and parameters

Figure 5.21: Schematic diagram of response surface calculation.

incurs several penalties which make it unsuitable for the current application. A 
practical drawback is the exponential growth of the com putation time as design 
variables to loop over are added to the problem. While not considerable for two 
or three variables, a full set of free design variables requires a significant amount 
of computational time. Depending on the grid size, a response surface calculation 
including six design variables can easily take several hours to complete even when 
making use of recent processors.

The second and more im portant objection to response surface evaluation in this 
context is inherent in the present problem, not a general fault of the method. 
During the study of the response surface generated by the scheme as given in 
Figure 5.21, it soon becomes apparent tha t the we have to deal with a greatly 
varying surface gradient. To illustrate this problem, we will use a response sur
face generated by using two free variables, the power law param eters fio and n, 
thus enabling us to plot the response surface. The general principle is equally 
applicable to higher order response surfaces.

The program for the calculation of the response surface is reproduced in Appendix
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Figure 5.22: Response surface for two free parameters and wall stick a) full rele
vant param eter range and b) detailed view of minimum.

E .l. Figures 5.22 a) and b) show the isolines for the objective function in Figure 
5.21 for fixed wall slip parameters kq = 1 • 1039, m = 1.0 and c =  0.0, effectively 
simulating the classical wall stick condition. While Figure 5.22 a) shows the com

plete range of considered parameters - /io =  1 0 , 0 0 0  to /io =  600,000 and n — 0 .1  

to n = 1.0 - Figure 5.22 b) gives a detailed view of the optimum. The problem 
of varying gradients, as noted above, is illustrated very well by these plots. The 
optimum for Figures 5.22 a) and b), determined to be f 0b j , m i n  = 3.149-10-14 is sit
uated in a long non-linear valley which stretches from n = 0.12 and /io =  560, 000 
to n = 0.85 and /io =  10, 000. On one hand a very shallow section of the response 
surface stretches to the right of the minimum valley, on the other hand we see a 
very steep gradient to the left. The cause of this difference in gradients is found in 
the objective function, Equation (5.34). Analytical flow rates Vana tha t are large 
compared to the experimental flow rates Vexp will lead to drastically increased 
objective function values as seen to the left of the minimum valley, while small 

analytical flow rates (down to the extremum of Vana = 6 ) will result in only slowly 
increasing objective function values, displayed in the right part of the response 
surface.

As a result it is possible, by choosing fio/n  pairs lying at the bottom  line of the 
slowly rising valley, to generate valid param eter pairs which all show acceptable 
objective function values. It is thus possible to generate pairs where either a high 
value of /io is associated with with a low n value, or a low /io value with a high 
n value. It is interesting to note tha t Massonis [54] examination of compression 
tests with regard to two variables shows a very similar response surface with a 
long valley and differing gradients to the sides of the valley.

While not overly expressed for the present two design variables, it is expected 
th a t the formation of the bottom  of a shallow valley will intensify as more design
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variables are added to the optimisation problem, a fact which could lead to nu
merical problems. A possible countermeasure apart from an increased sampling 
grid size presents itself in the form of an increase in the number of experimental 
da ta  points.

For a tem perature dependence of b = 0.0065 °C_1 as determined in Section 5.1.2, 
a reference tem perature of 100°C and a grid size of 500 by 500 evaluation points, 
we find a minimum of the objective function a t po = 138,160 P a sn and n = 
0.350. These values, while not right per se, are not deviating overly from the 
literature and the results presented in Section 5.1.1 (i.e. po =  210,288 Pa sn 
and n = 0.20), especially as we have to  consider the different composition of the 
m aterial used in Section 5.1.1. Because of the use of a simplified model th a t 
excludes wall slip and elongational viscosity as design variables however, we will 
need to undertake a closer inspection of the wall slip and elongational settings 
including their tem perature dependence.

Least Square Optimisation using the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm

A more powerful approach for finding a set of param eters can be found in the 
basic least squares method (see [55]), expressing the objective as

nrexp  2

fobj ^   ̂ {VeXp,i Vona,i ĵ (5.35)
i=1

as introduced in Equation (5.34). As we are dealing with highly non-linear prob
lems in terms of the objective function (which will incorporate Equations (5.12) 
and (5.30)), the present algorithm uses a more sophisticated variation of the 
above method, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [4]. This algorithm has al
ready successfully been employed for similar purposes in many other fields (see 
e.g. [56]).

We start by defining the ’chi-square’

x2 = E ( ^ r ^ ) 2. (5-36)
i=1 '  1 /

which is a normal least squares error divided by the standard  deviation Si for each 
d a ta  point. The vector a is composed of the design variables. From the conjugate 
gradient algorithm, we can borrow the steepest descent method

an+1 =  an — constant x V ^ 2 (an) (5.37)
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and assign

Sai = constant x V x 2 (an) . (5.38)

By defining
1 <9x2 1 <92x 2

( 5 ' 3 9 )

we are led to a set of linear equations

a kiSai =  j3k (5.40)

th a t forms the inverse Hessian method. Some consideration of the problem of 
finding an adequate value for the constant in Equation (5.37) leads to

Sen = . S a u S a i  =  V x 2. (5.41)

If we define a new matrix a' with the elements

otjj cx.jj (1  +  A ), (Xjk cx.jk) (5.42)

we can now unify equations 5.40 and 5.41 into one equation

a'klSai = fa, (5.43)

which is at the centre of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The advantage of

Initialize a
Compute x 2 (a )
Choose a small A (e.g.. A =  0.001)
solve eq. 5.43 for 5a
eval.x2 (a  +  Sa)
If x 2 (a  +  Sa) >  x 2 (a )> increase A
If x 2 (a  +  <̂a ) < x 2 (a )> decreaseA
Check for convergence
Print optimized parameters

Figure 5.23: The Levenberg-Marquardt least squares algorithm [4].

this procedure is the ability to vary smoothly between equations 5.40 and 5.41 
by increasing A from very small to very large values. Typically, large values of 
A are used far from the optimum, with a continuous reduction of A occurring as 
the optimum is approached. A schematic overview of the algorithm is given in 
Figure 5.23. As this algorithm proves to be of considerate stability in practice,
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it has become the standard for nonlinear least squares methods. For the actual 
implementation in the current context, SciPy [57], a package of scientific routines 
implemented in Python has been chosen due to its flexibility. Most of the rou
tines supplied in this collection consist of wrapper functions th a t rely heavily on 
optimised F o r tra n  code as a backend, while retaining the ease of use of Python 
for the interface.

S e p a ra te  E v a lu a tio n  o f Z ero  L e n g th  a n d  C a p illa ry  E q u a tio n

As it is certainly conceivable to split the optimisation problem into its two major 
parts, the entry flow described by Equation (5.12) and the actual flow in the 
die expressed by Equation (5.30), two optimisation codes have actually been 
implemented which enable the researcher to manually iterate between the two 
by passing the results of the first to the second and vice versa. Because full 
autom ation is the preferred mode of operation, this approach was abandoned as 
it soon became clear tha t a simultaneous optimisation is feasible.

S im u ltan e o u s  E v a lu a tio n  o f Z ero  L e n g th  a n d  C a p illa ry  E q u a tio n  - tw o 
D esign  V ariab les

Figure 5.24 shows the data flow in a diagram of the Levenberg-Marquardt method. 
While starting parameters and convergence criteria have to be specified in the 
beginning, the algorithm itself can be treated as a black-box once the objective 
function is defined. A listing of the simultaneous optimisation code employed is

Iterative
L ev en b erg-M arq u ard t A lgorith m

Print op tim ized  param eters

Zero len gth  ev a l. r e s z e r o

C apillary eva l. r e s c a p

R ead experim enta l data from  file

In itia lize  param eters

W rapper fu n ction  r e s c a l e

Figure 5.24: Diagram of the implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt least 
squares algorithm.

reproduced in Appendix F .l. As the Levenberg-Marquardt method only requires
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the definition of a function tha t returns the error of the result, we can define 
a wrapper function resca le , which in turn calls two functions (reszero and 
rescap) with the current parameter set, in order to evaluate the zero length 
Equation (5.12) and the enhanced capillary Equation (5.30), which includes the 
pressure determination introduced in Equation (5.29). The result of the two 
evaluations are then passed back to resca le  where they are combined into one 
residual vector, used to obtain an updated param eter set.

The data sets chosen for this optimisation - 20 zero length and 6 6  capillary mea
surements - are taken from the trial listed in Appendix C .2 , as this trial uses 
the most recent compound. All samples with die lengths of three, four and five 
m m  are used for the capillary equation with all of the zero length results being 
reserved for the zero length calculation. The appropriate param eters for the eval
uation, f i Q,  n, 5, f i e , p ,  d for Equation (5.12), all nine design variables for Equation
(5.30), are passed on separately. The results of these function calls can simply be 
concatenated to form one list which is returned in the list errcomb. The set of 
initial parameters for starting the optimisation loop is chosen according to Table 
5.7.

Shear law / i Q =  1 0 0 0 0 0 n =  0.5 b = 0 . 0 1

Elongational law He = 1 0 0 0 0 0 p  = 0.5

rHooII"O

Wall slip law K q = 100000 m = 0.5 c =  0 . 0 1

Table 5.7: Initial parameters for simultaneous zero length and capillary optimi
sation.

In a first optimisation, we want to compare the present algorithm with the re
sponse surface evaluation carried out earlier in this chapter, more specifically by 
using an optimisation with two design variables /io and n , with b = 0.0065 1/°c, 
fixed wall slip parameters «o =  1 • 1 0 39, n = 1 .0  and c = 0 . 0  under exclusion of 
elongational influences. Due to the ability of direct comparison with the results 
found for the response surface evaluation and the known, visually verifiable re
sponse surface, we have an excellent method to evaluate the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm at hand. The code shown in Appendix F .l is modified by omitting the 
extensional terms and fixing the amount of wall slip at the level described above. 
The optimum is found after 74 iterations at /io =  138, 350 and n = 0.350 with an 
objective function value of / 0̂  =  3.1486 • 10~14, a result which shows very good 
consistency in comparison with the previous results. Direct comparison shows a 
difference between the response surface method and the Levenberg-Marquardt al
gorithm of 0.14% for /io and 0.08% for n with even these errors being considered 
as due mostly to the grid structure of the response surface evaluation.
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Apart from the possibility to optimise problems with higher degrees of freedom, 
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm also has the considerable advantage of au
tomation, whereas the response surface method requires manual adjustments of 
the design variable param eter range and the step width in order to find a shallow 
optimum with acceptable computational cost. Once an overview of the present 

literature on material parameters has been given in Section 5.5, it will be possible 
to classify and numerically compare the results for two design variables with the 
findings of other authors.

In connection with the literature review, it might also prove useful to use the 
optimisation with two parameters in a loop where the wall slip param eter /co is 
varied over a range in order to simulate the transition from wall stick to pure wall 
slip. The resulting shear law parameters and n can then be plotted against k,q 
as shown in Figure 5.25. It is interesting to note the rapid transition from wall

900000 0.4

800000 0.35

700000 0.3

600000 

500000

0.25

0.2

0.15400000

300000

0.05200000

100000
le+09le+08 le+10 le+11

K0 [ * » £ ]

Figure 5.25: Transition of shear law parameters /zq and n for varying wall slip law 
param eter kq and m = 1 .0 .

stick to wall slip, which starts at roughly 1 • 1 0 10 and results in quickly changing 
shear parameters towards smaller values of /co and thus more wall slip.
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Simultaneous Evaluation of Zero Length and Capillary Equation - Nine 
Design Variables

In moving on to more challenging optimisation tasks, we now want to consider a 
full optimisation including all nine design variables. For a prescribed error in the 
sum of the squares between iterations (ftol =  1 • IO-9 in this case), convergence 
is reached after 1028 iterations. The resulting values for the design variables are 
shown in Table 5.8. The values for the shear viscosity compare favourably with 

the available rheology data  in the literature and the experiments conducted in 
Aberystwyth displayed in Table 5.1. It has to be noted however, th a t a direct 
comparison in terms of numerical values with the da ta  from Aberystwyth is not 
possible due to the different compound used in both  cases. By evaluating the 
exponential expression efa(Tre/_r) in Equation (5.27) for b =  —0.0047°C-1 , it is 
evident th a t the variation over the relevant tem perature range of 80°C < T  < 
120°C is in the range of ten percent. The overall quality of the result is estimated

Shear law pto = 175,726.8 n  =  0.208 b = -0.0041
Elongational law p e =  35,172.9 p =  0.832 d = 0.0420
Wall slip law ko = 878,613.5 m  = 0.027 c =  0.0148

Table 5.8: Result of simultaneous zero length and capillary optimisation with 
initial parameters taken from Table 5.7 for Tref  =  100°C.

by using a variation of Equation (5.33) where the zero length and the capillary 
contribution are simply added together to evaluate the quality of the result,

nc*p abs ( V cap. -  V cap )  n*ero abs ( V zero- -  V zero-^ ^  l  y exp,i Y ana,i J r —^ \ Y exp,i r ana,t   «r— « \ ex u ,i u n u . i  / » —.. \ cxju.t QTlCL.i I

fc»  = + f% °  =  E  V L ,    +  E  V y ^ r . — 1  <5-44)
1 = 1  V e x p , i  i = l  v e x p , i

or equivalently

neap ( y caP. _  y caP \ 2 n zero ( y z e r o  _  y z e r o \ 2 
■k.— > V exp,i Y ana,i I x r  V exp,t Y ana,t )

=  c i + m ° = E  - — V -*  + 53 -— v - o  ■ (5-45)
i = l  Y e x p , i  i = l  Y e x p , i

where n cap and n zero are the number of capillary and zero length experiments. In 
the following, we will make use Equation (5.45). In this application, we find a 
minimum objective of f Qbj — 4.362 • 10-7 of which 1.252 • 10-7 is contributed by 
the zero length term  and 3.110 • IO-7 by the capillary term. This discrepancy has 
to  be judged in the light of the fact th a t in this optimisation 20 zero length and 66 
capillary experiments have been included. Thus, we find an average contribution
per experiment of fZbJ°/n*ero =  6.260 • 10-9 for the zero length d a ta  and fob?/ n cap =
4.713 • 10-9 in the capillary case. Given the fact th a t these numbers represent
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absolute data, they do not tell us anything about the accuracy of the solution, so 
we have to take a closer look at the significance of the statistical error to estimate 
the value of the present algorithm. First, however, it is advisable to highlight two 
features of the optimisation process.

W hen using Equation (5.45) as an indicator for the probability of the result, 
some thought has to be given to the relative importance of the two data  sets. 
If, at the s tart of the iterative process, one of the data  sets shows a very large 

deviation from the optimum (Vexp Vana or Vexp Vana) with respect to the
other set, the weight of the two contributions will be unequally distributed. If 
we have a look at the fitting of the curve for the first iterative step (starting 
parameters according to Table 5.7) as shown in Figure 5.26 a), we can see tha t 
exactly this situation occurs. At the end of the optimisation, as shown in Figure 
5.26 b) (parameters in Table 5.8 are found) however, we note th a t the there is an 
adequate fit of the data points to the expected 45° exact solution. This indicates 
th a t the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is able to to deal with unfavourable 
starting parameters successfully.

Exact Solution 
°o o o D ata Points Capillary 
xxxxD a ta  Points Zero Length

--I— I— 4— -4-

o0.6

0.4 1 i I I I I I I I I I I I i i i -
0 .2 -

I I I I

I T 'I T

- 6  111

J _ i . J _ i . J _ i

I— !-0.5

0.0
0.50.0

e x p

Figure 5.26: Quality of the result in the simultaneous iterative scheme a) after 
the first iteration, b) after the final iteration.

A more grave objection to the present algorithm is found when changing the initial 
param eter set, shown in Table 5.7. In the ideal case, a global minimum of the 
response surface exists and the optimisation algorithm is able to find the correct 
design variables for this optimum without the risk of diverging towards a local 
minimum. In the present case, we find tha t there exists not one unique solution 
independently of the initial parameters but two. After an extensive variation of
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the initial param eters within meaningful boundaries - the results in Table 5.9 were 
obtained by setting n = p = m  = 0.45 - we find th a t the objective function values 
for the two cases diverge only in the eighth decimal place, basically declaring 
them  of equal validity. Upon close inspection, strong evidence for the existence of 
only two equally valid solutions is found and it is concluded th a t the optimisation 
converges to one of the two solutions regardless of the constellation of the starting 
parameters. Furthermore, we observe th a t in comparison w ith Table 5.8, some of 
the resulting m aterial parameters are mirrored, i.e. n, b and m, c are exchanged 
between the shear law and the wall slip law, as documented in Tables 5.8 and 5.9.

Shear law /j, 0 =  662,855.5 n = 0.027 b =  0.0148
Elongational law /xe = 7668.1 p =  1.149 d = 0.0283
Wall slip law ko =  1,135,577.4 m  =  0.208 c =  -0.0041

Table 5.9: Result of simultaneous zero length and capillary optimisation with 
changed initial parameters for T ref  =  100°C.

W hen considering Equation (5.30), we can discern the reason for this dual min
imum. As this equation is made up of two terms (the wall slip part and the 
non-Newtonian flow profile part), an equilibrium for Vana can be found twice. It 
can be observed th a t a reduced bulk shear viscosity is qualitatively similar to 
increased wall slip. On the other hand, the exchange of the param eters n  and m  
in the two solutions leads to physically different effects. From Equation (4.8), we 
find for n  —» 0

77 «  (5.46)
7

resulting in a highly shear thinning material, whereas Equation (4.67) yields

T «  Ko (5-47)

under the assumption of m  —» 0 , indicating a reduced influence of the wall slip 
velocity.

Returning to the statistical analysis of the distribution of the optim isation results, 
we want to choose the second optimum for an analysis, as no decision in favour of 
one of the two solutions has been taken yet. The distribution of the da ta  points 
is the same as the one for the first optimum, given in Figure 5.26. As a result, the 
following statistics diverge only in the fifth decimal place when considering the 
two different solutions, and thus they are applicable to both  optima. Considering 
Figure 5.26 a) and b), the initial and final errors are presented for the capillary 
(circles) and for the zero length data  (crosses) in a plot of Vana vs. Vexp. In 
the following, a detailed look will be given a t the distribution of the d a ta  points 
around the theoretical optimum, represented by the line under 45° (Vana =  Vexp)
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in Figure 5.26 b). The deviation from the optimum is given as ^ana/vexp — 1. 
After the final iteration, for the zero length data, a maximum signed deviation of 
+28.47% with a mean absolute deviation of 7.29% is found while the capillary case 
shows a maximum signed deviation of —38.78% and a mean absolute deviation 
of 16.20%. Continuing from the mean values with a look a t the statistical error 

of the result, we find a standard deviation of s =  9.84% for the zero length data 
and s =  19.41% for the capillary data.

Combining these results into an overall estimate of the quality of the optimisation, 
we find a mean deviation of 14.13% and a standard deviation of s = 17.61%, 
meaning th a t 68% of all sample points are within th a t error margin. The mean of 
the combined, signed data  is ana/vexp) =  103.51%, which indicates a slight trend 
towards overestimating the analytical flow rate. Given an unknown uncertainty 
in the error resulting from the experimental measurements, these numbers can be 
classified as a result of good quality.

As both of the above solutions are equally valid and no other solution with a 
comparably small minimum is found, it is left to analyse the reasons for the 
present shape of the response surface and to decide which one - if any - of the two 
solutions is the correct one. In order to  better qualify these two differing results, 
we will postpone any analysis until we have presented an overview of literature 
da ta  which will give us a better basis of understanding for the numerous influences 
th a t affect the extrusion of rubber compounds.

5.5 Discussion

As the accuracy of the results presented here is of crucial importance for deter
mining a correct set of m aterial parameters, the findings of this work have to  be 
compared critically with research by other authors. Classification of pure rubber 
or rubber compounds has been attem pted many times bu t an objective compar
ison of results is complicated by the facts th a t pure rubber is of reduced interest 
to  the rubber processing industry and th a t the formulation of commercial rubber 
compounds is often commercially confidential. As a consequence, no unified ap
proach for the classification of rubber compounds in the domain of process-related 
rheology is currently in existence.

A part from the treatm ent of non-Newtonian behaviour, the au thor’s approach to 
dealing with wall slip effects has to be a central point of interest in a compre
hensive comparison of studies on rubber rheology. The approach most commonly
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found (see e.g. Jepsen [7], Geiger [58, 59], Leblanc [43]) is Mooney’s [32], making 
use of a capillary rheometer, described in Section 4.4.1. This approach is well es
tablished and allows for the direct calculation of slip velocities a t the wall, though 
its applicability to highly filled rubber compounds used in production lines has 
recently been questioned (see Leblanc [43]). We will a ttem pt to  quantify wall 
slip phenomena inherent in rubber compounds as thoroughly as possible in this 
Section.

In the following, we want to give an overview of the results of the preceding chap
ter as well as putting  it in relation to the work of other authors. By making use 
of the available literature data  together with the rheological work done in the 
scope of this study, we can compile a list of material param eters for EPDM rub
ber compounds. This list has to be regarded critically as it incorporates different 
determination methodologies and includes different operating environments but 
can nonetheless serve as a basis in a compilation of current rubber compound 
rheology. We will proceed by using the same classification into shear viscosity, 
extensional viscosity and wall slip used in Chapter 4 as a means of dividing the 
vast amount of rubber compound data  into more convenient sections. As a pre
liminary note, it has to be mentioned th a t it will not be possible to numerically 
compare any param eters found in the literature with the results from the parame
ter optimisation due to the fact th a t no previous author has separated the effects 
of the three phenomena under review simultaneously. It is thus very difficult to 
separate the similar influence of shear thinning and wall slip for different authors, 
as both have the same qualitative influence on the flow rate. As a  result, we are 
limited to drawing general conclusions in the form of trends, e.g. when examin
ing a changed extrusion tem perature. Under all circumstances, we will be able to 
numerically compare the results of the response surface evaluation with two free 
design variables as there are several examples of analyses in the literature th a t 
are concerned with a similar setup.

In a preliminary step, we have to classify the rubber compounds used in the 
studies under survey with regard to their composition. The two materials under 
examination in this work are very highly filled (190 pphr and 152 pphr carbon 
black respectively, see Figures 2.2 and 5.9). Most studies are concerned with 
rubbers filled to a much lower degree. Exceptions to  this rule are found in Geiger’s 
work (see [58] and [59]) with 167 pphr and the studies of Markovic [60], which 
use a compound with 138 pphr. A complete listing of filler levels encountered in 
this survey is shown in a summary of this literature review, Table 5.10.
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5.5. DISCUSSION

Table 5.10 clearly reinforces the view th a t no concurrent evaluation of all nine 
possible m aterial parameters is in existence, partly due to the difficulty of a si
multaneous determ ination of all the required da ta  in an experiment. If we try  to 
conceive an experiment for th a t purpose, it is easily seen th a t the determination 
of the extensional viscosity requires a fundamentally different experimental pro
cedure compared to capillary experiments. Once this obstacle has been removed, 

we are still left with the problem th a t it proves very difficult to determine wall 
slip velocities under exclusion of shear thinning effects and vice versa under the 
condition th a t both physical effects are to be determined simultaneously.

5.5.1 Shear Viscosity

The field of shear viscosity determination is certainly the one under closest ex
amination due to the fact th a t experiments for m aterial classification are easily 
designed from simple shear flows in oscillatory or capillary rheometers and th a t 
shear flow was historically considered to be the dom inant mode of material flow 
in a m ajority of industrial applications. As stated previously, care has to be taken 
in comparing oscillatory with capillary data, as oscillatory rheometry might or 
might not exhibit wall slip, depending on the am plitude of the oscillation and the 
surface of the rheometer discs. Capillary rheometry on the other hand, especially 
if one is working with highly filled materials, is most certainly influenced by wall 
slip. In Figure 5.27, a summary of material from different authors regarding shear 
power law parameters is presented. The power law index n  is plotted against the 
fluid consistency /xo to gain an overview of the range of param eters present. This 
graph is based on the present literature review, details of which are found in Table

5.10.

While Figure 5.27 shows an agreement between Bassi’s results and the param eter 
optimisation values from Table 5.9, these results have to  be seen as coincidental, 
as all of Bassi’s da ta  was gathered over arbitrary shear rate  ranges from a plot. 
Changing these ranges will seamlessly change the param eter pairs between the 
three points given here. The oscillatory data  for r\' from Aberystwyth on the other 
hand is very interesting, as it proves very similar to  the param eter optimisation, 
considering th a t two different materials (see Tables 2.2 and 5.9) have been used. 
The reason for this similarity between the experimental rheometrical method on 
the one hand and the material param eter optimisation on the other is clearly 
found in the probable absence of wall slip (due to small strains below 1 %) for 
the oscillatory rheometer and the fact tha t wall slip and shear behaviour are 
separated in the optimisation process. Furthermore, the comparison is based on

100
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Figure 5.27: Summary of EPDM rubber compound material parameters by dif
ferent authors at various tem peratures (for details see Table 5.10).

^ h e  values from Bassi’s work present in this graph are determined over several different 
shear rate ranges, see also Table 5.11

the fact tha t both rf and the parameter optimisation process do not take into 
consideration elastic effects.

When judging the literature data, it is necessary to keep in mind th a t the various 
authors have used a wide range of experiments and parameters, thus not enabling 
us to draw direct conclusions. A closer look is needed for classifying the results 
of this work within the wider frame of contemporary rubber rheology.

V iscosity  vs. Shear R ate and Shear Stress

An im portant feature of many studies on rubber rheology is the double logarith
mic viscosity vs. shear rate plot, as it allows for direct extraction of power law 
parameters. Generally, results can be divided into two classes - either showing 
constant material parameters and thus a linear plot (at least over the relevant 
shear rate range, in this case roughly 1 l/s to 1 , 0 0 0  Vs) or a non-linear plot due 
to various reasons which will have to be discussed in the following.

A majority of authors (see e.g. Osanaiye [6 ], Holzer [62], Geiger [58, 59], De 
Laney [61]) give an indication of constant material parameters,' a view which is
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consolidated by the rheometrical experiments detailed in Section 5.2, shown in 
Figure 5.13. For the present investigation, especially the longest die (L  =  5 m m ) 
exhibits a very good linearity, this die length also bearing the closest resemblance 
to the profile extrusion die with regard to geometrical dimensions.

Another argument for constant material param eters is given by the work done by 
Couch and Binding [39] in the course of this project, reinforcing the expectation 
of a linear relationship between 7  and 77, as can be easily judged from Figure 5.1. 
The authors of th a t report use shear rates ranging from 0.006 l / s  to  600 l/ s  in the 
oscillatory case and 1 0  l/ s  to l , 0 0 0 Ys in the capillary case as already mentioned 
in Table 5.10.

As an illustration for a non-linear plot, we want to cite Bassi’s work [10], which 
shows a varying gradient in the viscosity vs. shear rate  plot as shown in Table
5.11. Over the presented shear rate range we observe power law indices from a

7  range [!/5] fio [Pa sn n
10-300

1 0 -1 ,0 0 0

1 0 - 1 0 ,0 0 0

1 0 0 - 1 0 ,0 0 0

108,000
131.000
184.000
649.000

0.40
0.32
0.16
0.03

Table 5.11: Change in shear viscosity power law param eters a t different shear 
rates as extracted from Bassi [10] a t T  = 120°C (digitised from graph 
and power law fitted).

m oderate n  =  0.40 a t low shear rates to extreme shear thinning with n =  0.03 
a t high shear rates. While it is conceivable th a t the power law shows variable 
param eters fio and n, it is more plausible to a ttribu te  this curvature to  wall slip, 
an effect not to  be confused with the classical transition from constant viscosity 
a t low shear rates to power law behaviour a t higher shear rates (see e.g. Figure 
5.28 or Tanner [16]), as this transition is seen only a t very low shear rates. Under 
this assumption, higher shear rates involve increased wall slip and thus higher 
flow rates, an effect which could be interpreted as a non-linearly decreasing vis
cosity. Thus we have to conclude, th a t in the example of Bassi, the neglect of 
the separation of wall slip leads to combined shear m aterial parameters. Even if 
Bassi’s work is used as an example of the creation of a m aterial law th a t incor
porates several different physical effects, other sources th a t practice this method 
can be found by inspecting Table 5.10 for authors who do not make mention of 
any extensional or wall slip effects a t all.

A further source of non-linearity in the 7 - 7 7  plot, not present in Table 5.11,
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Figure 5.28: Trends in the viscosity under increased carbon black loading accord
ing to W hite [5] and Osanaiye [6 ]. In this plot, graphs for pure
EPDM, a compound filled with 25 pphr and one with 100 pphr are
shown.

may be found in the tem perature dependence of the material, as it is generally 
accepted th a t higher extrusion speeds (i.e. more energy input) and thus higher 
shear rates lead to reduced viscosity at higher temperatures.

Another major insight concerning the relationship between 7  and 77 is gained 
by examining the situation for different levels of carbon black filling. Osanaiye
[6 ], Li [67], Shin [6 8 ] and Song [65], working together with W hite [5], have all 
documented a clear trend tha t is demonstrated in Figure 5.28. While this graph 
shows the relationship between 77 and 7 , the situation is principally the same for
a plot of shear stress vs. viscosity as seen from the definition of the viscosity
(Equation (4.59)). The latter method of displaying Figure 5.28 is used by a 
number of authors (see e.g. Shin [6 8 ], W hite [5] and Osanaiye [6 ]).

The most im portant fact to notice is tha t convergence towards a zero shear viscos
ity r]o as noticed for pure EPDM is not inherent in compounds including carbon 
black even in small quantities. Furthermore, the difference between unfilled and 
filled EPDM is only marked for shear rates well below 7 = 1 l/ s, with values for 
higher shear rates being almost indistinguishable. As a consequence of this fact, 
we can assume a behaviour for our highly filled compounds th a t is similar to other 
filled materials, even more so as the shear rates of interest are much higher than 
the ones at which divergence occurs to a significant degree.
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Shear Stress vs. Shear R ate

Besides the previous class of plots, a lot of attention is also given to plots of 
the shear stress r  against the shear rate 7  which are, in fact, very similar to the 
plots of the viscosity 7; vs. the shear rate 7  due to the definition of the viscosity 
r] = T/ i  in Equation (4.59). Figure 5.29 shows the results by a number of authors 
including the results of the work done in Aberystwyth [39], presented in Section 
5.1 and the data  collected in the scope of the rheological study, Section 5.2.5.
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Figure 5.29: Results from various authors for the plot of 7  vs. r .  The data  from 
Swansea is raw data, i.e. not tem perature corrected, no wall slip 
extracted and no Rabinowitch correction applied, in order to allow 
for comparison with other sources.

In Figure 5.29, the data  from Aberystwyth, corresponding to the data shown 
in Figure 5.1, has to be considered with special attention as one of the plots is 
obtained by oscillatory rheometry under assumption of the Cox-Merz rule and 
by using the complex viscosity in the calculation of the shear stress, t  = 7 |?7*|. 
Furthermore in comparison with the data from Section 5.2.5, a different rubber 
compound was used, thus precluding direct conclusions. The capillary results 
from Aberystwyth, presented for a tem perature of 60°C, show a reversed curva
ture in comparison with other data in th a t range. W hen comparing both the 
complex and the viscous oscillatory data with the capillary data  as presented
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in Figure 5.29, the need for in-line rheometry is again emphasised by the great 
range of stresses for a single material under different determ ination methods. In 
analogy with Figure 5.27, however, Figure 5.29 shows a very close resemblance 
between the capillary experiments from Swansea and the viscous part of the os
cillatory data, considering the different materials and the use of raw, unshifted 
data for the capillary experiments. This result reinforces the good m atch between 
the real part of the complex oscillatory viscosity rj' and the results of the material 
param eter optimisation.

Osanaiye’s data  is shown for pure EPDM and for a  compound with 100 pphr 
carbon black, while the intermediate fillings of 25, 43, and 6 6  %, which are also 
covered by Osanaiye, are omitted here for reasons of clarity, as they show the 
expected behaviour in converging from the pure m aterial towards the highly filled 
one. In the same manner as for the 7 7 - 7  relationship (see Figure 5.28), the 
difference in shear stress between different materials is most pronounced at low 
shear rates, with rates relevant in the current extrusion process - say in the range 
from ten to one thousand - showing much less variation.

In comparison with Osanaiye’s and also Leblanc’s data, it is not surprising th a t 
the present material shows higher shear stress, as the filler content for both com
pounds used in this study is considerably higher a t 190 pphr for the oscillatory 
data and the capillary results from Aberystwyth and 152 pphr for the rheomet- 
rical results described in Section 5.2.5 (labelled ’Swansea’ in Figure 5.29).

The internal results, shown here for die lengths of three, four and five mm, are 
presented with a certain degree of transient behaviour, due to  the unfinished set
tling of the tem perature, which in tu rn  is caused by tight constraints in the trial 
schedule. As mentioned previously, this fact is of no concern to  the param eter 
optimisation as instantaneous snapshots of all required process param eters ensure 
consistent results. It would, however, be desirable for the comparability of the 
different plots to obtain fully stabilised processing conditions before taking any 
samples. The shear rate values for the three entries are apparent values, exclud
ing the extraction of wall slip and entry losses and without the application of 
the Rabinowitch correction. As a result we have to content ourselves with this 
limited amount of data  in connecting the endpoints of each of the three curves 
as the best guess for the steady-state. Keeping in mind th a t we are comparing 
compounds which are not exactly the same, we can note a definite similarity be
tween the capillary data  from Aberystwyth and the internal experiments from 
Swansea. Much more striking, however, is the aforementioned m atch between 
the the viscous part of the complex viscosity as presented by Aberystwyth, 77' ,
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and the Swansea results. This result comes as no surprise, as a close resemblance 
between these two data  sets has already been observed for the shear material 
param eters (see Table 5.10 and Figure 5.27).

A n a ly sis  o f th e  R esp o n se  S u rface  a n d  L e v e n b e rg -M a rq u a rd t R e su lts  
for tw o  D esig n  P a ra m e te r s ,  /zo a n d  n

As an extensive set of experimental da ta  has been introduced in Table 5.10., 
the results of the optimisation with two design variables (final param eters /zo =  
138,350 and n =  0.350) can now be reviewed critically. An analysis of Bassi’s 
work [10] over the relevant shear rate range yields /zo =  131,000 and n  =  0.32. 
As Bassi’s results are obtained by making use of a capillary rheometer which 
exhibits varying m aterial parameters over the shear rate  range covered, it is not 
advisable to compare them  directly with the material param eter optimisation of 
two design variables. De Laney [61] presents a very small /zo and high n  obtained 
from capillary data, a result which has to be viewed critically in this comparison 
as a very high tem perature of T  = 190°C was used.

Turner [6 6 ], however, presents his findings with /zo =  132,470 and n  =  0.30, a 
result obtained by oscillatory rheology under use of grooved rotor plates, which 
precludes the occurrence of wall slip. As the simple m aterial param eter optimi
sation with two design variables uses wall slip values fixed a t kq =  1 • 1 0 39 and 
m  =  1 .0  in order to create wall stick conditions, a direct comparison is valid for 
this case. Most authors, making use of capillary rheometry, report smaller values 
for /zo a t 50,000 to 100,000, and especially for n, which is commonly determined 
to be roughly n  =  0 .2  (see e.g. Geiger [58, 59], Holzer [62] and Markovic [60]). 
This discrepancy is a logical consequence when considering the nature of the cap
illary data, where wall slip effects are present in the shear law. Thus, it is to 
be expected th a t these capillary values are smaller than  the oscillatory or the 
two param eter optimisation results which make a clear distinction between shear 
thinning and slip effects.

It can be concluded tha t, when comparing like with like, the m aterial param eter 
optimisation with two design variables yields results which m atch the literature 
well.
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5 .5 .2  E x ten sio n a l V isco sity

So far, the inclusion of extensional viscosity in the scope of a comprehensive vis

cous m aterial model has not been attem pted in any way due to the circumstance 
th a t extensional viscosity is generally considered together with visco-elastic ef
fects, a fact th a t stems from the observation th a t extensional flow is the primary 
cause for die swell effects. This behaviour is also reflected by the scarcity of ex
tensional da ta  in Table 5.10. As we are limiting the modelling to viscous flow due 

to  the extreme com putational cost of the simulation of visco-elastic flows, we are 
not in a position to  compare the present m aterial param eters with any literature 
data.

As the necessity of the inclusion of extensional viscosity param eters only arises 
for Non-Newtonian fluids where the Trouton ratio  significantly diverges from 
the Newtonian value of three, an analysis of the Trouton ratio in the relevant 
strain  ra te  range is called for to  decide whether a special treatm ent of extensional 
viscosity in the simulation code is needed.

Considering the data  from Aberystwyth in Figure 5.2, we note a very close distri

bution of the Trouton ratio around the Newtonian value of three, thus apparently 

making a special treatm ent of extensional viscosity in the simulation code unnec
essary. Even the material param eters in Table 5.9, which show a much higher 

Trouton ratio, do not result in a ratio exceeding ten, a value possibly not war
ranting an inclusion in the simulation code.

5 .5 .3  W all Slip

The literature available (see Table 5.10) shows a number of publications dealing 

with the slip behaviour of rubber compounds, which are, however, primarily fo
cused on experimental results, not expressing the findings in a m aterial law in 

analogy to  Section 5.4, where we express the wall slip in term s of a power law. In 

consequence, we have to determine the wall slip param eters ko and m  in Equa
tion (4.67) from plots of the slip velocity vs vs. the shear stress r  as presented by 

the various authors. Nonetheless, a wealth of deductions can be drawn from the 

sources available, such as effects of the processing conditions and composition, 
d a ta  which proves very valuable in judging the dual nature of the optimum found 

in Section 5.4.3 in connection with Equation (5.45).

The underlying basic physical concepts of the phenomenon of wall slip are gen

erally a ttrib u ted  to  several different causes inherent in the structure of polymers
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of high molecular weight. Not commonly seen as significant in rubber processing, 
some polymers exhibit the formation of a low viscosity layer with high veloc
ity gradients which should correctly be classified as pseudo-slip as the polymer 
molecules do not physically slip on the wall. Joshi [69] determines two physical 
causes which he uses as a basis for the development of a simple slip law modelled 
after de Gennes [34]. On one hand Joshi mentions disentanglement, the flow 
condition where molecules attached to the wall of the flow channel get stretched 
to the point where their connection with other molecules th a t are not attached to 
the wall is broken, resulting in extreme velocity gradients. Debonding on the other 
hand is a veritable slip effect th a t involves molecules overcoming the adsorption 
force th a t keeps them  attached to the wall. Several extrusion instabilities such as 
stick-slip and spurt are associated with these two effects. As they are dependent 
on the relation between stress levels, adsorption forces and even elastic effects, 

they sometimes lead to undesirable cyclic phenomena with the result of extremely 
rough surface finish in the extrudate.

A part from the da ta  on shear law parameters, Table 5.10 also shows a summary of 
the findings made during the literature review with respect to  wall slip. This data  
is put in contrast with the results obtained in the present study, generally showing 
good consistency amongst the different authors. The m ajority of published results 
are in the form of tw - v s plots which can be scanned on a flatbed scanner for 
digital extraction of m aterial parameters, as also presented in Section 5.1.1, where 
we have extracted shear viscosity power law parameters. The shear stress and 
slip velocity values of arbitrary points on the scanned curve are obtained by 
determination of the pixel-coordinates of th a t point in a graphics manipulation 
program, and subsequently transformed into shear stress and slip velocity values 
by aid of a small program. This procedure allows for the rapid acquisition of a 
large set of graphs which can then be further analysed or plotted. It also has the 
advantage, with respect to the approach taken in Section 5.1.1, of being suitable as 
a generic method for the arbitrary fitting of m aterial laws rather than  only linear 

ones. This possibility may prove advantageous in cases where the classical power 
law is not seen as sufficient for describing the m aterial behaviour accurately (see 
e.g. Malkin [63]). Once we have gathered a sequence of points on a specific curve, 
we can make use of a simplified version of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
discussed in Section 5.4.3 to perform a curve-fitting exercise. The goal of this 
exercise is to minimise the least-squares error of the measured da ta  points with 
respect to  the wall slip law (Equation (4.67)) and its two param eters «o and m, 
which are displayed in Table 5.10.

It has to be mentioned th a t a number of studies, while very enlightening with
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respect to non-Newtonian behaviour, omit the investigation of wall slippage, the 
most prominent examples emanating from W hite and his co-workers [5, 65, 6 8 , 6 , 
67]. While this procedure may be a valid approximation in oscillatory rheology, 
where only small strains are used or in rotational rheometry if grooved rotors are 
employed, capillary rheology definitely has to consider wall slippage as a source 
of non-linear behaviour.

It is generally accepted (see e.g. Agassant1 [24], Jay [70] and Malkin [63]) th a t 
wall slip is a function of the wall shear stress, v3 (rw), w ith Jepsen [7] indicat
ing th a t in capillary flow, lower l/ d  ratios and higher filler contents dramatically 
increase the slip velocity for elevated shear stress levels. For the tem perature 
dependency, a more complicated situation is found (see Jepsen [7]), as an in
crease in wall slip with increasing tem peratures is noted a t low shear stress levels, 
whereas shear stresses exceeding 0.25 M P a  to 0.30 M P a  exhibit a reversal of this 
situation. The complexity of the situation is not reduced when considering the 
tem perature dependence of the wall slip, as the relevant authors show contra
dictory behaviour, ranging from a certain degree of increase in wall slip when 
increasing the tem perature, to a complete transition from wall slip to wall stick.

Details of Jepsen’s extensive study are presented in Figure 5.30, which very clearly 
demonstrates the complexity of the problems arising in the classification of the 
different sources of wall slip, as many sudden changes are observed when compar
ing the data  within each of the four plots. This situation, where many different 
parameters influence the material behaviour again proves the necessity of in-line 
rheometry as a means for capturing the data  required under conditions th a t are 
as close as possible to the actual extrusion.

In Table 5.10, we only make use of the plot displayed in Figure 5.30 c), as this 
plot shows the tem perature dependency of the material, the param eter which 
can be seen as being of most interest in the current context. W hat is more, the 
other plots show either very non-linear da ta  or nearly horizontal gradients, both 

of which are not favourable for fitting with a power law. In the most extreme 
cases, it might even be called for to introduce an offset value Tq in analogy to the 
Herschel-Bulkeley law (Equation (4.10)) for the shear viscosity. Regarding the 
shear stress range under review by Jepsen, we have to use caution in comparing 
the data  with the present results, as the shear stresses encountered in the current 
rheometrical experiments - calculated from Equation (4.45) and the data  listed in 
Appendix C - are found to be significantly higher than  Jepsen’s data, with shear

1 Agassant also postulates the existence of an entry length where no slip occurs, a thesis 
which further reinforces the probability of wall slip being a cause of the offset as seen in Figure 
5.13 as for a fixed shear rate, the dies with a smaller l / d  ratio show a higher viscosity.
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stresses ranging from 0.67 M Pa  to 1.19 MPa.
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Figure 5.30: Influence of a) l/ d  ratio, b) carbon black content, c) extrusion tem
perature and d) carbon black (N550 and N990) and calcium oxide 
filler in the plot of slip velocity vs. wall shear stress according to 
Jepsen [7].

In Table 5.10, we have included Malkin’s findings [63] in spite of his use of Styrene 
Butadiene Rubber (SBR), as his work is relevant in the present context due to its 
close resemblance to the setup chosen in the current work. He uses a power law 
model as presented in Equation (4.67) which he augments under certain conditions 
by adding an offset value r'Q as described above. According to Malkin, this step 
is necessary when operating at elevated tem peratures over 1 1 0 °C, as under these 
conditions he notes a distinct critical shear stress threshold a t 0.3—0.4 M Pa  which 
has to be exceeded before any slippage occurs. A peculiar detail of Malkin’s study 
is found in the strong dependence of the material param eters on the capillary die 
diameter, see Table 5.10, a result in direct contradiction with Geiger’s study on slit 
dies of different dimensions [58, 59], which, while showing a slight change in «o and 
m, basically finds constant material parameters. Malkin explains this dependency 
on the die geometry by the different upstream reservoir to die diameter ratio 
when changing the die (leading to different levels of elongation) and by differing 
pressure levels tha t change the contact area between the compound and the die 
wall. He argues tha t in order to create a similar shear stress in dies of different 
diameter and for otherwise equal processing conditions, a different pressure has
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to be applied as demonstrated by Equation (4.45). This changed pressure will 
then have an influence on the wetted surface in the capillary die and thus the 
wall slip conditions, a view also expressed by Jepsen. It is doubtful, however, if 
these effects, which might have an influence at low pressure levels, are still able to 
produce a significant influence at the pressures encountered in industrial profile 
extrusion.

Turner’s work [6 6 ] is set apart from the other authors’ research by the fact th a t he 
uses a rotational rheometer. Nonetheless, the peculiar behaviour for the slip index 
m, presented in Table 5.10, has to be noted. In the d a ta  presented by Turner, 
there exists a remarkable tem perature dependence, which seems to  indicate a 
minimum for m  a t around 80°C. While also seen in the work of other authors 
(see e.g. Holzer [62], who also notes a significant change in m ) , this would indicate 
a reversal of how pronounced the wall slip is perceived a t a given wall shear stress
Tw .

W hen comparing the tem perature behaviour of the wall slip param eter «o found 
by the various authors, an overall trend towards decreasing hq (more slip) at 
elevated tem peratures is seen. The numbers we extract from Jepsen’s work have 
to be judged critically in this context as the numbers found show an opposite 
trend and differ to an extreme degree from the results of other authors. In fact, 
extrapolating the data  found in the plots provided by Jepsen would indicate a 
complete reversal of the boundary conditions from free slip a t 80°C to complete 
wall stick at 1 2 0 °C.

Resolution of the Ambiguity in the Results of the Full Parameter Op
timisation

It is now left to  resolve the ambiguity in the two sets of m aterial parameters 
obtained by application of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in Section 5.4.3. 
As shown previously, it is impossible to  resolve this ambiguity in an analytical 
way. Thus, we will have to  resort to the da ta  from Aberystwyth and the literature 
review as a base for a decision on which of the two param eter sets will be chosen 
for modelling the material flow.

As pointed out previously, the param eter determ ination strategy most commonly 
found in the literature, while not wrong in itself, focuses on the determ ination of 
one param eter set, thus creating bulk material param eter sets th a t combine the 
effects of different physical phenomena into one set. While this can be seen as 
beneficial in the comparison of different rubber compounds, these m aterial pa
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rameters are not suitable for an accurate simulation th a t aims to reproduce the 
three phenomena under investigation. The oscillatory rheometry in Aberystwyth 
is one of the few incidences where wall slip can be ruled out due to  small oscil
latory strains and where the viscous part of the complex viscosity is presented, a 
necessary condition for a meaningful comparison with optim isation data, where 
elastic behaviour is not considered. This comparison leads to  the surprisingly 
good consistency found for / / 0 and n  between the viscous part of the complex 
viscosity rf and the full param eter optimisation (see Table 5.10 and Figure 5.27) 
a t roughly fio = 650,000 P a sn and n  =  0.025, a resemblance also observed in the 
plot of t  vs. 7 , shown in Figure 5.29.

It is in the power law indices n  and m  th a t the m ajor discrepancy between the 
results obtained in the current study and the available literature is seen. Both 
a shear law index or a wall slip index of 0.027 for the two solutions found seems 
extremely low compared to literature values th a t are typically situated between 
0.2 and 0.4. While it seems th a t the difference between the literature and the 
optimisation results is large, it has already been stressed th a t the present work 
is not directly comparable with literature data  due to the missing separation of 
effects in the literature.

Furthermore, fully formulated rubber compounds in general are not easily com
pared as the compounds present in this study (see Tables 2.2 and 5.9) are highly 
filled compounds not only with regard to the carbon black content but also other 
components which might influence the material behaviour. As an example, the 
liquid fillers (Naphtene and Butadiene) might very well form a slip layer a t the 
die wall due to local separation which in turn  could result in an effect similar 
to wall slip in pure EPDM. While not reported in relation w ith EPDM, this be
haviour is often seen in other materials like PVC. Due to the fact th a t a number 
of the components in the present rubber compounds are confidential, we can only 
speculate on any slip-like effects caused by these components.

In the light of these facts it is more sensible to  observe the physical meaning 
of such low material param eters as pointed out in Equations (5.46) and (5.47) 
and to observe the tem perature behaviour as indicated by the change in sign for 
the shear and power law param eter optimisation results presented in Tables 5.8 
and 5.9. The first solution (Table 5.8) shows a very small m  which practically 
leads to wall shear stresses being insensitive to the wall slip velocity or vice versa 
the wall slip velocity being very sensitive to the wall shear stress, a view not 
commonly shared by any of the relevant authors (see e.g. Geiger [58, 59], Jepsen
[7]). The tem perature dependencies show a peculiar behaviour as well, insofar
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th a t commonly an increased tem perature is associated w ith reduced viscosity and 
reduced wall slip. The second optimum, presented in Table 5.9, shows this more 
plausible constellation together with a very small n  as a sign of a highly shear 
thinning material, while the wall slip coefficient stays on a reasonable level. As a 
conclusion, it is obvious th a t the optimum for the m aterial param eter optimisation 
presented in Table 5.9 shows a set of param eters th a t represents more realistically 
the behaviour of rubber compounds as described in the current literature than 
the one introduced in Table 5.8.

One more argument in favour of Table 5.9 over Table 5.8 is found in Figure 5.25, 
which agrees very well with the results in Table 5.9, if it is kept in mind th a t the 
wall slip index in Figure 5.25 is fixed a t m  =  1.0.

In summary of the shear rate param eter range covered by the various authors 
as given in Table 5.10, we can observe, while keeping in mind the differing 
experimental setups, a division of results. On one hand, we find the oscilla
tory results (excluding Montes’ results due to his use of SBR) in the range of 
126,000 Pa sn < fio < 3,302,000 P a sn and 0.024 <  n < 0.299, while on the 
other we find capillary results with 24 ,500P a s n <  /xo <  210,300P a s 71, with 
an obvious accumulation around /xo =  130,000 Pa sn (neglecting the results from 
the present study, which were obtained under strict param eter separation) and 
0.115 < n < 0.408. The presentation of these ranges for oscillatory and capillary 
material param eters is not conclusive in itself. W hen looking a t each of the liter
ature sources in the two classes separately, however, one can find clear signs th a t 
indicate a tendency towards lower (/xo, n) param eter combinations for capillary 
data  in comparison with the oscillatory data. This response can be visualised by 
plotting the power law for various authors over a shear rate  range as shown in 

Figure 5.31. As an example, De Laney’s data, while showing a very high n  of 
0.408, also has a very small /xo of 24,500 Pa sn, a combination which results in a 
small overall viscosity, while the complex viscosity da ta  |77*| from Aberystwyth, 
with a big /xo and a small n, yields a bigger overall viscosity, even up to  shear 
rates of 7  =  10,000 l/ s .  As a result, it can be deduced th a t capillary results tend 
to combine the wall slip effect into the shear m aterial param eters, as already 

suspected previously.

5.5.4 Conclusions

In summary of the preceding chapter, two main findings should be mentioned. 
First, the numerical results obtained in the full m aterial param eter optimisation
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Figure 5.31: Dependency of the viscosity ?] on the shear rate 7  for various authors.

have to be cited. Though two optima of equal quality are found, strong evidence 
for the validity of one solution is present. Apart from a clear tendency in the 
physical behaviour, the optimisation including two free design variables also backs 
the argumentation for the results given in Table 5.9.

A second major discovery of the material param eter determ ination is the differ
entiation between the two types of results tha t are present in today’s data  on 
rubber material parameters. O11 one hand, combined sets of material parameters 
are present, which are obtained by the (unintentional) combination of the phe
nomena of non-Newtonian behaviour, wall slip and extensional viscosity, while on 
the other hand, we see parameter sets produced either by an active separation of 
effects as in this study, or by a determination method th a t avoids the mixing of 
phenomena, e.g. oscillatory rheometry including grooved rotors.
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Chapter 6

Sim ulation

At this point of the study we have assembled all preliminary components for 
carrying out a numerical simulation, most prominently the fluid mechanics and 
the material parameters. We are now in a position to  combine these elements 
into a simulation of the m aterial flow in an extrusion die. All results which follow 
after this point are computed with the material param eters from Table 5.9, except 
where stated otherwise.

6.1 Pre-Processing

The manual process of the mesh creation is carried out w ith A ltair HyperMesh 
[71], as the meshing capabilities of this program allow for the needed flexibility in 
creating a highly graduated mesh with large elements being used in the conical 
entry and small elements for the details of the die. In a first step, a surface 

representation of the model under investigation is read into HyperMesh from a 
CAD model in IGES format. Subsequently, a triangular surface mesh is created 
manually under special consideration of a minimum number of elements (to be 
determined in Section 6.4) across any given section of the flow channel, while 
maintaining a mesh density as coarse as possible to  reduce com putation time. 
Due to the extreme contrast in geometric dimensions between the upstream  cone 
and the die, differences in element size up to a factor of 20 are easily seen. Once 
an enclosed volume of triangular elements is set up, the creation of a tetrahedral 
mesh is a trivial task, only requiring the specification of the mesh resizing strategy 
towards the centre of the com putational domain.

Finishing the preparation of the model, boundary conditions are assigned accord-
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ing to Figure 6.1. As the inlet velocity Vin is easily and accurately calculated

Inlet 
Die wall 
Exit

Figure 6 .1 : Schematic definition of boundary conditions with regard to inlet, die 
wall and outlet. All interior nodes are free.

from the exit flow rate of the corresponding experiment, velocity boundary con
ditions are chosen over pressure boundary conditions. The inlet surface nodes 
are completely constrained by applying vx = vy = 0 and vz =  vin. The exit sur
face nodes on the other hand are defined by setting vx = vy = 0  to enforce fully 
developed flow conditions while keeping vz free, which, in the finite element for
mulation results in dv*/dz = 0 . As the use of wall slip is imperative in our model, 
the die wall requires special attention. Detailed in Section 6.2.2, the nodes on the 
die wall are fixed by setting the normal velocity vn to zero as a means to prevent 
material loss over the boundary of the domain, while using Equation (4.67) to set 
the tangential velocities vt in dependence of the shear stress. Due to the fact tha t 
no method for defining a wall slip node is implemented in HyperMesh, we assign a 
rotational constraint to wall slip nodes, handling the translation into the proper 
boundary conditions recognised by the simulation code in a separate script. As a 
common basis for the translation process the Nastran file format [72] is chosen as 
it is a well documented ASCII format and supported as an option for export by 
HyperMesh. After translation, a geometry file containing the nodal coordinates, 
the boundary of the domain as triangular elements and the connectivities of the 
tetrahedral elements is created together with a file containing the boundary con
ditions. These two files, in addition to the master input file th a t controls the 
details of the simulation, comprise all the input needed to execute a successful 
simulation. A typical master input file can be found in Appendix G and a detailed 
specification of all the required parameters and the mesh representation is found 
in the manual on the Homepage of Fantom [73].
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6.2 Simulation Code

The in-house simulation code employed in this study, called ’F a n ta z t’, has its 
roots in two separate projects.The fluid mechanics and the finite element trea t
ment are based on a modified version of the publicly available code Fantom [73], 
which is a complete, generic simulation code for com putational fluid mechanics. 
As the linear equation solvers in Fantom are not designed to  deal with models of 
the size required in the current context however, an external library is used for 
th a t purpose. This library, called Aztec [74], is highly optimised for the rapid 
solving of linear equation systems and displays powerful capabilities in the field 
of parallelisation.

6.2.1 Physical Problem

As the current project is not concerned with the transient start-up  behaviour 
of the profile extrusion, it is possible to  use a reduced form of the full linear 
momentum equation (see Equation (3.44)), Equation (3.47).

Reynolds Number

The present simulation does not model any turbulent phenomena due to the low 
Reynolds numbers and the high viscosity encountered in the flow, an indication 
for laminar flow. An estimate can be obtained either by the classical definition 
of the Reynolds number for a circular die

R e = Dvp^

V

where 77 is the viscosity as determined by the power law, or, preferably,

D npv2~n , x
R tn  =  „ ,  ; ■— t t t t t ,  (6 .2 )

2n_3/io (3 +  1/ n )  v '

the term  for the non-Newtonian Reynolds number, derived e.g. by Bird [14]. 
W hen considering a typical scenario with D = 1.0 m m , p =  1230 k9/m3, v = 1.0 m/s 
and the power law param eters according to Table 5.9, we find Ren = 0.011, a value 
which is situated far within the laminary regime, thus confirming the assumption 
of laminar flow and indicating th a t inertia effects are negligible.
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Exclusion of the Convective Term

W hen looking at the input file in Appendix G, it can be observed th a t the con
vective term

pV jd jV i

is neglected in the calculation, leading to Stokes flow. While one indication of the 
permissibility of this procedure is found in the very low Reynolds number deter
mined above, a confirmation by example is preferable under the present, complex 
conditions. In correspondence with Appendix D.2, an unoptimised profile model 
with an inlet velocity of Vin =  5.477mm/s (equal to  20 rpm) a t T  = 119°C was 
chosen with a number of elements n ei = 308,395. Two simulations, only differing 
in their use of the convective term, were conducted. The result of this comparison 
is displayed in Table 6.1, where the deviation 1 — Vs takes/vconv for each partition 

is listed. Except for partition five, the difference between Stokes and convective

Partition acc. to Fig. 5.15 a) 1 2 3 4 5
Deviation ^stakes/vconv -2.0% 4.4% -1.7% 0.8% -15.8%

Table 6.1: Divergence in results - deviation between Stokes and convective solu
tion.

flow is very small. As partitions four and five show very small flow rates, a fact 
which will be detailed shortly, it is thought th a t this seemingly large deviation is 
due to the calculation of the average flow rate. Only complete triangular die exit 
elements are considered, which are added to the side of the partition boundary 
where the m ajority of a particular element’s area is located. As the accuracy is 
influenced by the manual process of creating the partition boundaries, and due 
to the fact th a t the highest velocities for partition five are found exactly a t the 
boundary of the partition, this could be the cause for the difference found in 
partition five.

Temperature Dependence

It can easily be seen from Chapter 5 th a t a degree of tem perature dependence 
exists in all of the flow phenomena. As we would like to  make use of iso-thermal 
conditions for a simplified simulation process, we need to  give an indication of 
the tem perature change as the m aterial proceeds through the die. By making 
use of the specific heat capacity cp =  2.01 for rubber as found in standard 
thermodynamic tables [19], we can calculate the adiabatic tem perature increase
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A T caused by a given pressure drop Ap (see e.g. [75]) as

A T  =  — , (6.3)
p C p

leading, for a pressure drop of Ap = 50 bar, to  an increase in the tem perature 
over the length of the die of 2°C.

As a pressure of this magnitude will be rarely reached in reality, it is, in conse
quence, sufficient to adjust the bulk param eters to  the tem perature of the cor
responding experiment, i.e. for the tem perature adjusted bulk param eters we 
simply have

A*o Mj =  Poeb{Tref~T), (6.4)

«o ,adj =  «oec(Tre/-T). (6.5)

Inserting the m aterial values from Table 5.9, this leads to  a change of 3.0% for 
jiQ and 0.8% for kq.

The above procedure allows us to use an iso-thermal model instead of solving 
the non-iso-thermal problem, an assumption which also holds for the density, as 
we have previously determined the insensitivity of the density to tem perature 
changes. Subsequently, the adjusted m aterial param eters are inserted into the 
master input file, Appendix G.

6.2.2 Im plem entation of Wall Slip

For the application of wall slip boundary conditions instead of the classical wall 
stick condition, it is necessary to modify the element stiffness m atrix Ay. Details
of the assembly of the stiffness m atrix are found in the literature, e.g. [76, 77, 20],
leading to  the basic linear system

AijVj = f j .  (6.6)

In order to display the implementation of wall slip into the simulation code, it 
is convenient to  present a subroutine from the F a n ta z t source code, shown in 
Figure 6.2. In lines one to four, the slip velocity vs is calculated in the form of 
the variable tang . After setting a reasonable cut-off value (see line ten), the wall 
slip power law - Equation (4.67) - is invoked in line 13 in the modified form
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tang=0.0
do idime=l,ndime 
tang=tang+veloc(idime)*veloc(idime) 
enddo

do inodb=l,nnodb
ievab=(lboel(inodb)-1)*ndime 
do idime=l,ndime 

ievab=ievab+l 
if(tang.It.1.Oe-15) then 

slpcoe= slip 
else

slpcoe= slip*dsqrt(tang)**(powern-1.0) 
endif
tslip=slpcoe*shapb(inodb)*dtins*dsurf 
elmat(ievab,ievab)= elmat(ievab,ievab) + tslip 

end do 
end do

Figure 6.2: Implementation of wall slip in F a n ta z t. 

where

« o =  «o va, (6 .8 )

as this modified expression is favourable for the linearisation of the non-linear 
system. After multiplying with the shape function, the term  t s l i p  is added to 
the stiffness m atrix Aij in line 16.

6.2.3 Pressure Interpolation

As the com putational cost involved in solving a model of the given size is very 
high, it is desirable to simplify the complexity of the numerical model as far 
as possible. We would thus like to make use of linear tetrahedral elements for 
velocity and pressure.

W hen using the classical Galerkin formulation however, it is necessary to use a 
higher order interpolation for the velocity than  for the pressure, in this case lead
ing at least to a second order velocity description, to satisfy the Babuska-Brezzi 
condition, described e.g. in [78]. As this procedure incurs increased computation 
time, it is preferable to make use of a feature in F a n ta z t which allows for an equal 
order velocity pressure interpolation under circumvention of the Babuska-Brezzi 
condition, discussed in detail by Codina in [79].

Another feature in F a n ta z t is the use of an artificial scaling factor determined

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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at around 10-5 to 10-7 , introduced in order to  scale the pressure and velocity 
variables present in Equation 6.6 to within the same order of magnitude. As a 
result, it is found th a t the solution procedure converges faster than  w ithout the 

application of the scaling parameter. The correct, un-scaled values are recovered 
in a post-processing step.

6.2.4 Solver

The simulation problem to be solved consists of the traditional computational 
domain with boundary conditions applied. In an iterative cycle, called the outer 
iterative loop here, the linear system of equations is repetitively solved until the 
residual of the velocity a t each node falls below the desired threshold. Specifi
cally, a Picard iteration is used to handle equation non-linearities (i.e. the shear 
thinning viscosity). The linear system of equations, within each outer iteration, 
is also solved by an iterative method, in the present case called the inner iterative 
loop.

While the outer iteration loop is controlled by the simulation code F an taz t, 
the inner iterations are handled by the parallel linear solver A ztec. A thor
ough description of this code can be found in the manual of Aztec [80]. At this 
point, it is sufficient to note th a t a generalised minimum residual method (GM- 
RES) is employed, together with an incomplete left upper (ILU) factorisation 

pre-conditioner.

6.3 Post-Processing

The visual post-processing for a general overview of the resulting flow is carried 
out in a translation from the internal F a n ta z t format to  a generic object ori
ented abstraction of model and results. As this abstraction is stored in memory, 
extensive transformations can be applied easily, with subsequent translation into 
the desired target format. At the moment, it is possible to create output for the 
post-processing packages GiD [81], T ecp lo t [82] and the versatile VTK library [83], 
which can be processed further easily. For visualisation purposes, mostly GiD was 
chosen, due to  the simple da ta  format.

For the analytical post-processing procedure (as opposed to  the visual post
processing introduced above), used to create a valid numerical comparison be
tween experiment and analysis, a different approach was used. This approach is
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best demonstrated by presenting an example, namely a param etric study of the 
transition from wall stick to wall slip, for traditional wall slip parameters.

6.3.1 Determ ination of Wall Slip - a Param etric Study

In order to get an understanding of the wall slip process and its influence rel
ative to the velocity field across the extruded profile, it is helpful to conduct a 
simple param etric study. In the present case we will be comparing the results 
from the profile extrusion trials (discussed in Section 5.3) w ith a number of sim
ulations th a t assume different levels of wall slip. The shear thinning behaviour 
is modelled according to the findings of the experiments in Aberystwyth as de
scribed in Section 5.1. In particular, the bulk viscosity param eter is fixed at 
fio =  1.1428 • 105P a s  and the power law index at n = 0.27, values which do not 
represent the current findings in the light of the interaction between the different 

•flow phenomena. Thus, this study has to be seen qualitatively, as a means of 
understanding the transitional behaviour from wall stick to  wall slip.

The experimental partitioning scheme, proposed in Figure 5.15 a) introduces the 
need for a software tool th a t allows for a similar partitioning of the exit velocity 
profile, in the case of the simulation, with subsequent calculation of the average 
flow rate in each partition. These numbers can then be compared to the ones 
found in Table 5.6. An in-house tool th a t meets all needs was found as part of 
another project of the research group. W ith this tool it is possible to read a data  
file containing the two dimensional exit mesh and the corresponding velocities in 
z-direction. In a second step, the partitioning scheme presented in Figure 5.15 a) 
is applied by setting a number of markers enabling the program to calculate the 
average flow rate for each partition. Exit elements which lie on a marker (in this 
context we have to  deal with triangular elements as the simulation is conducted 
with tetrahedrons) are added to the partition in which the m ajority of their area 
lies. A screenshot of the program showing the final result is displayed in Figure 
6.3, with the separations and flow rate markers in place. On the numerical side, 
simulations were run for a range of wall slip param eters as displayed in Table 
6.2. The first two entries in this table represent the cross section and the area 
percentages at 20 rpm as determined in Section 5.3 (see Table 5.6) with all other 
entries listing the results for the given material parameters. The transition from 
wall stick to wall slip can easily be visualised by looking a t the exit velocity profiles 
for different parameters. Taking the full range of wall slip bulk param eters /to 
results in velocity profiles as shown in Figure. 6.4. In the present example, the 
wall slip index m  is kept constant but its influence can be judged from the last
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of program for average flow rate determ ination in each 
partition.

two entries in Table 6.2 to be of much less importance compared to the bulk 

param eter /c0.

Another im portant conclusion drawn from these results is the convergence of the 
flow rate in each partition from an initial unbalanced value (e.g. partition three, 
the largest one, gets proportionally too much material) for wall stick to exactly 
the percentage of the exit area for this partition in the case of wall slip. This fact 
has im portant implications for the profile optimisation, as a high degree of wall 
slip will act as a self-regulating mechanism to balance the profile.

W ith these preliminaries, it is straightforward to find an estim ated set of best 
parameters for matching simulation with experiment. A rough guess locates the 
wall slip bulk param eter at k,q = 1 • 1 0 6, meaning th a t under realistic processing 

conditions we have to deal with a material which is in full translation between 
wall stick and wall slip. The minimum and maximum velocities are determined 

at Vmin = 0.0877™ and vmax = 0.1808™. If desired, a grid of simulations could 
be created, including variations of m, resulting in a manual response surface eval
uation similar to the one presented for the material param eter determination in
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Wall slip parameters Partition Nr.
Kq m 1 2 3 4 5
% of total die exit area 19.5 25.3 45.7 6 .2 3.3
% of total extr. prof. area 14.3 27.3 49.6 5.0 0 .8

no wall slip no wall slip 8.50 26.96 63.48 0.94 0.11

/■co =  2.00e7 771 =  1.0 14.63 27.23 53.82 3.10 1.21

«o = 1.00e7 rri = 1.0 13.88 27.19 54.97 2.85 1.11

aco = 5.00e6 m = 1.0 14.37 26.99 54.19 3.12 1.32
aco =  4.00e6 777 — 1.0 14.67 27.08 53.64 3.24 1.37
aco = 2.50e6 777 = 1.0 15.75 26.99 51.98 3.67 1.61
aco =  1.75e6 777 = 1.0 16.34 27.04 50.86 3.96 1.79
aco =  1.25e6 777 = 1.0 16.82 27.00 49.91 4.26 2 .01

aco = 1 .0 0 e6 777 — 1.0 17.14 26.89 49.47 4.42 2.08
aco = 7.5e5 777 = 1.0 17.58 26.67 48.88 4.58 2.29
ac0 = 5.00e5 777 = 1.0 18.21 26.32 47.99 4.95 2.53
ac0 = 1.00e5 777 = 1.0 19.36 25.51 46.13 5.84 3.15
aco = l.OOe — 5 777 = 1.0 19.36 25.51 45.71 6 .11 3.30
aco = 1.00e7 777 = 0.5 12.59 27.67 56.73 2.28 0.73
acq = 1 .0 0 e6 777 = 0.5 13.47 28.07 54.84 2.65 0.97

Table 6 .2 : Percentages of flow rate and area for experiment and simulation at 20 
rpm.

Chapter 5. In the current investigation however, the focus is set on a differ
ent method of parameter determination, the inverse param eter optimisation as 
proposed in Section 5.4, as it proves more powerful and flexible.
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Figure 6.4: Transition from wall stick to wall slip by variation of the wall slip 
parameter kq (m = const = 1 .0 ).
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6.4 M esh  Size S tu d y

Before presenting any simulation results with current m aterial parameters, it is 
necessary to validate the choice of model with regard to the mesh size. Due to 
the complex shape of the computational domain, shown in Figure 6.5, a highly 
refined mesh has to be chosen, in order to keep the balance between the number of

Figure 6.5: Computational domain for the unoptimised, generic profile die.

elements and the resolution of the thin section of the profile. In the implementa
tion for the unoptimised die, over 308,000 tetrahedral elements and an aggressive 
mesh resizing strategy were necessary to achieve a minimum number of eight ele
ments across all areas of the cross section. An implication of this circumstance is 

the fact th a t it is very expensive to verify the convergence of the model with re
gard to the mesh size, as any mesh with significantly more elements will involve a 
dramatic increase in simulation time. It is thus indicated to create a simple three 
dimensional test case for the verification of the minimum number of elements 
needed for an accurate simulation.

In the present case, a simple cylindrical capillary with / =  10 m m  and d = 1 m m  is
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used. Three dimensional tetrahedral meshes of varying refinement are generated 
with mesh sizes ranging from four elements up to 13 elements over the diameter. 
As an analytical solution for the flow curve including wall slip and shear thinning 
has already been given in Equations (5.25) and (5.27), this model is very well 
suited for verification purposes. This test case makes use of the same linear 
velocity-pressure elements found in the full simulation, with boundary conditions 
prescribed according to Figure 6.1 and an inlet velocity V i n  = 1.0 m / s .  Figure 
6 . 6  illustrates the velocity distribution for mesh densities of four, seven and 13 
elements across the diameter as well as for the analytical case (see Equation 
(5.25)). Although a difference of 8.4% is noted between both of the coarser

1.4

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

A nalytica l sol. 
four elem ents  
seven  elem ents  
13 elem ents

0.2

0
o<N

Radius r [m]

Figure 6 .6 : Exit velocity profile in flow direction for the simple test case with 
varying mesh refinement.

meshes and the analytical solution, the overall flow rate ratio ^ / v out is exact to 
within 0.3% for all cases, with a detailed listing found in Table 6.3. The inequality 
of the maximum velocity is balanced by varying wall slip velocities vs. As the 
wall slip velocity is directly influenced by the shear rate a t the wall, for linear 

elements, the distance of the first node from the wall is of crucial importance for 
the velocity profile, as wall slip effects are limited to a small zone near the wall 
and the shear stress distribution can only be determined as a constant within the 
element.

The analytical pressure value is obtained from Equation (5.27). This equation is
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most easily solved for dP  by rearranging into

/  \  1/m 
/ ( d p ) =  , ( * T +1r \ )  d p l / m +

\ 2 l K 0e  \  r e f  )  /

adP l/m +  bdP1/a -  V  =  0, (6.9)

an equation which can easily be solved by the Newton-Raphson m ethod, yielding, 
in the present case, d P  =  354.5 bar. This result, together with the simulation 
results of the various mesh densities, is displayed in Table 6.3. This result, show-

Mesh density v™/vout d P  [bar] A%
4 99.896% 431.9 +21.8%
7 99.669% 383.2 +8.1%

13 99.684% 363.6 +2.6%
Analytical sol. 354.5

Table 6.3: Results of mesh size study - flow rate and pressure drop.

ing an asymptotic convergence of the simulation to the analytical solution, is 
obtained by using the minimum pressure values a t the in le t/outle t boundaries, as 
these values are generally thought to give a more accurate picture of the pressure 
conditions. Especially a t the inlet, a  pressure distribution with a peak value at 
R  =  0.0005, the die wall, is noted. This peak is thought to be inherent in the 
numerical scheme and is thus discarded for analysis purposes, a procedure backed 
by the fact th a t the pressure quickly drops when moving towards the centre of 

the die. As an example, the maximum to minimum pressure ratio  a t the inlet, 
for a mesh density of thirteen elements, is determined to  be dPmai/dPmin =  1.098. 
Alternatively, the data  in Table 6.3 may also be displayed in a  graph as shown in 

Figure 6.7.

In order to exclude any possible in let/outlet effects, the values in Table 6.3 are 
verified by cutting an internal section of the die (in the present case, cross sections 
were taken 2.5 diameters from the entry/exit, resulting in a  section of exactly half 
the to tal die length) were the flow is known to be stabilised. The average pressure 
is calculated and the pressure difference is extrapolated to the complete die length, 
giving the same pressure drops as shown in Table 6.3.

Concluding the mesh size study, we can specify a minimum mesh density of eight 
elements across any given section of the die with regard to  Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 
shows the resulting tetrahedral mesh on the die exit plane. This mesh density is
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Figure 6.7: Results of mesh size study - visualisation of convergence. The mesh 
density is expressed in number of elements across the diameter at the 
exit.

sufficiently fine to restrict the divergence of the pressure drop to acceptable levels, 
yet coarse enough to result in an acceptable number of tetrahedral elements when 
meshing the volume of the die.

6.4.1 M esh  D en sity

In the following, results are presented for simulations of the unoptimised die, 
Figure 6.5, and the manually optimised die (the same die as the unoptimised one, 
but with conical openings towards the back of the die, according to Figure 2.9 b)), 
with a mesh density as seen in Figure 6 .8 . Given the fact th a t the latter figure 
only shows the surface mesh at the die exit, it is necessary to supply additional 
information regarding the mesh resizing strategy when considering the direction 
normal to the boundary of the computational domain as from one surface mesh, 
many different tetrahedral meshes can be created. Considering th a t a model with 
ca. one million elements requires around four days and four Gb of memory to solve 
on the present computer, a four processor Alpha system with 16 Gb of memory, 
it is desirable to reduce the number of tetrahedral elements as far as possible 
towards the centre of the model. This procedure of element reduction does not 
give rise to concerns about accuracy, as Figure 6 . 6  shows a very flat velocity

Analytical solution 
Simulation

t.

""H- .....................

. J ... J .. L  -  J i i i i
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Figure 6 .8 : Minimum mesh density at the die exit.

profile for the given material parameters, thus leading to a degree of insensitivity 
of the model to the mesh size at its centre. For better quantification of the flow 
rate dependency on the mesh refinement, the surface mesh from Figure 6 . 8  was 
meshed with tetrahedral elements of varying refinement and the same processing 
conditions used for obtaining the data  in Table 6.1. As a result, the averaged flow 
rate in the different partitions of the die is shown for the different mesh densities 
under consideration, Table 6.4. From this table, it can clearly be deduced that

Partition acc. to Fig. 5.15 a)
nei 1 2 3 4 5

308,395 5.92 27.57 65.12 1.19 0.19
586,470 6.07 26.49 65.97 1.25 0 . 2 2

864,553 5.88 27.11 65.59 1 . 2 0 0 . 2 1

Table 6.4: Comparison of different mesh densities - Percentage of to tal flow rate, 
computed for each partition of the die exit.

there is no pronounced trend when introducing a coarser mesh towards the centre 
of the model. Also, it can be concluded, tha t the pressure drop does not influence

SSSe&Sl
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the results very much, at least not with respect to the average flow rate in the 
various partitions. As the medium mesh with 590,000 elements seems to form a 
reasonable compromise between model size and accuracy, this model is the one 
chosen for further analysis in Section 6.5.1.

6.5 U n o p tim ise d  D ie

6.5.1 In fluence o f E xtru sion  V elocity

After determination of a suitable mesh refinement strategy, we are now in a 
position to conduct a series of simulations, modelling the experimental setup 
used in the trials, Appendix D.2. For each extrusion velocity under investigation, 
the last measurement for th a t speed in Table D.2.1 was chosen for tem perature 
and inlet velocity boundary conditions, as these values are the ones most closely 
resembling the steady state. After the adaptation of the m aterial parameters to 
the required tem perature and the conversion of the inlet flow rate to an inlet 
velocity, simulations were executed with an input file according to Appendix
G. The convergence of the solution for the different extrusion speeds is worthy of 
closer investigation. Figure 6.9 shows the number of outer iterations needed before 
the chosen residual of L l = 0.001 is reached. In this figure, the slowest extrusion

1000
10 rpm  
2 0  rpm  
3 0  rpm100

0.01

0.001
100 1208 00 20 4 0 6 0

Iteration

Figure 6.9: Convergence of the solution for different input velocities - unoptimised 
die.

speed, a t 10 rpm, seems to show the fastest convergence, an observation which
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is misleading upon closer inspection. For the higher iteration numbers within 
each of the simulations, where the convergence shows rather linear behaviour in 
the logarithmic plot, the effort for solving the inner linear system of equations 
(once for every iteration in Figure 6.9) is not the same a t slow and high extrusion 
speeds. Commonly, five times more iterations were needed for the solution of the 
linear system of equations a t ten rpm than a t 20, thus leading to  a longer overall 
computation time for the lower extrusion speeds. Between 20 and 30 rpm, this 
difference is much less noticeable.

After convergence is achieved, the partitioning procedure yields results according 
to Table 6.5. In Figure 6.10, the data  from Table 6.5 is set in contrast to  the ex-

Partition acc. to Fig. 5.15 a)
Extrusion speed [rpm] 1 2 3 4 5

10 11.97 29.26 56.68 1.68 0.40
20 6.07 26.49 65.97 1.25 0.22

- 30 4.40 26.23 68.00 1.17 0.20

Table 6.5: Simulation results at different different extrusion speeds in the unopti
mised die - Percentage of to ta l flow rate, computed for each partition 
of the die exit.

perimental results shown in Appendix D.2.2. Several observations regarding this 
comparison can be made. Most obvious is an imbalance th a t favours material 
flow into the biggest partition, number three, over the smaller ones. Partition 
number one is also classified with the under-supplied sections due to the ragged 
saw-tooth pattern  on its right border, which leads to  increased resistance and 
reduced flow. In this context, it is interesting to  note th a t partition  number two 
is balanced well for all of the extrusions speeds under consideration, a condition 
not met by the other partitions. While a general consistency between experiment 
and simulation can be observed, the gap between the two increases as the extru
sion speed is increased. The biggest difference is observed a t 30 rpm, and there 
especially for the small partitions, number four and five.

Regarding the cause of this difference between simulation and experiment, one 
main factor can be sought in the missing implementation of the extensional vis
cosity. However, before any further conclusions are drawn from the numbers in 
Table 6.5, it will be useful to present the results of the simulation of the manually 
optimised die, as together, the two sets of simulations will give a more complete 
picture of the situation. In Section 6.7 we will a ttem pt to  give a thorough expla
nation for the difference between the experimental and the simulation results.
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1 2  3 4 5

a) P a r titio n  nr.

100

2 3 4 5

P a r titio n  nr.

2 3 4 5

c) P a r titio n  nr.

Figure 6.10: Comparison profile extrusion - simulation, unoptimised die; 
a) ten rpm, b) 20 rpm and c) 30 rpm.
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6.6 Manually Optimised Die

The die under investigation in the following simulations is an initial design by 
the industrial collaborator, manufactured with an optimised flow distribution in 
mind. As detailed in Section 5.3.2, we want to realize a flow rate distribution tha t 
reflects the relative proportion of the exit area for a given partition with respect 
to the to tal exit area, shown in Table 5.6 and repeated for convenience here, in 
Table 6.6. Under ideal conditions, the m aterial distribution should reflect these

Partition acc. to Fig. 5.15 a)
1 2 3 4 5

% of to ta l die exit area 19.5 25.3 45.7 6.2 3.3

Table 6.6: Percentage of exit area.

percentages exactly, with only a minor dependence on the extrusion speed. As 
the present optimised die represents only a first iteration of the design cycle, we 
can expect an improved material flow in comparison with the unoptimised die 
th a t does, however, not fully match the numbers given in Table 6.6.

6.6.1 Influence of Extrusion Velocity

Following the same procedure as chosen in Section 6.5.1, we conduct a series of 
simulations a t ten, 20 and 30 rpm. Based on the mesh size study, we generate a 
mesh under use of the same refinement strategy employed for the unoptimised die, 
resulting in a mesh size of n e/ =  413,701. While smaller than  for the unoptimised 
die, this element number is not considered to be less refined, due to  the better 
volume to  surface ratio v^/sa of the computational domain 17. In the converging 
sections of the die (see Figures 2.9 a) and b)), all the fine sections of the profile 
become more wide, leading to more effective creation of a coarse mesh a t the centre 
of the domain. W ith the processing conditions for the second die, as extracted 
from Table D.2.1 in the appendix, boundary conditions are applied according to 
Figure 6.1. The iterative progress of the simulations of the optimised die, shown 
in Figure 6.11, shows faster convergence compared to the unoptimised die, Figure 
6.9. In conformity with the change in the number of elements, this reduction of 
computational cost is due to a  smoother domain 17, where the extreme differences 
between the cone and the unoptimised die are reduced.

After performing the partitioning and the analysis of the average flow rate, a  situ
ation as outlined in Table 6.7 is found. At this point, it is interesting to compare
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Figure 6.11: Convergence of the solution for different input velocities - manually 
optimised die.

Partition acc. to Fig. 5.15 a)
Extrusion speed [rpm] 1 2 3 4 5

10 22.79 28.64 43.70 4.00 0.87
20 22.86 29.98 44.66 2.19 0.31
30 23.23 30.61 44.19 1.78 0.20

Table 6.7: Simulation results at different different extrusion speeds in the manu
ally optimised die - Percentage of total flow rate.

these results with the exit area values from Table 6.6. A significant improve
ment of the flow distribution over the numbers given in Table 6.5 is immediately 
obvious, proving th a t the manual optimisation process gives satisfying results. 
Generally, the results differ only slightly from the optimum, with the exception of 
the small partitions, number four and five. A part from these two, the comparison 
with the experimental results from Appendix D.2.2 gives better consistency than 
for the unoptimised die, as shown in Figure 6.12.

In analogy to the unoptimised die, the best conformity between simulation and 
experiment for the optimised die is achieved at the slowest extrusion speed, with 
increasing errors as the extrusion speed is increased.
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P a r titio n  nr.

P a rtitio n  nr.

P a r titio n  nr.

Figure 6.12: Comparison profile extrusion - simulation, manually optimised die; 
a) ten rpm, b) 20 rpm and c) 30 rpm.
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6.7 C onclus ions

6.7.1 C onvergence

It is necessary to note th a t the convergence of the present extrusion simulation is 
considered to be rather slow. While many factors may contribute to this effect, 
two aspects of the present simulation can be determined as major causes for this 
behaviour. In Figure 6.13, the convergence for three different simulations a t 20 
rpm is plotted, clarifying these causes. The fastest convergence is achieved with

1000
T ra d itio n a l param . 

U n o p t im iz e d  d ie  
M a n u a lly  o p t im iz e d  d ie

100

0.01

0.001
60 12020 80 1000 40

Iteration

Figure 6.13: Convergence of the solution for different models a t 20 rpm. Shown 
is the convergence for a model with traditional m aterial parameters, 
the unoptimised die (Section 6.5) and the manually optimised die 
(Section 6.6).

traditional material parameters (/io =  1.1428 • 105, n = 0.27, Ko =  1.0 • 106 and 
m  = 1.0) as found in Section 6.3.1. Next, we find the manually optimised die 
with the improved computational domain (see Section 6.6) and finally, with the 
highest number of iterations, the unoptimised die (see Section 6.5). In the light of 
the simulation results presented previously, it is no surprise th a t the unoptimised 
die shows the worst convergence, especially when comparing a shear law index 
of n =  0.0266 with n = 0.27. The very low shear law index will result in a 
highly unfavourable equation system, thus increasing the number of iterations. 
As convergence is achieved and the usual requirements, like mass conservation 
(Kn — Kmt), are fulfilled, the high iteration number can be seen as detrimental 
to the computation time, without any further effect on the simulation in terms
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of accuracy.

6.7 .2  In fluence o f E xten sion a l V iscosity

At this point, we are in a position to give reasons for the difference between exper

iment and simulation, especially as observed in the simulation of the unoptimised 
die. One main reason can be found in the missing implementation of the exten
sional material parameters. The derivation of the Trouton ratio in Section 4.2.2 
leads to the conclusion th a t for uniaxial extension and T r  = 3, the extensional 
viscosity does not require any special treatm ent in the numerical implementation. 
For differing Trouton ratios however, a growing error is introduced as the devia
tion from three increases. Thus, the growing error when increasing the extrusion 
speed, as observed in Figures 6.10 and 6.12, can be explained by an increasing 
Trouton ratio. It is useful for this purpose to estimate the Trouton ratio for a 
capillary with spherical converging flow under the conditions encountered in the 
profile die. In analogy to the profile extrusion simulations, the extrusion speeds 

of ten, 20 and 30 rpm are used as a basis for the estimation.

Walters [3] derives the conical converging flow into a capillary from the basic 
equations of fluid mechanics in spherical coordinates, where r denotes the radial 
direction, 6 and \  the angles (see Figure 6.14). As we want to calculate the

Figure 6.14: Spherical converging flow into a capillary

extension rate e = dVr/dr, we s tart with the velocity in radial direction

V
(6 .10)
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which is differentiated to give

9 V r _ . _ l V  , .

dr £ 2 r3'  ̂ ^

In the following, we will determine an estim ated average Trouton ratio for each 
of the three extrusion speeds and for every partition  under consideration, based 
upon the extensional rate calculated in Equation (6.11). From these 15 values, it 
will be possible to  assess the error introduced by om itting extensional behaviour 
from the simulation. As an example of the Trouton ratio determ ination, partition 
one is chosen at an extrusion speed of 10 rpm. As a preliminary measure, some 
values are noted as the basis of the calculation:

• M aterial param eters according to Table 5.9

•  Experimental results from Appendices D.2.1 and D.2.2

•  T ref  = 100°C

•  T  = 99.53°C

• Exit area of the profile die A exu =  182 m m 2

• Radius of the capillary die rq =  0.55 m m  used in Equation (6.11); this value 
is determined from the average profile width

• Total flow rate through the profile of Vtot =  1.4756 • 10_5m3/s

• percentage of the to tal m aterial passing through partition one R m ,i — Vl/v tot 
(see Appendix D.2.2)

In a first step, it is necessary to  calculate the ratio Acap/Apart of the capillary (see 
Figure 6.14) with radius r\ with regard to the area of partition  one. W ith this 
ratio, we can calculate the flow rate through the capillary by means of the to tal 

flow rate Vtot , the percentage of the to ta l flow rate  going through partition one 
(see Appendix D.2.2) and the aforementioned ratio Acap/Apart as

VW.1 = VtotRM, 1 (6.12)
s— v — ■‘Apart 

V  part. 1

This intermediate step is necessary, as we want to get the flow rate in the capillary 
equivalent to the one in the partition. Using Equation (6.11), we get

*  = (6-13)
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which can be used in Equation (4.17). After adapting the m aterial param eters /i 
and fie from the reference tem perature to the extrusion tem perature, the usual 
definition of the Trouton ratio, Equation (4.11), can now be used to  result in 
T r  = 3.93 for partition one at ten rpm. Following the above steps for all ex
trusion speeds and partitions results in a m atrix as shown in Table 6.8. W hen

Partition acc. to  Fig. 5.15 a)
Extrusion speed [rpm] 1 2 3 4 5

10 3.93 1.79 1.48 7.69 10.03
20 5.71 3.00 2.34 11.70 15.70
30 7.37 3.47 3.22 12.83 19.47

Table 6.8: Estim ate of the Trouton ratio for different extrusion speeds and par
titions.

analysing these Trouton ratios, the errors in the simulation results can be ex
plained easily. The increasing error for increasing extrusion speeds when looking 
a t any given partition is due to higher Trouton ratios, with the most dramatic 
increase observed for partition five. In the same manner, we can make out the 
cause for bigger errors in small partitions when comparing different partitions at 
a given extrusion speed.

In conclusion, the introduction of extensional viscosity in the simulation code 
should benefit the accuracy greatly, a step left for future work due to  time con
straints.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Main Achievements

The findings of the present work span a range of different subjects, a concentrated 
summary of which is given in the following paragraphs.

7.1.1 Analysis of the Rheological D ata from A berystw yth

The complex shear modulus and the complex viscosity from the oscillatory ex
periments conducted at the University of Wales Aberystwyth were used to  create 
viscosity vs. shear rate plots by application of the Cox-Merz rule. In a following 
step, power law parameters were created from this plot by extracting the gra
dient and the offset of the graph. Several param eter sets are found by making 
use of either the complex viscosity, the viscous part of the complex viscosity, the 
shear viscosity as extracted from capillary data  or the extensional viscosity. As 
oscillatory data  was available a t four different tem peratures ranging from 60°C 
to 120°C, it was possible to extract a tem perature dependence, completing the 
set of m aterial param eters for the shear power law.

7.1.2 Design of an In-Line Rheom eter

In the course of this work, two rheometrical instrum ents were designed and man
ufactured. The first of these is a so-called torpedo, located a t the point in the 
flow path  were the annular flow, coming from the extruder, gets united into a con
verging flow towards the die. This semi-spherical dome is instrum ented with two
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miniature pressure transducers and one thermocouple. As the pressure transduc
ers exhibited a varying drift related to the current tem perature, it proved difficult 
to make use of the numerical values recorded in the data  log. The graph, however, 
still can be used to gain a general idea of the pressure conditions in the die. The 
thermocouple on the other hand proved very useful in logging the change in tem
perature. The torpedo was used both in profile and in rheometrical extrusion as 
its only difference from the standard, non-instrumented torpedo are the slightly 
protruding sensors.

The second instrument, a generic in-line rheometer, involved a more complicated 
design process, as several design criteria had to be met for creating a true in
line situation. First, and most importantly, the shear rate range covered by the 
instrument had to be matched with the flow in a typical profile die. This goal 
was achieved by the use of adjustable overflow valves and the use of capillary 
dies resembling the geometrical conditions in the die with regard to  length and 
diameter. A further specification to be incorporated into the rheometer was the 
need for an easily exchangeable capillary die. This requirement was fulfilled by 
relying on a sliding bar mechanism th a t allows for a quick change of die after 
the extruder has been switched off to reduce the pressure on the die bar. As the 
residence time was another point of concern, a die opening for purging the volume 
upstream  of the die was also incorporated into the sliding bar. The rheometer 
was fitted with one pressure sensor before the entry to the die, which provided 
very stable readings, while the tem perature was obtained from the sensor in the 
torpedo.

7.1.3 Rheom eter Trials

Several trials were conducted with the new rheometer and two different rubber 
compounds, all of which were logged on a computer for later analysis. In order 
to gather da ta  a t a range of processing conditions, a trial m atrix consisting of 
different extrusion speeds and die lengths (including zero length dies) and diam
eters was established. Several initial analyses were performed and the data  was 
presented with regard to flow rate, pressure drop and apparent viscosity.

7.1.4 Profile Die Trials

For the purpose of studying a profile die exhibiting the problems typically en
countered, it was necessary to design a generic profile die. This die, including
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| sections of different width and sharp angles, was manufactured at the industrial
! collaborators site. Furthermore, a second die was created, showing the improve-
j  ments proposed by the die designers in order to result in a more balanced flow
| distribution compared to the first die with straight walls. These two dies were
| trialled with two different materials under the typical range of extrusion veloci-
I ties. Flow rate measurements were based on the weight of profile strips collected
| during pre-determined intervals together with density measurements.

| In preparation for the comparison between experiment and simulation, the profile
i

cross sections were scanned on a flatbed scanner and partitioned, separating the 
various limbs of the profile. This process was repeated for several samples at 
each extrusion speed. By counting the black pixels for each of the partitions of 
the profile, it was possible to generate a connection between the area of the cross 

| section and the flow rate in th a t partition. This da ta  was collected and stored
I  for use in the comparison with simulation results.

7.1.5 M aterial Parameter Determ ination

Based on the pressure drop and flow rate da ta  gathered in the rheometer trials, a 
param eter determination was undertaken, including three relevant material laws. 
A part from shear viscosity, wall slip and extensional viscosity were included, each 
one of them  displaying a tem perature dependence.

Two analytical equations, describing the flow through a capillary under the afore
mentioned flow effects, were derived for use in the determ ination process. On one 
hand, the entry flow was described for shear and extensional viscosity, on the 
other the capillary flow including shear behaviour and wall slip. Thus, both flow 
regimes for the flow through a capillary were covered and use was made of both 
the zero length and the capillary experimental data.

In the following, two concepts were used to obtain m aterial param eters after a 
suitable objective function was defined for fitting the experimental da ta  with the 
analytical equations. First, a response surface calculation was performed, where 
nested iterative loops were used to vary all of the design variables, i.e. the material 
param eters under investigation, resulting in a m atrix of objective function values 
of the order of the number of m aterial parameters. At the minimum of this set 
of objective values, the correct set of material param eters can be found. This 
approach, while very simple and convenient, has two drawbacks. Besides the fact 
th a t a full response surface calculation takes a large am ount of computational 
time, due to the nested iterative loops, the resolution of the grid created by
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the calculations needs to be small enough to  resolve every detail of the response 
surface. The latter requirement was found to be an issue in the current context, as 
the response surface proved to exhibit a very shallow optimum. In consequence, 
the response surface method was used to present results for the case of wall stick, 
under variation of the shear power law parameters. It was later possible to classify 
the result with regard to the literature.

For the full param eter optimisation, another optimisation strategy, the Levenberg- 

M arquardt algorithm, was used. By combining the evaluation of the analytical 
entry and capillary flow equations into one objective function, it was possible to 
create a flexible optimisation framework. After validation of the method in com
parison with the response surface results for two free m aterial parameters, a full 
analysis with nine material param eters was executed. In result of this analysis, 
two optima, depending on the initial values for the m aterial parameters, were 
found. The reason for this duality was found in the composition of the objective 
function, where an addition of two analytical terms occurs. As a wide variation 
of starting conditions always results in one of the two optim a, further optim a can 
confidently be dismissed as non-existent. After a thorough investigation of the 
literature available on the rheology of rubber, one of the two optim a was clearly 
dismissed, leading to a unique solution for the material param eters. This solution 
lead to  the conclusion th a t a separation of shear and wall slip effects is imperative 
for the accurate simulation of the flow of rubber compounds.

7.1.6 Comparison of Experim ental and Simulation Re
sults

A number of simulations, taking into account shear viscosity changes and wall 
slip, were conducted on the basis of the newly found m aterial parameters, after 
the physical problem and the numerical conditions were well established. Both the 
unoptimised and the manually optimised die were compared with experimental 
results. Differences between experiment and simulation were explainable after an 
estim ate of the Trouton ratio was obtained for the flow in the different sections 
of the profile. A strong connection between high Trouton numbers and under
prediction of flow into narrow partitions of the die was established, leading to 
the recommendation th a t extensional viscosity effects should be included in the 
simulation code.
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7.2 Future Work

Although this work is conclusive with regard to its initial goals, there is a number 
of areas where further investigation is needed, either because more significant 
results could be obtained without much effort, or because the tim e frame did not 
allow any further study.

7.2.1 Inclusion of Extensional Effects into the Simulation  
Code

The consideration of extensional effects would be the next logical step in advanc
ing the accuracy of the simulation. Even if it is believed th a t neglecting the 
extensional viscosity might result in acceptable optim isation results due to an 
improved Trouton ratio distribution between the different partitions, an imple
m entation of extensional viscosity would result in accurate results from the s tart 
of the optimisation procedure. Thus, the introduction of extensional behaviour is 
considered, in the light of the findings of this work, to  be a necessity for accurate 
results under all circumstances.

The use of extensional viscosity in finite element simulation was under investiga
tion within the research group as part of a related project (see [84]) which yields 
interesting conclusions regarding the treatm ent of extensional viscosity. At the 
highest level, visco-elastic and viscous m aterial descriptions have to  be distin
guished. Visco-elastic models include, in the form of the deformation history, 
extensional effects. While of high accuracy, visco-elastic models have, due to the 
consideration of this deformation history, an unacceptable numerical cost, as de
tailed in Section 4.1. Viscous models on the other hand, do not incur this penalty, 
a t the cost of reduced accuracy. As a result, these models, which are based on 
the instantaneous, local deformation rates, are easier to implement. Several such 
implementations have been developed, based on experimental observation.

•  Mitsoulis [85] proposes a model which, while directly implemented in the 
finite element formulation, displays dependence on the frame of reference. 
This results in difficulties when applying this approach to  generic flow prob
lems and is the reason why no further investigation was considered.

•  Schunk [86] presents a scheme based on the relative rotation rate of the
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strain rate tensor, where a combined viscosity r)c is defined as

Vc = Wr]s +  (1 -  W ) rje- (7.1)

The weighting function W  is usually based on the relative rotation rate 
and has to range from zero for pure extension to one for the case of pure 
shearing. The combined viscosity r\c replaces the traditional shear viscosity 
in the numerical formulation and r)s and r)e are calculated by a convenient 
non-Newtonian model.

• A third model is indicated by Song [87], who bases his phenomenological 
investigations on the third Invariance of the strain ra te  tensor, I I I e. In 
defining a combined viscosity rjc similar to the one given by Schunk, it is 
established th a t

77c =  r)sT r  ( I I I £) . (7.2)

The extensional viscosity is considered via the use of the Trouton ratio in 
this context and an indifference to  the frame of reference is given. The 
Trouton ratio has to be defined such th a t it becomes one for simple shear, 
given through I I I £ =  0 and T r  (I I I £) =  1. For increasing levels of extension 
on the other hand, T r  (I I I £) will increase according to  the importance of 
extension in relation to shear.

Both Schunk’s and Song’s work show potential viability with regard to an in
clusion into the simulation code. The major benefit of these models is the use 
of ?7C, which is likely to reduce the number of changes to the existing code to a 
minimum.

7.2.2 Realisation of the Autom ated Optim isation Frame
work

Clearly, it would be desirable to further advance the development of the frame
work for the autom ated optimisation of a profile die from initial CAD model to 
optimised CAD model (as presented in Figure 2.10). It is unfortunate th a t this 
final step in rounding off the present work could not be taken, especially as the 
remaining work for the creation' of a functioning optimisation is not estimated to 
be more than three months. All the basic blocks for the optim isation loop are 
already existent within the research group (see [88]), thus mainly requiring an 
effort in including the simulation code in the framework.
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•  Beginning with the unoptimised CAD model in IGES format, a pre-processor 
(based on the Open Cascade library [89]) is available, which is able to read 
two dimensional slices of the die, from the entry of the cone to the exit 
of the profile die. After these slices are connected semi-automatically by 
ruled surfaces, colour-coded param etrisation variables are added to specific 
features such as lines, arcs or splines. These variables specify in which direc
tion, and within which boundaries the design variables of the optimisation 
problem are allowed to vary. No further preparation work is required up to 
this stage, as some manual work in preparation for the central optimisation 
cycle is unavoidable.

• An autom atic mesher is in existence, capable of tetrahedral mesh creation 
with some capabilities regarding graduated mesh creation. These refinement 
capabilities, which are based upon the variation of the mesh size according 
to the z-coordinate of the model, require some enhancement in order to  deal 
with the complex geometry encountered in the profile die.

• The simulation code F a n ta z t is ready for use a t the centre of the optimi
sation problem, subject to inclusion of extensional viscosity, as seen above.

•  Automatic post-processing capabilities have been developed in the course 
of this work. Missing is an autom ated scheme for the extraction of the flow 
rates in the various partitions of the die, as this da ta  is collected manually 

at the moment.

•  An optimisation algorithm is ready for adaptation from a two dimensional 
optimisation, described as part of a parallel project to the current one (see
[88]). A suitable objective function, based on the flow rate  distribution in 
the different partitions and the average flow rate of the whole die presents 
itself as an obvious candidate for solving this optim isation problem.

• As the CAD model is updated throughout the optim isation process, the 
extraction of the CAD geometry after convergence of the optimisation is a 
trivial task, a considerable advantage over schemes based purely on finite 

element models.

The tasks presented above show, th a t the process of creating an autom ated op
timisation framework is a t an advanced stage and could be completed within a 
reasonable time frame. The major work lies in combining the various stages of 
the scheme and further autom ation of present steps th a t are currently carried out 
manually.
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7.2.3 Further Studies with the In-Line Rheom eter

As the design effort in creating the rheometer described in Section 5.2 has already 
been spent, it would be a simple task to establish a series of trials for the further 
characterisation of rubber compounds. As the two standard rubber compounds 
used at the industrial collaborators site have been studied fairly extensively, it 
would now be possible to enlarge the spectrum  of processing conditions to more 
uncommon situations regarding pressure conditions (by adjusting the overflow 
valves, see Figure 5.5) and extrusion speeds. Furthermore, it would be interesting 
to study the extrusion of other rubber compounds, including pure EPDM.
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A ppendix A

Experim ents A berystw yth

A .l Aberystwyth - Oscillatory Results; Com
plex Shear Modulus and Com plex Viscos

ity
Osc. a 

[& ]
Strain [a lL m J *[°] <?[&] G" [& ] \rj*\ [Pas] rj [Pa s]

628.3 3260 5.28E-04 7.27 6.61E+06 8.44E+05 1.06E+04 1.35E+03
499.0 5940 1.00E-03 9.48 6.16E+06 1.03E+06 1.25E+04 2.09E+03
396.5 6050 9.99E-04 8.52 6.19E+06 9.26E+05 1.58E+04 2.36E+03
314.9 6230 9.99E-04 10.07 6.26E+06 1.11E+06 2.02E+04 3.59E+03
250.1 5730 1.01E-03 12.69 5.58E+06 1.26E+06 2.29E+04 5.15E+03
198.7 5710 1.01E-03 8.26 5.63E+06 8.17E+05 2.86E+04 4.15E+03
157.8 5600 9.99E-04 8.56 5.57E+06 8.39E+05 3.57E+04 5.38E+03
125.4 5520 9.98E-04 8.84 5.48E+06 8.52E+05 4.42E+04 6.87E+03
99.57 5430 9.99E-04 9.2 5.38E+06 8.71E+05 5.47E+04 8.86E+03
79.11 5300 9.98E-04 9.35 5.25E+06 8.65E+05 6.73E+04 1.11E+04
62.81 5210 9.99E-04 9.58 5.15E+06 8.68E+05 8.31E+04 1.40E+04
49.91 5100 9.98E-04 9.83 5.04E+06 8.73E+05 1.02E+05 1.77E+04

39.65 4990 9.99E-04 10.08 4.92E+06 8.75E+05 1.26E+05 2.24E+04
31.49 4880 9.99E-04 10.32 4.81E+06 8.76E+05 1.55E+05 2.83E+04
25.02 4770 9.99E-04 10.59 4.69E+06 8.78E+05 1.91E+05 3.57E+04
19.87 4660 9.98E-04 10.83 4.59E+06 8.78E+05 2.35E+05 4.50E+04
15.78 4550 1.00E-03 11.08 4.47E+06 8.75E+05 2.89E+05 5.65E+04

Continued on next page
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MODULUS AND COMPLEX VISCOSITY

Table A .l -  continued from previous page

» [ ? ]
Osc. <7 

[&]
Strain [—1L m J *[°] < ? [ & ] C" [& ] \v*\ [Pas] T}' [Pa s}

12.54 4440 9.99E-04 11.34 4.36E+06 8.74E+05 3.54E+05 7.11E+04
9.96 4330 9.98E-04 11.57 4.25E+06 8.70E+05 4.36E+05 8.92E+04
7.91 4230 9.98E-04 11.79 4.15E+06 8.65E+05 5.35E+05 1.12E+05
6.28 4119 9.99E-04 12.04 4.03E+06 8.60E+05 6.56E+05 1.40E+05
4.99 4016 9.98E-04 12.22 3.93E+06 8.52E+05 8.06E+05 1.75E+05
3.97 3906 9.99E-04 12.49 3.82E+06 8.45E+05 9.86E+05 2.18E+05
3.15 3793 1.00E-03 12.77 3.70E+06 8.39E+05 1.21E+06 2.73E+05
2.50 3701 9.99E-04 12.76 3.61E+06 8.18E+05 1.48E+06 3.35E+05
1.99 3589 9.99E-04 12.97 3.50E+06 8.07E+05 1.81E+06 4.17E+05
1.58 3485 9.99E-04 13.23 3.39E+06 7.98E+05 2.21E+06 5.20E+05
1.25 3379 9.99E-04 13.41 3.29E+06 7.84E+05 2.70E+06 6.43E+05
1.00 3276 9.99E-04 13.6 3.19E+06 7.71E+05 3.29E+06 7.97E+05
0.79 3184 9.99E-04 13.76 3.10E+06 7.59E+05 4.03E+06 9.87E+05
0.63 3092 9.99E-04 13.94 3.01E+06 7.46E+05 4.93E+06 1.22E+06
0.50 3007 9.98E-04 14.13 2.92E+06 7.35E+05 6.03E+06 1.52E+06
0.40 2921 9.97E-04 14.24 2.84E+06 7.21E+05 7.39E+06 1.87E+06
0.32 2845 9.99E-04 14.42 2.76E+06 7.09E+05 9.04E+06 2.33E+06

0.25 2772 9.98E-04 14.63 2.69E+06 7.01E+05 1.11E+07 2.90E+06
0.20 2704 9.97E-04 14.68 2.62E+06 6.88E+05 1.37E+07 3.58E+06

0.16 2640 9.96E-04 14.85 2.56E+06 6.79E+05 1.68E+07 4.45E+06

0.13 2578 9.95E-04 14.97 2.50E+06 6.69E+05 2.07E+07 5.53E+06

0.10 2526 9.95E-04 15.21 2.45E+06 6.66E+05 2.55E+07 6.93E+06

0.08 2476 9.96E-04 15.41 2.40E+06 6.61E+05 3.14E+07 8.66E+06

0.06 2426 9.93E-04 15.55 2.35E+06 6.55E+05 3.89E+07 1.08E+07

Table A .l: Aberystwyth complex 
complex viscosity.

shear modulus and
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VISCOSITY

A .2 A berystwyth - Temperature Dependence of 
Complex Viscosity

77* [Pas] (120°C) 77* [Pas] (100°C) 77* [P as] (80°C) 77* [Pas] (60°C)

628.318 7238 8676 9752 10610
499.010 8567 1 0 2 0 0 11360 12520
396.468 10610 12670 14200 15780
314.913 13170 15910 18020 2 0 2 0 0

250.133 15530 18240 21070 22880
198.737 19090 22830 25680 28620
157.833 23500 28140 31880 35700
125.412 28760 34560 39400 44210
99.5884 35180 42400 48380 54730
79.1053 43010 51730 59450 67260
62.8130 52630 63350 73210 83070
49.9136 64180 77360 89680 102400
39.6531 78340 94540 1 1 0 1 0 0 126100
31.4850 95560 115300 135200 155300
25.0196 116400 140600 165700 190900
19.8737 141500 171700 203200 235000
15.7833 172700 209400 248700 288600
12.5343 210500 255200 304300 354400
9.9588 257300 311600 373000 435600
7.9105 312600 380300 455600 535300

6.2831 383100 463800 557800 656200

4.9907 467100 565500 683500 806000

3.9653 568800 688700 833600 986100

3.1497 684600 836600 1015000 1205000
2.5013 843500 1023000 1248000 1480000

1.9867 1033000 1245000 1527000 1809000
1.5783 1261000 1513000 1857000 2 2 1 0 0 0 0

1.2534 1544000 1847000 2268000 2697000

0.9958 1887000 2247000 2767000 3294000

0.7910 2282000 2731000 3381000 4030000

0.6283 2813000 3300000 4137000 4927000

0.4991 4004000 5050000 6032000

0.3965 4862000 6194000 7389000
Continued on next page
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VISCOSITY

Table A.2 -  continued from previous page
(Jj [ -1  Ls J 77* [Pa s] (120°C) 77* [P a s ] ( 1 0 0 °C) 77* [Pas] (80°C) 77* [Pas] (60°C)
0.3149
0.2501
0.1986
0.1578
0.1253
0.0995
0.0791
0.0628

5970000
7288000
8905000
10840000
13220000
16010000
19640000
23650000

7606000

9335000
11430000
14120000
17430000
21590000
26620000
33170000

9042000
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

13650000
16780000

20670000
25500000
31440000
38880000

Table A.2: Temperature dependence of complex viscos
ity.
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A ppendix C 

R esults of Capillary D ie Trials

C .l Rheom etry Trial 1

C .l . l  Results of Trial no. 1 - ten rpm

Extr. speed

[ - Hl m m  J

Die dia.

[mm]
Die length 

[mm]

O utput vel. 

[? ]

Input vel. 

[?]
Pressure drop 

[bar]

10 2 5 9.25 • 10“3 4.11 • 10“ 5 89.84
10 2 5 7.76 • 1(T3 3.45 • 10~5 87.59
10 2 5 8.37 • 10~3 3.72 • IO"5 86.42
10 2 5 8.80 • 10~3 3.92 • 10-5 85.50
10 2 5 9.34 • 10“3 4.15 • 10-5 85.30
10 2 5 9.68 • 10~3 4.30 • IO"5 85.25
10 2 5 1.01 • 10“2 4.50 • IO"5 85.02
10 2 5 0.01 • io~ 2 4.46 • 10~5 84.61
10 2 5 0.01 • 10“ 2 4.49 • 10“ 5 84.11
10 2 5 0.01 • 10~2 4.46 • IO"5 83.80
10 2 4 2.74 • IO"2 1 .2 2 -10"4 82.84
10 2 4 2.29 • IO '2 1.02 • 10"'4 82.22
10 2 4 2.16 • IO"2 9.60 • IO"5 82.16
10 2 4 2.06 ■ 10“2 9.14- 10“ 5 82.18
10 2 4 1.98 • 10“2 8.82 • 10-5 81.81
10 2 3 7.15 ■ 10“2 3.18- IO"4 81.96
10 2 3 7.08 • IO"2 3.15- 10~4 81.97
10 2 3 6.75 ■ 10-2 3.00 • 10“4 80.82

Continued on next page
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C.l. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 1

TableC.l -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed

[— 1 L rnznJ

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[? ]

Input vel. 

[? ]

Pressure drop 
[bar]

10 2 3 6.29 • 10~2 2.79 • 10"4 80.02
10 2 3 5.86 • 10~2 2.60 • 10-4 79.48
10 2 2 1.26 • 1 0 '1 5.61 • 10-4 81.44
10 2 2 1.31 • 1 0 '1 5.83 • 10-4 79.82
10 2 2 1.31 • 1 0 '1 5.81 • IO"4 79.04
10 2 2 1.30- 1 0 '1 5.77 • IO"4 78.61
10 2 2 1.24- 1 0 '1 5.53 • IO"4 77.92
10 2 2 1.24 • 1 0 '1 5.50 • 10-4 77.85
10 2 1 3.98 • 1 0 '1 1.77- IO"3 78.66
10 2 1 3.82 • IO '1 1.70 • IO"3 77.90
10 2 1 3.75 • 1 0 '1 1.67 • 10-3 76.73
10 2 1 3.70 • 1 0 '1 1.65- IO"3 75.89
10 2 1 3.80 • 1 0 '1 1.69 • IO"3 75.38

Table C .l: Results of trial no. 1 - ten rpm.

C .l .2 Results of Trial no. 1 - 1 5  rpm

Extr. speed

f - ^ lL m in i

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[ " ]

Input vel. 

[ ? ]

Pressure drop 
[bar]

15 2 5 2.41 • 1(T2 1.07- IO"4 91.52

15 2 5 1.55 ■ IO '2 6.88 • IO"5 86.06
15 2 5 1.26 • 10“2 5.62 • IO"5 84.79
15 2 5 1.22 • 10~2 5.44. 10-5 84.09

15 2 5 1.23 • IO '2 5.48 • 10-5 83.30

15 2 4 3.68 • IO"2 1.64 • IO-4 85.18
15 2 4 2.51 • IO"2 1 .1 2 -10~4 82.63
15 2 4 2.25 • 10~2 1.00- IO” 4 81.56
15 2 4 2.26 • IO’ 2 1.01 • IO"4 80.64
15 2 4 2.26 • IO '2 1.01 • IO"4 80.28

15 2 3 6.02 • 10~2 2.68 • 10“4 84.30
Continued on next page
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C.2. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 2

TableC.2 -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed

[— 1 L n w n J

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[? ]

Input vel. 

[?]
Pressure drop 

[bar]

15 2 3 5.31 • IO"2 2.36 • IO"4 82.66
15 2 3 5.28 • IO"2 2.35 • 10~4 81.77
15 2 3 5.26 • IO"2 2.34 • 10"4 80.73
15 2 3 5.38 • 10~2 2.39 • IO"4 80.42

15 2 2 1.70 • 10"1 7.56 • IO"4 91.95
15 2 2 1.52 • 10"1 6.75 • IO"4 86.38
15 2 2 1.44 • 10"1 6.41 • IO"4 82.87
15 2 2 1.25 • 10"1 5.56 • IO"4 81.35
15 2 2 1.26 • 10"1 5.61 • IO"4 79.35
15 2 1 4.62 • 10"1 2.05 • 10~3 81.82
15 2 1 4.36 • 10"1 1.94 • IO"3 78.83
15 2 1 4.70 • IO"1 2.09 • IO"3 77.00
15 2 1 4.94. 10"1 2.19 • 10-3 75.49
15 2 1 5.07 • 10"1 2.25 • IO"3 74.64

Table C.2: Results of trial no. 1 - 1 5  rpm

C.2 Rheom etry Trial 2

C.2.1 Results of Trial no. 2 - five rpm

Extr. speed

[— 1 L m m  J

Die dia. 
[mm]

Die length 

[mm]

O utput vel. 

[? ]

Pressure 
drop [bar]

Temperature

[°c\

5 2.0 5.0 4.80 IO"3 72.59 86.24

5 2.0 5.0 4.88 IO"3 70.51 87.53

5 2.0 5.0 5.33 IO"3 69.00 88.38

5 2.0 5.0 5.73 IO"3 67.88 88.68
5 2.0 5.0 6.30 IO"3 66.89 89.11

5 2.0 4.0 2.08 IO '2 60.42 93.75
5 2.0 4.0 2.14 IO"2 61.00 92.45

5 2.0 4.0 2.16 IO"2 61.54 91.47
Continued on next page
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C.2. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 2

TableC.3 -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed Die dia. Die length O utput vel. Pressure Temperature

[— ] L m m  J [mm] [mm] [? ] drop [bar] [°c\

5 2.0 4.0 2.16 • 10~2 62.11 90.76
5 2.0 4.0 2.17 • 10-2 62.37 90.56
5 2.0 3.0 3.90 • 10~2 57.95 99.37
5 2.0 3.0 3.80 • IO"2 58.26 97.32
5 2.0 3.0 3.88 • IO '2 58.70 95.73
5 2.0 3.0 3.85 • IO"2 59.67 93.59
5 2.0 3.0 3.85 • 10~2 60.24 92.82
5 2.0 3.0 3.88 • 10~2 60.60 92.27
5 2.0 3.0 3.69 • 10~2 60.84 91.86
5 2.0 3.0 3.64 • 10~2 61.11 91.72
5 2.0 3.0 3.71 • 10~2 61.37 91.65
5 2.0 0.0 1.52- 10"1 53.16 102.81
5 2.0 0.0 1.57 • 10_1 53.78 101.37
5 2.0 0.0 1.66 • 10"1 53.82 99.67
5 2.0 0.0 1.71 • 1 0 '1 54.27 98.17
5 2.0 0.0 1.73 • 1 0 '1 54.75 96.90

Table C.3: Results of trial no. 2 - five rpm.

C .2.2 Results of Trial no. 2 - ten rpm

Extr. speed

[— 1 L m in  J

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel.

[7 ]

Pressure 
drop [bar]

Temperature

[°c\

10 2.0 5.0 1.05 • IO"2 69.75 97.08

10 2.0 5.0 1.12- 10~2 68.44 99.10

10 2.0 5.0 1.22 • IO"2 67.55 100.10

10 2.0 5.0 1.33 • IO"2 67.06 100.50

10 2.0 5.0 1.42 • IO"2 66.72 100.71

10 2.0 4.0 3.79 • IO"2 71.55 93.00

10 2.0 4.0 3.41 • 10~2 70.28 94.66

10 2.0 4.0 3.27 • IO"2 69.66 96.10
10 2.0 4.0 3.19 • 10“ 2 68.95 97.36

Continued on next page
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C.2. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 2

TableC.4 -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed Die dia. Die length O utput vel. Pressure Temperature

[— 1 L m in J [mm] [mm] [ ? ] drop [bar] [°o\

10 2.0 4.0 3.20 • IO"2 68.64 98.42
10 2.0 3.0 6.91 • 10“2 71.25 93.01
10 2.0 3.0 6.69 • IO”2 70.63 94.15
10 2.0 3.0 6.52 ■ 10“2 69.49 95.31
10 2.0 3.0 6.18 • n r 2 68.93 96.42
10 2.0 3.0 1ooopCO 68.23 97.32
10 2.0 3.0 5.82 • IO"2 67.84 98.07
10 2.0 3.0 5.74 • IO"2 67.45 98.79
10 2.0 0.0 2.52 • 10"1 65.76 95.72
10 2.0 0.0 2.46 • IO” 1 65.29 96.20
10 2.0 0.0 2.28 • 10"1 64.64 96.87
10 2.0 0.0 2.28 • 10"1 64.13 97.56
10 2.0 0.0 2.26 • 10"1 63.86 98.26

Table C.4: Results of trial no. 2 - ten rpm.

C.2.3 Results of Trial no. 2 - 1 5  rpm

Extr. speed

f— 1Lrran J

Die dia. 
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[?1

Pressure 
drop [bar]

Temperature

r a

15 2.0 5.0 1.85 • 10-2 68.51 105.39

15 2.0 5.0 1.85 ■ IO"2 67.84 106.97

15 2.0 5.0 1.88 ■ 10“2 67.30 107.86

15 2.0 5.0 1.97 • IO-2 67.08 108.45

15 2.0 5.0 2.04 ■ 10“ 2 66.87 108.91

15 2.0 5.0 2.12 • IO"2 66.84 108.96

15 2.0 5.0 2.22 • IO"2 66.77 109.05

15 2.0 5.0 2.27 • 10-2 66.77 109.17

15 2.0 5.0 2.39 • 10“ 2 66.68 109.16

15 2.0 4.0 4.19 • IO”2 71.44 102.55

15 2.0 4.0 o I—1 I—1 o 1 to 70.56 104.10

15 2.0 4.0 3.95 • 10~2 69.81 105.42

Continued on next page
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C.2. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 2

TableC.5 -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed

[ —  l m m  J

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[? ]

Pressure 
drop [bar]

Temperature

[°o\

15 2.0 4.0 3.92 IO"2 69.36 106.53
15 2.0 4.0 3.95 IO"2 69.18 107.27
15 2.0 4.0 3.96 10~2 68:92 108.05
15 2.0 4.0 4.01 IO"2 68.37 109.19
15 2.0 4.0 4.08 10-2 68.27 109.45
15 2.0 3.0 7.07 IO"2 69.50 103.98
15 2.0 3.0 6.73 10~2 68.58 105.29
15 2.0 3.0 6.73 IO"2 67.93 106.42
15 2.0 3.0 6.82 10“2 67.55 107.41
15 2.0 3.0 6.99 IO"2 67.26 108.20
15 2.0 3.0 7.12 IO"2 66.90 108.76
15 2.0 3.0 7.40 10-2 66.75 109.16
15 2.0 0.0 2.83 ioi—i 68.44 100.85
15 2.0 0.0 2.83 1 0 '1 67.33 102.63
15 2.0 0.0 2.83 10"1 66.31 104.13
15 2.0 0.0 2.94 1or—H 65.54 105.37
15 2.0 0.0 3.04 10"1 65.03 106.45

Table C.5: Results of trial no. 2 - 15 rpm.

C.2.4 Results of Trial no. 2 - 2 0  rpm

Extr. speed

[ - ML m in J

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[?]
Pressure 

drop [bar]
Temperature

r a

20 2.0 5.0 2.82 IO"2 68.29 112.45
20 2.0 5.0 2.76 IO"2 67.87 114.03
20 2.0 5.0 2.83 IO"2 67.44 115.51
20 2.0 5.0 2.89 IO '2 67.55 115.79

20 2.0 5.0 2.92 IO"2 67.62 115.98

20 2.0 4.0 4.79 i—1 o i to 68.98 114.24

20 2.0 4.0 4.78 10~2 68.67 115.08
20 2.0 4.0 4.78 IO"2 68.27 115.81

Continued on next page
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C.2. RHEOMETRY TRIAL 2

TableC.6 -  continued from previous page

Extr. speed

[— 1 L m m J

Die dia.
[mm]

Die length 
[mm]

O utput vel. 

[?]

Pressure 
drop [bar]

Temperature

r a

20 2.0 4.0 4.75 IO"2 68.12 116.33
20 2.0 4.0 4.85 i—

1 o i to 67.98 116.64
20 2.0 3.0 9.34 IO"2 67.45 113.31
20 2.0 3.0 9.34 IO '2 67.06 114.26
20 2.0 3.0 9.59 IO"2 66.88 115.05
20 2.0 3.0 9.76 IO"2 66.57 115.58
20 2.0 3.0 1.01 10"1 66.37 116.00
20 2.0 3.0 1.02 10"1 66.26 116.40
20 2.0 3.0 1.05 10’ 1 66.07 116.67
20 2.0 0.0 3.78 10"1 66.44 110.47
20 2.0 0.0 3.90 10-1 65.51 112.16
20 2.0 0.0 4.42 10-1 64.32 114.51
20 2.0 0.0 4.74 10"1 63.92 115.15
20 2.0 0.0 4.78- 10"1 63.67 115.75

Table C.6: Results of trial no. 2 - 2 0  rpm.
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A ppendix D

R esults of Profile D ie Trials

D .l  Profile Trial 1

D . l . l  R esults o f Trial no. 1 - Processing Conditions

ID Time [s] PPM  [d b ]L m m  J Die ID V  —s T  [°C]

1
2

1705
1765

10
10

1
1

1.35 • IO"5 
1.32 • IO"5

109.37
109.46

3
4
5

2220
2280
2340

15
15
15

1
1
1

1.98 • 10-5 
1.98- IO"5 
2.00 • IO"5

121.61
122.16
122.40

6
7
8

2820
2880
2910

20
20
20

1
1
1

2.58 • 10~5
2.62 • IO"5
2.62 • IO"5

131.31 
131.37
131.32

Table D .l: Results of trial no. 1 - Processing conditions.

D .l .2 Results of Trial no. 1 - Partitioning

ID Part. 1 % Part. 2 % Part. 3 % Part. 4 % Part. 5 % Total %

1 15.29 26.50 50.13 5.13 2.94 99.99

2 15.30 26.89 49.63 5.20 2.98 100.00

Continued on next page
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D.2. PROFILE TRIAL 2

TableD.2 -  continued from previous page
ID Part. 1 % Part. 2 % Part. 3 % Part. 4 % Part. 5 % Total %

3 15.27 26.83 49.89 5.11 2.90 100.00
4 14.27 28.00 49.84 4.95 2.94 100.00
5 14.31 27.48 50.31 4.98 2.93 100.01
6 14.54 27.04 50.44 5.02 2.97 100.01
7 14.34 27.92 49.71 5.06 2.97 100.00
8 14.43 27.71 50.00 4.97 2.88 99.99

Table D.2: Results of trial no. 1 - Percentage of to ta l
area in partitions (see Figure 5.15 a)).

D.2 Profile Trial 2

D.2.1 Results of Trial no. 2 - Processing Conditions

ID Time s RPM [db ]L m m J Die ID V m 3
T  [°C]

1 2882 10 1 1.5515- io~ 5 98.72

2 2976 10 1 1.4734- IO" 5 99.11

3 3059 10 1 1.4756 •IO" 5 99.53

4 3556 15 1 2.2257 •10"5 109.92

5 3578 15 1 2.1221 • icr5 110.10
6 3599 15 1 2.1956- IO" 5 110.30

7 4248 20 1 2.9154 • 10“5 119.06

8 4268 20 1 2.7387 • io-5 118.00
9 4288 20 1 2.8122 • io~ 5 119.01

10 4701 25 1 3.5089 • io-5 124.40

11 4721 25 1 3.3278 - 10“ 5 124.37
12 4741 25 1 3.4208 •io- 5 124.49

13 5400 30 1 4.1300- itr5 129.85
14 5424 30 1 3.9964 • io-5 129.75
15 5444 30 1 4.0591 -10~5 129.75

16 6939 10 2 1.6082 - icr5 102.02

17 6974 10 2 1.4253 • io- 5 102.05

Continued on next page
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D.2. PROFILE TRIAL 2

TableD.3 -  continued from previous page

ID Time s RPM [-L-1Lmin J Die ID V
„,3m

s T [°C]

18 7003 10 2 1.4547

IO1Ot-H 102.06
19 7790 15 2 2.1279 • IO"5 112.29
20 7807 15 2 2.1394 • IO"5 112.37
21 7828 15 2 2.1584 • IO"5 112.47
22 8323 20 2 2.7778 • IO"5 120.07
23 8343 20 2 2.7158 • IO"5 120.15
24 8363 20 2 2.8283 • IO"5 120.27
25 8765 25 2 3.5928 • IO"5 126.14
26 8785 25 2 3.3631 • IO"5 126.26
27 8805 25 2 3.4008 • IO"5 126.27
28 9247 30 2 4.4465 • IO"5 130.70
29 9267 30 2 4.1345 • 10~5 130.82
30 9287 30 2 4.0878 • 10~5 131.06
Table D.3: Results of trial no. 2 - Processing conditions.

D .2 .2 Results of Trial no. 2 - Partitioning

ID Part. 1 % Part. 2 % Part. 3 % Part. 4 % Part. 5 % Total %
1 14.79 27.11 50.68 4.75 2.69 100.02

2 14.99 26.46 51.05 4.80 2.70 100.01
3 15.08 26.51 51.01 4.75 2.67 100.02

4 14.64 26.49 51.58 4.66 2.65 100.02

5 14.89 25.56 52.25 4.63 2.68 100.01

6 15.12 25.57 52.08 4.58 2.68 100.03

7 14.06 26.89 51.76 4.58 2.72 100.01

8 14.27 27.40 51.12 4.58 2.65 100.02

9 13.94 27.79 51.05 4.58 2.64 100.00

10 14.22 25.62 53.40 4.17 2.62 100.04

11 13.83 26.72 52.49 4.32 2.64 100.00
12 14.16 24.92 54.04 4.27 2.64 100.04

13 14.07 25.62 53.60 4.16 2.57 100.02
14 14.11 25.10 54.14 4.08 2.57 100.01

Continued on next page
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D.2. PROFILE TRIAL 2

TableD.4 -  continued from previous page
ID Part. 1 % Part. 2 % Part. 3 % Part. 4 % Part. 5 % Total %
15 14.01 25.30 54.17 3.98 2.56 100.02

16 21.04 25.68 44.05 6.31 2.94 100.02
17 21.98 25.52 43.56 6.10 2.85 100.01
18 20.94 26.04 44.07 6.09 2.88 100.02

19 20.63 26.40 44.25 5.92 2.82 100.01
20 19.97 27.20 44.11 5.89 2.84 100.02
21 20.80 26.21 44.28 5.86 2.86 100.00
22 20.61 26.49 44.07 5.93 2.90 100.01
23 20.95 26.01 44.24 5.91 2.89 100.00
24 20.63 25.93 44.67 5.89 2.88 100.00
25 20.80 26.28 44.18 5.91 2.83 100.00
26 20.86 26.07 44.38 5.86 2.83 100.00
27 20.96 26.13 44.22 5.87 2.83 100.01
28 20.62 26.44 44.48 5.74 2.73 100.01
29 20.91 25.97 44.68 5.74 2.70 100.00
30 20.70 26.33 44.54 5.71 2.72 100.01

Table D.4: Results of trial no. 2 - Percentage of to ta l
area in partitions (see Figure 5.15 a)).
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A ppendix E

Program Code R esponse Surface 
Calculation

E .l Program Code Response Surface Calcula
tion - two free Parameters

#!/usr/bin/python

import os
import math
import sys
import string
from file import File
from Numeric import *
import Gnuplot, Gnuplot.funcutils

input = sys.argv[l:]
r = []
1 = []
vexp = []
pexp = []
texp = []

kO = le39
m = 1.0
b = 0.0065
tref = 100
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FREE PARAMETERS

nmin =0.1
nmax = 1.0
nine = (nmax-nmin)/500
mumin = 10000
mumax = 1000000
muinc = (mumax-mumin)/500

for case in input:
infile = open(case)
line = inf ile.readlineO
words = string.split(line)
vexp.append(float(words[0])) 
pexp.append(float(words[1])) 
texp.append(float(words[2] )) 
r .append(float(words[3]))
1.append(float(words[4] )) 
infile. closeO 

vexp = array(vexp) 
pexp = array(pexp) 
texp = array(texp) 
r = array(r)
1 = array(1)

outfile = open("response_ana.data","w") 
for n in arange(nmin, nmax, nine):

for mu in range(mumin, mumax, muinc): 
obj = 0
vana = pi*(((pexp*r)/(2*l*k0))**(l/m))*r**2+2*pi*(n/(n+l))\ 

* ((pexp/ (2*l*mu*e** (b* (tref-texp) ) ) ) ** (1/n) ) * ( (0.5-\ 
(n/(3*n+l)))*r**((3*n+l)/n)) 

obj = sum((vexp-vana)**2)
scribble = '7,10.9f */,14.9f %14.9e \n" % (n, mu, obj)
outfile.write(scribble) 

outfile.write("\n") 
outfile.close()
©s^ystern^ ./getminobj .py response.ana.data’) 
os.system(}gnuplot response_surf2.gnu’) 
os.system(’gv response_surf.eps’)
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Appendix F

Program Code Param eter 
Optimisation

F .l Simultaneous Parameter Optim isation

F . l . l  Program Code Simultaneous Param eter Optimisa
tion

#!/usr/bin/python

"""Optimisation both zero and cap in one routine using lsq 
and concatenating the two resulting vectors.

ii n it

import sys
from matpam import Matpam
from scipy.optimize import leastsq

iniparams = [100000.0,0.5,0.01,100000.0,0.5,0.01,100000.0,0.5,0.01] 
param = Matpam(sys.argv[l],iniparams)

tol = le-18
plsq = leastsqCparam.rescale,param.outparams,\

ftol=tol,epsfcn=le-36,xtol=tol,gtol=tol,\ 
maxf ev=100000,full_output=1) 

print "NUMBER OF ITERATIONS: ",plsq[l][»nfev»] 
if plsq[2]!=1:
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F.l. SIMULTANEOUS PARAMETER OPTIMISATION

print "ERRORS: ",plsq[2], plsq[3] 
param.outparams = plsq[0] 
print param.outparams 
#param.movplot("test1.eps") 
param.print_results() 
param.save_log()

F . l . 2 Class Code Simultaneous Param eter Optimization

Class that defines the matpam object consisting of

- execname
- code_exec
- code_class
- infiles
- iniparams
- zparams
- cparams
- outparams
- stats
- plot

class Matpam:

def  init (self,basedir,iniparams):

import os
import sys
import string
from Numeric import array
import copy

self . inz, self .inc = [],[]

self.execname = str(os.getcwd())+str(sys.argv[0]) [1:] 
infile = open(self.execname,"r")
self.code_exec = infile.readlinesO 
infile.close 0
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F.l. SIMULTANEOUS PARAMETER OPTIMISATION

infile = open( file ,"r")
self.code_class = infile.readlinesO 
inf ile. closeO

zerodir = basedir+"/200603_zero"
capdir = basedir+"/200603_cap"

inzero = os.listdir(zerodir)
incap = os.listdir(capdir)
for i in range(len(inzero)): 

if inzero[i][-3:]=="exp":
self.inz.append(zerodir+"/"+inzero[i]) 

for i in range(11,len(incap)): 
if incap[i][-3:]=="exp":

self.inc.append(capdir+"/"+incap[i]) 
self.infiles = [self.inz, self.inc] 
self.iniparams = iniparams
self.outparams = copy.deepcopy(self.iniparams) 
self, stats = [[],[]]

rz,lz,vexpz,pexpz,texpz = [],[],[],[],[] 
rc,lc,vexpc,pexpc,texpc = [],[],[],[],□

vanaz,vanac = [] , []

for case in self.infiles[0]: 
infile = open(case)
line = infile.readlineO
words = string.split(line)
vexpz.append(float(words[0])) 
pexpz.append(float(words[1])) 
texpz.append(float(words[2])) 
rz.append(float(words[3])) 
lz.append(float(words[4])) 
infile. closeO 

vexpz = array(vexpz) 
pexpz = array(pexpz) 
texpz = array(texpz) 
rz = array(rz) 
lz = array(lz)

for case in self.infiles[1]:
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F.l. SIMULTANEOUS PARAMETER OPTIMISATION

infile = open(case)
line = infile.readlineO
words = string.split(line)
vexpc.append(float(words[0] )) 
pexpc.append(float(words[1] )) 
texpc.append(float(words[2])) 
rc.append(float(words[3] )) 
lc.append(float(words[4] )) 
infile.closeO 

vexpc = array(vexpc) 
pexpc = array(pexpc) 
texpc = array(texpc) 
rc = array(rc) 
lc = array(lc)

tref = 100

self.zparams = [rz,lz,vexpz,pexpz,texpz,tref] 
self.cparams = [rc,lc,vexpc,pexpc,texpc,tref]

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

def rescale(self,inparams):

from Numeric import sort 
from Numeric import array

try:
self.outparams = inparams

errcomb = []

vanazero = self.reszero(inparams) 
if len(inparams) == 9: 

print "IN CLASSIC"
vanacap = self.rescap_classic(inparams) 

elif len(inparams) == 10: 
print "IN TAUO"
vanacap = self.rescap_tauO(inparams) 

errzero = sort(self.zparams[2]-vanazero) 
errcap = sort(self.cparams[2]-vanacap) 
for i in range(len(errzero)):

errcomb.append(abs(errzero[i] ))
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for i in range(len(errcap)):
errcomb.append(abs(errcap[i] )) 

errcomb = array(errcomb)

except Keyboardlnterrupt: 
self.print.results() 
sys.exit(0)

return errcomb

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

def reszero(self,inparams):

from scipy.special import gamma 
from Numeric import exp 
from Numeric import pi

rz = self.zparams[0]
lz = self.zparams[1]
vexpz = self.zparams[2]
pexpz - self.zparams[3]
texpz = self.zparams[4]
tref = self.zparams[5]
ratioz = rz/15.

if len(inparams) == 9:
mu,n,b,mue,p,d,kO,m,c = inparams

elif len(inparams) == 10:
mu,n,b,mue,p,d,kO,tauO,m,c = inparams 

mu,n,mue,p = abs(mu),abs(n),abs(mue),abs(p)

Imn = (p*n*(p+l)*(n+l)*gamma(p)*gamma(2*n/(n+l)))/\
((p*(n+1)+2*n)*((p+1)*(n+l)+2*n)*gamma(p+\
(2*n/(n+1))))

vana = (pexpz*3*p/((16*n*mu*exp(b*(tref-texpz)))*((p+\ 
1)/(n+1))**2*(mue*exp(d*(tref-texpz))*Imn*(3*n+\ 
1)/(mu*exp(b*(tref-texpz))*(4*p)**p*4*n))**\ 
(l/(p+l))*(1-ratioz**(3*p*(n+l)/(p+l)))))**((p+\ 
1)/(p*(n+1)))*(n*pi*rz**3)/ (3*n+l) 

return vana
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#--------------------------------------------------------------

def rescap_classic(self,inparams):

from scipy.special import gamma 
from Numeric import exp 
from Numeric import pi

rc = self.cparams[0]
lc = self.cparams[1]
vexpc = self.cparams[2]
pexpc = self.cparams[3]
texpc = self.cparams[4]
tref = self.cparams[5]
ratioc = rc/15.

mu,n,b,mue,p,d,kO,m,c = inparams 
mu,n,mue,p,kO,m = abs(mu),abs(n),abs(mue),\

abs(p),abs(kO),abs(m)

Imn = (p*n*(p+l)*(n+l)*gamma(p)*gamma(2*n/(n+l)))/((p*\ 
(n+1)+2*n)*((p+1)*(n+l)+2*n)*gamma(p+(2*n/(n+1))))

gdot = (3*n+l)*vexpc/(n*pi*rc**3)

pent = 16*n*mu*exp(b*(tref-texpc))/(3*p)*((p+l)/(n+l))**\ 
2*(mue*exp(d*(tref-texpc))*Imn*(3*n+l)/ (mu*exp(b*\ 
(tref-texpc))*(4*p)**p*4*n))** (1/(p+1))*gdot**\
(p*(n+1)/(p+1))*(1-ratioc**(3*p*(n+1)/(p+1)))

vana = pi*((((pexpc-pent)*rc)/(2*lc*k0*exp(c*(tref-\
texpc))))**(1/m))*rc**2+2*pi*(n/(n+1))*(((pexpc-\ 
pent)/(2*lc*mu*exp(b*(tref-texpc))))**(1/n))*\ 
((0.5-(n/(3*n+l)))*rc**((3*n+l)/n))

print "#CAPILLARY--------- #--------- #--------- #--------- "
print "mu,n,b =", mu,",",n,",",b 
print "mue,p,d =", mue,",",p,",",d 
print "k0,m,c =", kO,",",m,",",c

return vana

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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def rescap_tauO(self.inparams):

from scipy.special import gamma 
from Numeric import exp 
from Numeric import pi

rc = self.cparams[0]
lc = self.cparams[1]
vexpc = self.cparams[2]
pexpc = self.cparams[3]
texpc = self.cparams[4]
tref = self.cparams[5]
ratioc = rc/15.

mu,n,b,mue,p,d,kO,tauO,m,c = inparams
mu,n,mue,p,kO,tauO,m = abs (mu) ,abs(n) ,abs(mue) ,abs(p) ,\

abs(kO),abs(tauO),abs(m)

Imn = (p*n*(p+l)*(n+l)*gamma(p)*gamma(2*n/(n+l)))/((p*\ 
(n+l)+2*n)*((p+l)*(n+l)+2*n)*gamma(p+(2*n/(n+l))))

gdot = (3*n+l)*vexpc/(n*pi*rc**3)

pent = 16*n*mu*exp(b*(tref-texpc))/(3*p)*((p+1)/(n+1))**2*\ 
(mue*exp(d*(tref-texpc))*Imn*(3*n+l)/(mu*exp(b*\ 
(tref-texpc))*(4*p)**p*4*\n))**(1/(p+1))*gdot**(p*\ 
(n+l)/(p+l))*(l-ratioc**(3*p*(n+l)/(p+l)))

vana = pi*((((pexpc-pent)*rc)/(2*lc*k0*exp(c*(tref-\
texpc)))-tauO/kO)**(1/m))*rc**2+2*pi*(n/(n+1))*\
(((pexpc-pent)/(2*lc*mu*exp(b*(tref-texpc) ) ) ) **\
(1/n))*((0.5-(n/(3*n+l)))*rc**((3*n+l)/n))

print "#CAPILLARY---------#--------- #--------- #--------- "
print "mu,n,b =", mu,",",n, ", " jb
print "mue,p,d =", mue,",",p," , " ,d
print "k0,tau0,m,c =", kO,",",tau0,",",m, " , " ,c

return vana

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

def movplot(self,filename):
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import scipy.xplt

vanaz = self.reszero(self.outparams) 
if len(self.outparams) == 9:

vanac = self.rescap_classic(self.outparams) 
if len(self.outparams) == 10:

vanac = self.rescap_tauO(self.outparams)

scipy.xplt.plot(self.zparams[2],vanaz,’x ’,\ 
self.cparams[2],vanac,’o’,\
[float("0"),float("1.6e-6")],\
[float("0").float("1.6e-6")]) 

scipy.xplt.xlabelC'vexp") 
scipy.xplt.ylabel("vana") 
scipy.xplt.title(’Vexp vs. Vana’) 
scipy.xplt.gridxy(l)
scipy.xplt.legend([’Data Points Zero Length’,\

’Data Points Capillary’,\
’Exact Solution’]) 

scipy.xplt.gist.eps(filename) # Make epsi file.

#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

def print_results(self):

from Numeric import array 
from Numeric import concatenate 
from statistics import mean 
from statistics import stddev 
import copy

sepzeroarr = [] 
sepcapaxr = [] 
sepcombarr = []

vanaz = array(self.reszero(self.outparams)) 
if len(self.outparams) == 9:

vanac = array(self.rescap_classic(self.outparams)) 
elif len(self.outparams) == 10:

vanac = array(self.rescap_tauO(self.outparams))

sepzeroarr = (vanaz-self.zparams[2])/self.zparams[2] 
sepcaparr = (vanac-self.cparams[2])/self.cparams[2]
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sepcombarr = concatenate((sepzeroarr,sepcaparr))

print "TOT STATS-------------------------------------
print "MEAN, STDDEVTOT: ",mean(sepcombarr+l),\

stddev(sepcombarr)

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

def save_log(self):

from os import getcwd 
from sys import argv 
from Numeric import concatenate 
from statistics import mean 
from statistics import stddev

sepcaparr = [] 
sepzeroarr = [] 
sepcombarr = []

vanaz = self.reszero(self.outparams) 
if len(self.outparams) == 9:

vanac = self.rescap_classic(self.outparams) 
if len(self.outparams) == 10:

vanac = self.rescap_tauO(self.outparams)

outfile = open("full_log.txt","a") 
for i in range(80): 

outfile.write("#") 
outfile.write("\n")
outfile.write(str(getcwd())+str(argv[0])[1:]+"\n\n") 
infiles_comb = self.infiles[0]+self.infiles[1] 
for i in range(len(infiles_comb)):

outfile.write(str(infiles_comb[i])+"\n") 
outf ile.write("\n")

infile = open(argv[0],"r") 
lines = inf ile .readlinesO
infile.close() 
for line in lines:

outfile.write(line)

scribble = "\n#MATERIAL PARAMETERS
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scribble = scribble+"mu, n, b =

scribble = scribble+"mue, p, d =

scribble = scribble+"kO, m, c =

outfile.write(scribble)

+str(self.outparams[0̂ )+" , "+\
str(self.outparams[p )+" , "+\
str(self.outparams[2\ ) + "\n"

+str(self.outparams[3! ) + ", "+\
str(self.outparams[A )+" , "+\
str(self.outparams[5 )+" \n"

+str(self.outparams[6 )+" , "+\
str(self.outparams[7 )+" , "+\
str(self.outparams[8 ) + "\n \n "

sepzeroarr = (vanaz-self.zparams[2] )/self.zparams[2] 
sepcaparr = (vanac-self.cparams[2])/self.cparams [2] 
sepcombarr = concatenate((sepzeroarr,sepcaparr))

scribble = "#T0T STATS 
scribble = scribble+"\nMEAN TOT 
scribble = scribble+"\nSTDDEV TOT 
scribble = scribble+"\nMAXERR 
outfile.write(scribble) 
outfile. closeQ

"+str(mean(sepcombarr+l))
"+str(stddev(sepcombarr))
"+str(max(abs(sepcombarr)))+"\n\n"
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A ppendix G 

Sample Input M aster File for 
Fantazt

FANTOM TEST
$  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RUN.DATA
RUN.TYPE: NEW
CPU.LIMIT: 1.0e6 
LENGTH: 8 

END_RUN.DATA
$-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PHYSICAL.PROBLEM

NAVIER_STOKES_EQUATIONS: ON 
TEMPQRAL_DERIVATIVES: OFF
CONVECTIVE_TERM: OFF
VISCOUS.TERM: DIVERGENCE.FORM
CORIOLIS.TERMS: OFF
BODY.FORCES: OFF
LAW.DENSITY: CONSTANT
LAW.VISCOSITY: POWER.LAW
TURBULENCE.MODEL: LAMINAR

END_NAVIER_STOKES_EQUATIONS 
HEAT.EQUATION: OFF 
END_HEAT_EQUATION 
PROPERTIES

DENSITY: 1230
VISCOSITY: 500206.0, 0.0266, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.001

END.PROPERTIES
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END_PHYSICAL_PROBLEM

MESH.DATA

DIMENSIONS
NODAL.POINTS: 179733
ELEMENTS: 864553
NODES_PER_ELEMENT: 4, SIMPLEX
SPACE.DIMENSION: THREE
BOUNDARY: 137434

END.DIMENSIONS 
GEOMETRY 
INCLUDE ../dln7a.geo 

END.GEOMETRY 
END_MESH_DATA

FIXITY.CONDITIONS

PRESCRIPTIONS
FIX_ONE_PRESSURE: ON 
INITIAL, CONSTANT 
INCLUDE .Vdln7a.ini 
END.INITIAL 

END.PRESCRIPTIONS 
END_FIXITY_CONDITIONS

NUMERICAL.TREATMENT

GENERAL
INTERPOLATION: STANDARD
INTEGRATION.RULE: OPEN, QUADRATURE.POINTS: 4
SMOOTHING.REQUIRED: QUADRATURE

TIME.DATA: INITIAL.TIME: O.O, FINAL.TIME: 1.5,/
TIME_STEP_SIZE: 0.005 

ORDER.OF_BLOCK_ITERATIONS: MOMENTUM
GOVERNING.PROBLEM: MOMENTUM
OTHER.PARAMETERS: NATURAL.LENGTH: 0.7
FREEP: 0.0,2.0,1.0E-09,0.0,1.0,57.0,228.0,0.0,/

2.0,1.0E-05,200,50,0,2.0,1.0,/
1226686.6, 0.2082 

SENDV 
END.GENERAL
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$
NAVIER_STOKES_EQUATIONS

SPATIAL
PRESSURE_INTERPOLATION: NUM.NODES: 4, STANDARD, CONTINUOUS

END.SPATIAL
TEMPORAL.TREATMENT

WEIGHTING_OF_DERIVATIVE: ALL 
INCREMENTAL.QUOTIENT: ONE.STEP
ORDER_OF_APPROXIMATION: 1
CONVECTION.TREATMENT: IMPLICIT
EULER.TIME_ STEPS: 1
STEADY_STATE_TOLERANCE: 1.Oe-5

END_TEMPORAL_TREATMENT 
SOLUTION
LINEARIZ.TECHNIQUE: PICARD
CONVERGENCE.STRATEGY: LI, MAX.ITER: 500, TOLERANCE: 0.001 %
ALGEBRAIC.SOLVER: SK.GMRES, MAX_ITER=3000,T0LER=1E-10,/

KRYL0V=100 
PRECONDITIONING.STRATEGY: DIAGONAL 

END.SOLUTION 
END_NAVIER_STOKES_EQUATIONS 

END_NUMERICAL_TREATMENT
$------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OUTPUT_&_POST-PROCESS
POSTPROCESS VELOCITY, STEPS: 1
POSTPROCESS PRESSURE, STEPS: 1
POSTPROCESS DENSITY, STEPS: 1
POSTPROCESS VISCOSITY, STEPS: 1

END_OUTPUT_&_POST-PROCESS

PENALTY.STRATEGY: 
STABILITY.FUNCTIONS: 
PERTURB.FUNCT:

ITERATIVE, PARAMETER: 1.0E-6 
MAX.PRESS: 1.0 
ALL
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